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CRIMR AND THE COMMON MAN

A discontented wife in California stabs her husband. A 18-

year-old in Hew Jersey ahoots his playmate. A sailor in Washing-

ton strangles his unfaithful sweetheart. The word "murder"

oraokles over telegraph wires into scores of newspaper offices

aoross the nation. Editors weigh It against news of national and

international importance, and often it wins out. Thousands upon

thousands of readers who do not know the murderer, who stand an

infinitesimal chance of being murdered by him or anyone else, ab-

sorb details of the crime. This interest in crime is not new.

Even before Englishmen read their first newspaper in 1628, pub-

lishers were capitalising on interest in wrongdoing.

Soaroely a century after Caxton introduced printing into

England in 1476, presses were turning out broadsheet ballads

about crime, crude jingles sung to the tunes of popular airs*

Pamphlets aided broadsides in reporting crime news. T^ater both

forms were assisted by hastily-printed, Journalistic books, which

contained accounts of robberies and murders, lives of criminals,

reports cf trials, sidelights on wrongdoing. All three forma

lasted until the eve of the present century, when they became

anachronisms. This is the story of the crime broadside. It is

the record of its birth, life and death.

J

Broadside readers from the 16th Century far into the 19th

had atrong stomachs. They liked sheets that fairly dripped gore.

The broadsides quoted from in this study are by no means atypical.

/
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To understand crime broadside* with their sometimes revolt-

ing details, one must first understand the interest in crime in

Britain in their time. One should understand that people regard-

ed criminals as celebrities, much as Hollywood movie stars are

celebrities today, and flocked by the thousands to witness their

performances, which consisted of a cart-ride to the place of

execution, a last speech, a drop to eternity. One should know

that hanging-days were holidays with much the same carnival at-

mosphere that now exists on the Saturday of a good football game.

In the England of a few centuries ago, crime was never far

from the common man. In Shakespeare's time, crime was rampant in

the streets of London, and authorities were powerless to stop the

lawlessness of the criminals. Hangings were common. At the end

of the 16th Century, when England had a population of scarcely

5,000,000, an estimated 800 persons were hanged each year.''

Authorities invoked stringent laws to their utmost, sent thou-

sands of felons to the soaffold, even tried executing criminals

at the scenes of their crimes. Hone of these measures did much

toward dlaoouraglng crime.

In the 18th Century, crime showed no signs of abating. In

the first half of the century it seemed to be on the increase.

Thefts, highway robberies, murders, street assaults, waylayings,

shopliftings were everyday occurrences. Smollett, speaking of

conditions in 1750, remarked that "thieves and robbers were now

Arthur tfnderhlll, "Law," Shakespeare's England (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1926), vol. I, p. 398.



s
more desperate and savage than they bad ever appeared since man-

kind was civilized." Even a man*s wig was not safe. Its cost of

from 5 to SO guineas made it well worth stealing. A common prac-

tice of the wlg-snatcher was to have a email boy hidden In a huge

baker's basket that he carried on his head. When a gentleman

passed, the boy popped out his hand, snatched the wig and whipped

It under cover before the owner missed It.

Bat the characteristic criminal of the time was the highway-

man. All lonely spots, even those close to London Itself, were

unsafe. In broad daylight, highwaymen stopped coaches and robbed

passengers. Five times in five weeks they robbed the Bristol and

London mall. Once they spent several hours of daylight plunder-

ing a stage wagon between Wotting Hill and Tyburn Sate. To Jour-

ney Into London In safety, travelers often met at specified times

In appointed places for a united front against highwaymen. "One

Is forced to travel, even at noon, as If he were going to battle,"

Turbervllle quotes Horace Walpole as complaining In 1751.8

By mld-oentury, murders had become bo numerous that Parlia-

ment decreed that all felons should be executed the day after

sentence was passed. Hen were strung from the gallows by tens,

by twenties, and some were transported to the Plantations because

the scaffold was too busy to accommodate them. Still crime did

not diminish.

With lawlessness all about him, the 18th-century Londoner

understandably took a strong Interest In crime and criminals.

A. S. Turbervllle, English Men and Banners In the Sixteenth
Century ( Oxford j Clarendon fress, 1952), pp. l3B3s57^
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His Internet showed Itself In several ways. Perhaps he would pay

a •ail fee to see a notorious criminal confined In Newgate.

Criminals were considered fit subjects for exhibition. Doctor

Dodd, a clergyman convicted of forgery In 1777, was shown at two

shillings a head two hours before his execution. The crowds that

gaped at highwayman Jack Sheppard brought his gaol-keeper an es-

timated 200 pounds. Kxeouted at the age of 23 In 1724, Jack

Sheppard was for a time the chief topic of conversation in all

ranks of society. His adventures, prison-breakings and other

dodglngs of the law were dramatised in a pantonine, Harlequin

Sheppard . at Drury~I*ne Theatre. Parts of a three-act farce

about him, The Prlson-Breaker or The Adventures of John Sheppard .

were performed at Bartholomew' a Pair under the title The. Quakers'

Opera . Sir James Thorahlll, regarded as an outstanding painter

in his day, painted Sheppard' s portrait, frost which mezzotint

engravings were made. Even the upper-classes turned out to see

and talk with convicted felons in their cells. Sydney mentions

falpole's writing to Sir Horaoe Mann of his conversations with

McLean, a fashionable highwayman.8 Spectators gawked at wretohes

in the pillory and sometimes pelted tfaea with vegetables, brick-

bats and dead cats. A public flogging was certain to attract the

curious and the Idle. Trevelyan quotes a passage from the

diaries of Parson noodforde, ordinarily a benevolent souli

8 William Connor Sydney, Knpland and the gnglleh In the Eight-
eenth Century (Hew Yorkj Haemillan and Co., 1892), vol. II,



1777. July 22. Robert Blggen, for stealing po-
tatoes, was this afternoon whipped thro 1 the streets
of Gary (Somerset) by the Hangman at the end of a
eart. He was whipped from the George Inn to the Angel,
from thence back through the street to the Royal Oak
in South Cary and so back to the Oeorge Inn. He being
an old offender there was a collection of 0.17.6 given
to the Hangman to do him justice. But It was not much
for all that—the Hangman was an old Kan and a most
Tlllalnous looking Fellow Indeed. For my Part I would
not contribute one Farthing to lt.»

Of all punishments, however, executions attracted the larg-

est crowds. From time immemorial executions were public, and

spectators thronged to see them. In 1664 Pepys noted in his

diary that poople "flocked in the City" to see a robber named

Turner hanged and that he himself paid a shilling to stand on the

wheel of a cart in order to see the execution* More than a oen-

tury later, even Parson "oodforde permitted his servant leave

from work to see a hanging!

1781. April 7. Oave my servant Hill leave to go
to Norwich ten miles by road this morning to see the
three Highwaymen bung there today. Will returned about
seven o'clock In the evening. They were all three hung
ar.d appeared penitent. 6

In 18th-century London, hanging day—jocularly known as

"Tyburn Fair"~wae a holiday. At an early hour workshops were

deserted. Tailors, shoemakers, ooaobmakers and other craftsmen

took these "hanging matches," as they were called, into account

when promising finished goods to their customers. "Oh, that will

* 0. II. Trevelyan, English Social History (Londont Longmans,
Oreen and Co., 1942, pp. 349-50.

8 Richard LeQallienne, ed.. Passages from the Diary of Si

Pspts (Hew York: Modem Library, 192S) pTlBS.

Trevelyan, op. cit. . p. 550.
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be a hanging-day, and my nan will not be at work," they would

say. Sentlemen formed parties In coffee-houses and taverns in

order to attend executions In a body. Witnessing exeoutiona waa

•port for many noblemen. George Selvrvn, the celebrated wit, bad

a peculiar fondness for gazing at corpses and watching executions.

Other connoisseurs of hangings included Thomas Wharton and the

Duke of HOnaouth.

Even before he left Newgate Prison, the condemned man was

part of a show. Realising this, many criminals insisted upon

wearing fine and gaudy clothing to their deaths. John Matthews,

a young printer executed for high treason In 1719, went to his

doom dressed as befitted a gentleman, his coat lined with rich

Persian silk. Lord Derwentwater, decapitated on Tower Hill In

1746, was attired "In soarlet, faoed with black velvet, trimmed

with gold, a gold-laced waistcoat, and a white feather in hia

hat."7 Yet another criminal hanged in early 1765 wore "a blaek-

and-gold frock, and, as an emblem of his innocence, had a white

cockade in his hat."8 Pine clothes were for those who could af-

ford them, however} the majority wore rags, and some wore only

their shrouds.

As the criminals come out from Newgate for the trip to the

gallows, their friends were waiting. From the steps of St. Sep-

ulchre's Church, In accordance with an old custom, the friends

gave them huge nosegays of flowers as tokens of affeotlon.

7
Sydney, opj. clt. . p. 205.

8 Ibid.
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A orinlnal's social position decided his means of conveyance

to the place of execution. If he were of some respectability—

as were the previously mentioned Doctor Dodd and the two Per-

reaus, executed for forgery In 1776—he could travel In a mourn-

ing-coach preceded by a hoarse bearing his ooffin. Common crimi-

nals were loaded Into a cart. Sometimes they were plaoed on high

•eats to be more conspicuous.

A large crowd of curious spectators, pushing and jostling

one another for choice positions, fell in behind the wagon. More

JmmiiiI the route to the scaffold. They pressed dose against the

procession; many joined It. Some paid small fees to sit or stand

in carts along the middle of the road that the criminals travel-

ed. The crowd was sometimes so dense that the procession could

scarcely make its way. Laurence, Earl Ferrers, who was executed

in London in May, 1760, for the murder of his steward, complained

on his death ride that "the apparatus of death, and the passing

through such crowds, wero worse than death Itself."" On the way

from the Tower of London to the place of execution, he was In his

landau for two and three quarters hours. The tightly-packed

crowds made faster progress Impossible. When he asked to stop at

Holborn for a glass of wine, the sheriff pointed out that any de-

lay would necessarily draw a larger crowd about him. Replied

his lordship, "That's truo—I say no more—let us by no me

Camden Pelham, The Chronicles of Crlno (Londont T. Miles and
Co., 1891), vol. I, p. 186.
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With lusty shouts, the spectators expressed their approval

or disapproval of the culprits. If criminals made a show of

bravado, they often von the applause of the masses. Friends,

waiting for then along the route, held out pots of beer and drams

of gin, and aometlmes the cart paused so the prisoners could take

this refreshment. Friends even elnmbered Into the cart to say a

last farewell. Others tossed the prisoners oranges and apples.

On street corners along the way ballad-mongers hawked broadsides

recounting the lives and deeds of wrongdoers, often of the crimi-

nals then passing. Piemen and venders of gingerbread nuts shout-

ed their wares. The prooesslon stopped at a tavern In Holborn

whore the condemned men fortified themselves with "the parting

cup," a tankard of either sploed ale or wine. Then the cart pro-

ceeded. By t'-is time the crowd frequently was so dense that it

filled the street from house to house on either side.

Finally the procession reached Tyburn, Wsar what is now

Harble Arch, Tyburn was for six centuries the most common exe-

cution site. Although the exact location of the scaffold is un-

known, Bayward suggested It stood where Edgware Road Joins Ox-

ford Street and Bayswater Road.11 Originally the gallows was two

uprights with a croaapieoe, but in 1571 It was fashioned into a

triangular structure sometimes referred to as "the three-legged

mare." It was capable of suspending 24 criminals at a time.

10
Ibid.

11 Arthur L. Hayward. ed., Lives of the Most Remarkable Crimi-
nal a (Londont George Routledge and Sons, 1927), p. ix.
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In 1759 this scaffold was replaced by a movable gibbet, which was

trundled up In a cart when needed until Newgate Prison succeeded

Tyburn as the place of execution In 1783.

The crowd waiting at Tyburn for a sight of the condemned Hen

was enormous. Before 1758, seats In bleachers from which people

could view the hangings were rented by a woman known aa "Mammy

Douglas." At a slightly later period, the widow of a eowkeeper

named Proctor let out seats placed in tlera on a raised plot of

ground that she owned. Prices for seats varied with the position

of the spectator and the Importance of the criminal. Rental of

•eats for the execution of Earl Ferrers reportedly brought her

more than 500 pounds.12

As the wagons carrying the condemned men approached, the

hangman climbed to the croaapiece of the aoaffold and perched

there until the firat cart rolled beneath him. Before leaving

Hewgete, the prisoners had fastened halters around their own

necks. The hangman reached down for the loose ends of these, or

had an assistant hand them to him, and fastened them to the cross-

bar. Then he dropped to the ground. After the prisoners had

spoken their last words—a confession, a prayer, a plea to God

for mercy—the hangman drove away the cart. The prisoners were

left dangling. Their bodies were usually taken to Surgeons Ball

for dissection.

In the case of condemned traitors, the spectacle did not end

12
Sydney, op. clt. , vol. II, p. 286.
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with the hanging. Spectators oould see the executioner carry out

tee sentenoe for high treason, usually similar to the following

from 1746

t

That you, .".'HI lam Karl of Kilmarnock, Oeorge Karl
of Cromarty, and Arthur Lord Balmerlno, and every of
you, return to the Prison of the Tower from whence you
came; from thenoe you must be drawn to the Place of
Execution; when you come there, you must be hang'd by
the Neck, but not till you are Dead) for you must be
out down alive; then your Bowels must be taken out, and
burnt before your Faces) then your Heads must be
severM from your Bodies, and your Bodies must be di-
vided each Into four Quarters) and these must be at the
King's Disposal.—And Ood Almighty be merciful to your
Souls.13

In this Instance, the sentenoe was not carried out) the

three noblemen were Instead beheaded. But crowds saw the bloody

finish to Christopher Layer, a barrister executed for treason In

172S, who was hanged and quartered, his head afterwards being

displayed on Temple Bar. Pelham's description of the execution

of Francis Townley and fellow offenders, whose ease Is of the

same period as the three noblemen, suggests what the strong-

atomaehed oould witness)

They had not hung above five minutes when Townley
was out down, being yet alive) and his body being
placed on the block, the executioner chopped off hla
head with a cleaver. Bis heart and bowels were then
taken out, and thrown Into the fire) and the other
parties being separately treated In the same manner,
the executioner cried out, "Ood save King Oeorge t"

The bodies were quartered, and delivered to the
keepers of the New Jail, who burled themt the heads
of some of the parties were sent to Carlisle and Man-
chester, where they were exposed) but those of Townley

15 The Trials of ."llllsm Earl of Kilmarnock . Oeorge Earl of Cro-
marty , and Arthur LorVl Bgmerlno for Hlt& TroasonHl^ndoni
Printed for A. Dickenson, n.d.), p. 12.
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and another were fixed on Tempio 3ar, and after re-
maining some time, fell down.**

The processions to Tyburn were abolished in 178S and the

place of execution changed to Newgate Prison. But hangings were

still public They drew enoraous crowds until they were closed

to the public In the aid-lOth Century. Nearly 100,000 persons

saw the hanging of Henry Fauntleroy for forgery In November,

1824. People walked for miles to see the execution of William

Corder for the murder of Maria Marten in 1888. A newspaper re-

porter who cowered the hanging said he had heard of several

laboring men who had come on foot SO miles to see It. "The ac-

count appears extremely probable," he added, "for on my return to

London, the road was lined for several miles with persons return-

ing from the melancholy spectacle."15 His paper's aooount of the

hanging estimated that 7,000 spectators were present. Some were

not content with just witnessing the execution} afterwards they

bid aa high as five guineas an inch for the hangman's rope and

offered large sums for the murder weapons.

In Edinburgh a crowd estimated at between 20,000 and 25,000

turned out In January, 1889, to see the hanging of William Burke,

who with his partner William Here had murdered a number of casual

acquaintances in order to sell their corpses to the disseetlon-

ists. Spectators paid from 5 to 20 shillings for space in win-

dows from which to view the execution. In Burke's case, as in

!* Pelham, op. clt. . p. 124.

16 London Meekly Dispatch . August 17, 1828.
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Corder's, their morbid interest did not coaao with the criminal's

death. Bis akin was tanned and sold in pieces of varying sizes

to the curious j Roughead, who himself owns a bit of it, reports

that one gentleman had a tobaooo pouch made of the material.16

At the execution of murderers Bishop and Williams in London

in 1951 the crowd, between 90,000 and 40,000 persons, became so

unruly at the sight of the condemned sen that it broke down bar-

riers that the polioe had sat up. Several persons were taken to

the hospital.

iTineteenth-eentury trials were so well-attended that of-

ficers and Jurors sometimes had difficulty forcing their way Into

the courtroom. Hundreds of people stood in a downpour for five

hours for admittance to Corder's trial at Bury St. Edmunds In

1828. They were so densely packed that it took nearly an hour

for the sheriff to squeeze Jurors Into the courtroom.

The rule rather than the exception, these examples indicate

that from the 17th well into the 19th Century, orlme held a

strange fascination for the British people. This fascination

showed itself in what they read. The Elizabethan period was the

golden age of murder literature, as Roughead has pointed out*17

Murderers stalk through the tragedies of Shakespeare, and John

Webster* s White Devil and Duchess of Malfl are drenched with

blood. With crime and criminals glorified, it is not strange

16
William Roughhead, Knave's Lookln^-Qlass (London: Cassell
and Co., 19S5), pp. 292-95.

William Roughhead, Keck or Sothing (London. Cassell and
Co., 19559), p. 7.
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that the lath-Century londoner loved to read Oapt. Charles John-

son 1 a History of the Pyrates . with its tales of Bluobeard,

Thatch, ?togland and Roberts | Tjje HewKate Calendar » and Capt. Alex-

ander Smith's ftlves of ^e HlftamTOon . Bleyer quotes Eustaes

Budgell, a eonsln of Addison, aa saying in 17SS that news of

crime was what many newspaper readers wanted and that the popu-

larity of Arolab—*s Original Weekly Journal was due largely to

its published confessions of criminals about to be executed. He

promised readers of his own Bee similar fare.18

But when the British people first became anxious to learn of

the trangreaalons of their neighbors, there were no newspapers to

satisfy their curiosity. The fledgling newspaper of the 18th

Century had not space to give them the details they wanted. The

press of the early 19th Century could not keep apace of the de-

mand for crime news. Inevitably, then, other printed means

catered to this appetite for the bloody. And in a world hungry

for news of sin, the broadside prospered.

18 William Orosvenor Bleyer. Main Currents in the History of
taurlcan Journalism (New Yorki Houghton STffTln Co., 19?7)

,

p. 25.
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stovry of chimb broadstdk ptwlifhijkj

Ftob the mld-16th Century down to the tag end of the 19th,

broadsides were a popular medium of reporting crime news In the

British Isles. Two of the earliest broadsides dealing with crime

chronicled the hanging of a titled orlmlnal, after the hatred

simmering for years between Lord Stourton and William and John

Hartglll ended in murder. Barly in 1557, disappointed In his own

attempts at revenge, Lord Stourton had four of his servants kill

his two enemies. The servants were duly punished for the orlme.

So was Lord stourton. Found guilty of murder, he was hanged by a

silken rope—In lieu of hemp In deference to his rank—at Salis-

bury, Rngland, on March 6, 1567.

His execution inspired two broadsides.1 Wyllyam Plckerlnge,

"dwellynge uppon London Brydge," brought out a broadside titled,

The Copyo of the self same wordes that ml Lorde Sturton [ale]

spake presently at his Death . .

.

amonge the people as his Confes-

sion , deslrln^e the people to take example by hjm. and to kepe

no T=nvy In their hertes for that Is the roote of all evylles .

The broadside was divided into two portions.. First earn*

Lord Stourton* s speech, Illustrated by a drawing of one man

murdering another prostrate on the ground. The ssoond part was,

"The praler of the Lord Stourton which he spake kneling on his

on
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knees, desiring the people to pray for hya, end also say with

him." A second broadside, similar In content but tilth the prayer

before the speech, was published by Thomas Harshe of London, "In

Fletestrete nere to Saint Ounatans ohurohe."

From the time of Lord Stourton onward, broadsides played an

Important part In getting crime news to the masses.2 The broad-

side was a single sheet, usually folio In else and printed on one

aide. The quality of the printing varied with the times and with

the printer, but It was newer high. The copy was frequently

printed in two columns. Ho generalisation Is safe, however | the

number of columns might run from one to five. As with the broad-

side about Lord Stourton, the sheets were invariably Illustrated

j

but the printer was satisfied if the woodcut dealt only remotely

with the subject of the paper. A picture purporting to be that

of a highwayman in the news might later turn up on another sheet

as the likeness of a murderer whose oase had caught the publlo

fancy. Throughout the entire period, the copy Itself was of

three format ballads, quite often doggerel; prose, invariably

strongly partisan or sternly moralizing; or a combination of

verse and prose.

Subject matter was universally gruesome. For the greater

part of the more than three centuries that the sheets existed, a

murder amounted to little unless it were recognised by the broad-

side press. Murders were staples for the publishers. A good

For a brief survey of crime reporting by pamphlet and book,
other non-newspaper media, see Ted Peterson, "Srltlsh Crime
Pamphleteers! Forgotten Journalieto," Journalism
December, 1945.
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murder—-especially In the 10th and 19th Centuries—had many

angles for broadside reports. One sheet might give an account of

the crime, another of the murderer's life. Still another might

gire excerpts of trial testimony* Bat the big press run seems to

have been reserved for the murderer's confession and execution.

All criminal? furnished raw materials for the sheets, how-

ever; and the wrongdoing of traitors, witches, pirates, highway-

men and petty pilferers were recorded In their columns. Even a

good crime could be improved upon. If Satan showed up in person

to punish the offender or If the ghost of the murdered man put in

an appearance, the sheets told the story without restraint and

with solemn assuranoes of Its truth. The perennially favorite

topic of all publishers for the whole period seems to have been

the dying speech—commonly called the "good-nlghf—of a eon-

demned criminal.

Just whan British publishers began turning out these crime

sheets. It la difficult to say. Shaaber mentions that the broad-

side about Lord Stourton's execution in 1557 is the earliest one

dealing with crime that he has found.8 Perhaps others were pub-

lished earlier} it seams too much a matter of coincidence that

the first broadsIds about orlne should have bean published the

same year that London printers began registering their pro-

ductions with the Stationers* Company. Ephemeral as they were,

crime broadsides printed before 1557 might well have become lost

* Matthias A. Shaaber, Some Forerunners of the newspaper in Eng-
land 1476-1652 (Philadelphia! WaiversiTJy oT"Penn8yIvsnla~
Press, 1929), p. 141.
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and left no record of their production.

A broadside recounting the life and execution of Sir John

Oldcastle at St. Oiles for high treason in 1417—about 60 years

before Caxton introduced printing In England—is reprinted by

Charles Hindley.* As the sheet gives neither the name of the

printer nor the date of publication—Hindley himself is silent on

both points—one cannot tell how long after the execution the

broadside circulated among Londoners. One possibility is that

the sheet circulated in manuscript form. More likely, however,

the broadside was published long after printing had made headway.

Since broadside publlrhers sometimes rehashed old crimes and

served them up as new, it is possible that the sheet was published

say years after the execution.

Certain it is, in any case, that Lord Stourton's execution

waa among the earliest to set the crime press working, although

broadsides did not fully exploit the sensational aspects of orime

until about 1575.5 Certain it is, too, that the earliest ex-

amples of crime reporting in England are in the broadside ballad,

forerunner of the modern newspaper.

The first traces of printed Journalism are in the broadside

ballad—a song of some event, a battle, the death or misfortune

of some great man, murder or an execution at Tyburn. And very

* Charles Hindley, Curiosities of Street Literature (London:
Reeves and Turner, 1871 J, p. IB1.

Shaaber, loo, olt.

J. B. Williams, A History of English Journalism to the_fffa6st»
tlon of the Oaso'Ete (London i Longoans, Green and*~Co., 1908),
pTT.
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rarely was the broadside used for neve except In the form of bal-

lads or proclamations from the time Caxton Introduced printing In

England to 1688, the year of the first newspaper,7 Therefore, In

the earliest years of crime reporting by broadside, the ballad

bad the field almost exclusively to Itself,

That many of the early ballads dealt with crime Is not sur-

prising. As has been pointed out, executions from time Imme-

morial were public, and crime was never far from the common nan.

Fully as Important, news worthy of print had to be unusual, ex-

citing) and its worthiness seems to have been in almost direct

ratio to the extent it stirred the reader's emotions. Ordinary

happenings in the daily life of the common man did not get sig-

nificant attention from the press until the second quarter of the

19th Century,® Still another explanation for the fact that news

of wrongdoing was perenially popular might be that with shifting

restrictions on the press, crime was generally a safe subject.

By cloaking It In moralising, publishers oould excuse it on the

grounds that it was an edifying influence.

By the tenth year of Elisabeth, broadside ballads were the

main production of London printers, and the orime sheet was

fairly well established. The ballad seems to have predominated

over prose accounts of crime in the 17th Century. If it did, the

fact Is not surprising. Ballads were exceedingly popular. Mopsa

spoke not only for herself but for a sizeable share of the popu-

7
Shaaber, op. olt. , p. 11.

Ibid. , p. 9.
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latlon when she said, "I love a balled In print, o' life, for

than we are sure they are real."

Perhaps because It had the momentum of an early start, the

crime ballad was printed almost as lone as broadsides ware hawked

on the streets. Crime broadsides that were exclusively prose ap-

pear to have been Increasingly numerous In the 18th Century and

even more so In the 19th. Bat even in the 19th Century, when

prose accounts seem to have dominated the broadside field, the

ballad of wrongdoing retained some of its earlier popularity. As

late as 1364, when Franz Buller murdered Thomas Brlggs la a rail-

way carriage, for Instance, one sheet reported the crime in versa

without prose assistance. About the same period, verse alone

was relied on to chronicle the murder of "the parson's servant

named Sarah Bell," by Miles ffeatherhlll, a young weaver.

Until the broadside faded out of existence in the last half

of the 19th Century, an indispensable part of most prose accounts

of crime was a supplementary "oopy of verses." They rehashed in

poesy the crime reported elsewhere on the sheet. Sometimes they

were purportedly the work of the criminal himself, though in

faot they were not. Just as often they were third-person pro-

ductions of ill-paid versifiers. In either case, they seem to

have been a somewhat decayed version of the crime ballad that de-

lighted Samuel Pepys and Anthony Wood. The prose account of a

crime may have edged the ballad somewhat into the background-

perhaps by the 18th Century, certainly by the 19th. But the

broadside ballad was tenacious. It remained, in some form, until

mature newspapers drove both the prose and poetic broadsides from
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the stroeta.

newspapers were a long time In driving the broadside from

the streets. The broadside was born Into an 3nsland without

newspapers. Its reporting, from a modern viewpoint, was orude

and often sensational. Ballads of the 17th Century were scanty

in detail* They editorialised, they contented upon ©rime news

ore than they reported it. They often were parasitical, draw-

ing for raw material upon the news pamphlets that were issuing

from the infant press* Yet they perfomed a service that the

populace wanted. In the "llzabethan period, when bloodshed seems

to have been one of the preoccupations of the major dramatists

and one of the Interests of the groundlings in the pit, the

broadside ballads served up news of crime to those who wanted a

bit of It in their reading diet.

Though the ballads themselves frequently were stingy with de-

tails, their copious titles often ~avo the reader a fair knowl-

edge of the crimes they reported. Detailed titles were ooranon on

the early broadsides; they remained a feature of most broadsides,

prose or verse, until their end in the 19th Century. They sum-

marised the crime that Inspired the ballad or the content of the

prose sheet. On the early broadside ballads, titles often sup-

plied details that were lacking or obscure in the text itself*

Thus though the names of the murderers and the date and looallty

of the crime were missing in a ballad of 1604, the title furnish-

ed most of the factual Information that the reader needed:



THE Unfaithful Servant

j

AND The Cruel Husband, Being a perfect and true account
of one Judith Brown, who together with her Master Iohn
Cupper, conspired the Death of her Mlstrls, hla wife,
which accordingly they did accomplish In the tine of
Child-bed, when she lay In with two Children, by mixing
of her Drink with cruel Poyson; for which Fact she re-
ceived due Sentence of Death at the late Assises In the
County of Salop, to bo 3umed; which was accordingly
Executed upon the Old Heath near Shrewsbury, on Thurs-
day the Twenty-first day of August, 1684,™

In addition to giving the reader most of the facts about a

crime, even tho early broadsides were relatively timely. Fur-

ther, they were fairly inexpensive. Consequently, when fledg-

ling newspapers made their appearance in England, the Innovation

did not threaten the broadside. For years, broadsides—especial-

ly those of the prose sort—were able to do a better job of crime-

reporting than the newspapers*

One reason was that newspapers for a long time were small in

slse. The early printed news carriers, the various corantoa,

diurnal* and mercuries, were quarto affairs of only eight pages.

These pamphlets evolved Into the first "paper," the London

gazette, which appeared In 1665. It was a half-folio single

sheet with two columns of type. A broadside had at least as much

spaoe as that at its disposal. Later the Oaiette expanded to

four pages—a folio sheet folded once. When the Dally Courant

began publication in 1702, it adopted the slse of the Oasette .
10

During most of the 18th Century, the slse of English papers kept

9 Hyder Edward Rollins, ed., The Pears Ballads ( Cambridge

t

Harvard University Press, 1929-52), vol. Ill, pp. 131-34.

10 Stanley Morlson, The English Newspaper 1652-1932 (Cambridge
University Press, 1952), p. 5.



the amount of news in then relatively small. Their two or four

little pages could carry only a smattering of news in addition to

their essays and advertisements.11 'Tot until the 19th Century

were newspapers able to oarry satisfactory long crime stories*

Another reason that crime broadsides were a long time in

feeling the effects of newspaper competition was the high prlee

of newspapers. Taxes and relatively heavy production costs made

newspapers so expensive that only the wealthy could afford them.

Prices of newspapers remained out of reach of the masses until

the 19th Century. Still another reason that the broadside was

able to flourish alongside the newspaper was the matter of time-

liness. A printer could rush out a broadsheet in a matter of

hours, as events warranted, with no thought of a regular publi-

cation schedule. The sheet could function much as a newspaper

"extra" does today.

It mast not be supposed that newspapers were entirely lack-

ing in crime items until the 19th Century. The press of both

the 17th and 18th Centuries printed criminal reports, and the

readers seem to have liked them. A good share of the popularity

of Applsb— *s Journal In the 18th Century has been ascribed to

Its ©overage of crime news* Applebee'e Journal employed a re-

porter who interviewed distinguished criminals in Newgate and

pried out the stories of their lives. His name was Daniel De-

foe. When Defoe's material was too rich and too plentiful to be

confined within the narrow columns of the Journal , ho issued It

11 Willard Orosvenor Bleyer, Main Currents In the History of
American Journalism (Hew Torkt Houghton' HXfflin Co., 19!?*)

,

p. 24.
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in pamphlet form.*2 The faot remained that newspaper apaee was

necessarily United, and so was the number of readers*

Finding the budget of crime news in papers inadequate, the

British reader turned to the medium that had served him for gen-

erations, the broadside. And broadside venders wore everywhere.

On execution day in the 18th Century, they turned out in droves,

bawling the dying speeches of condemned criminals. The streets

of London swarmed with ragged awn, women and children hawking

thoir half-penny sheets. Some of the peddlers blew horns, and

the whole lot of then kept up a clamor throughout the morning and

into the middle of the afternoon. Francis Place, writing from

personal knowledge, said that posterity can form no conception of

the huge number of broadside hawkers who roamed London streets In

the latter half of the 18th Century.18

Circulation of crime broadsides perhaps mashed its peak in

the first half of the 19th Century. In 1013 James Catnaoh set up

a modest printing shop in Seven Dials, London, and Impudently

started infringing on the territory of John Pitts, the recognised

king of street literature. In their feud (which is discussed

more fully in the chapter about publishers) each strained to have

his men first on the streets with broadsides when news of a

bloody orime broke) and between crimes they busied themselves

printing diatribes against one another. Determination and a

William iiinto, ijanlcl Defoe (Sew Torki Harper and Brothers,
n.d.), pp. 124-25.

15 William Connor Sydney, England end the English in tee Elgh-
tesnth Century (Hew Yorkt Haomillan and Co., 1852), vol. II,
pp. 292-93.
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business mih shoved Catnaoh upwards until he had over-

taken Pitta an- 1
, waa acknowledged as leader In his field. Regu-

lar correspondents throughout the kingdom furnished Catnaoh with

news of crimes in their localities. Facile-penned ballad writers

dashed to Catnaoh with verses reporting London crimes that showed

signs of catching the popular fancy. Their ballads, usually with

prose aoocnpanlBent and generally with crude woodcuts by way of

illustration, nade up the broadsides that poured by the thousands

from Catnaoh* s presses*

Circulations of sons of the sheets were enormous. A broad-

side reporting a particularly interesting murder in IOCS sold a

quarter of a million copies. That was a record for even Catnaoh.

but It did not stand long. He brought out another sheet report-

ing the trial of the murderers that sold a half million copies.

The sheets spewing from the Catnaoh shop ware only a part of the

total output In London. Other publishers dumped large quantities

on the market—publishers euoh as T. flirt, T. Rvana and of course

John Pitta. The oombined efforts of all publishers showered

Londoners with 8,500,000 copies of broadsides about a man and

wife murder teem in 1840, with another 2,500,000 ooples about the

murderous ways of James Sloomfield Rush in the same year.

Between murders, the publisher* kept their hand in criminal

mattora by turning out a type of broadside that had its roots In

oertain 17th Century ballads, an item known to the trade aa a

"cock*" The ooek or "catchpenny" was an •ooount of an Imaginary

crime, palmed off on unwary readers as a true one. To lend ored-

to their faked stories, the publishers often printed names
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of the supposed murderers and their victims and even fabricated

reports of trials, oonfessions and last letters of the imaginary

criminals. Other times, to make their catchpennies adaptable for

•ale in any locality, they were purposely vague about details of

the supposed crime. When their imaginations flagged, some pub-

lishers thumbed through a worn Newgate Calendar, chose an old but

gory murder, eliminated all references to dates and printed the

ease as recent news.

Even as hawkers grabbed ream after ream of ink-wet sheets

from Catnaoh and his fellows and hastened to shout them on the

streets of London, even as coachmen sped bundles of the latest

bills into the provinces, the days of the crime broadside were

numbered. After about the middle of the 19th Century, an Increas-

ing number of Londoners passed the street-patterers without buy-

ing their bills. Presses clicked off fewer copies of a broadside

before the demand was met. Catnaoh retired and died; his sister

succeeded him, and later W. S. Fortey took over the shop. In

later years Fortey boasted that in 1864 his papers about the exe-

cution of five pirates of the bad ship Flowery Land sold 290,000

copies, his largest press run. His boasting would have brought

soorn from his former employer Catnaoh, who 40 years earlier had

ground out 500,000 copies of the broadside about the trial of a

single murderer. In 1865 Fortey and all hie London colleagues

together sold only SO,000 copies of sheets about Stephen Forward,

murderer of bis wife and four children. The day of the broad-

side was about over.

In his most prosperous days, Catnaoh could have aeen a grow-
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lng threat to men of his trade In the riae of large low-priced

newspapers. The French war boosted the newspaper business,

which expanded steadily throughout the 19th Century. For the

price of a broadside, which furnished a few minutes' dlvertise-

ment, readers oould get a weekend newspaper that gave then sure

than one day's reading. And If they wished, they oould choose a

paper with a generous splash of crime news; for some London news-

paper publishers, recognising the perennial interest In items on

the police blotter, filled column upon column with stories of

rapes, murders, seductions and robberies. As newspapers gained

readers, the broadsides lost them. The coup de grace to the

moribund broadside was the abolition of public executions In

1868. For a large share of their business, broadside publishers

had depended on accounts of executions and dying speeohes of

criminals. The end of public executions and the carnival spirit

attending them meant an end to the dying speech broadside. A fsw

execution broadsheets stubbornly appeared after the hangman did

his job within prison walla) lifeless things, they found few

buyers.

By 1870 the few broadside hawkers still wandering about

London streets were rarities—nearly perished links, like Hardy's

reddleman, between an old age and a new.



BORDER BROADSIDES: 1657-1700

Pons of the law were busily scratching offenders* names on

British court records In the 16th and 17th Centuries. Though the

doors of ttewgate and her sister prisons clanged often, though the

gallows held high victims by the hundreds, a fair share of the

population remained free to lire by Its wits and wiles.

Vagabonds wandered vaguely about the oountryslde, avoiding

work bat not always avoiding crime. The law. In many oases with

good reason, saw only a thin line between vagrancy and crime.1

London Itself abounded with rogues, coney-catchers, thieves and

sharpers with their own language or canting tongue. The out-

purse—his Instruments were a sharp knife and a "horned thumb" or

sort of thimble—snipped moneybags of the unwary for his living.

Perhaps he had been trained In the academy for plokpockets opera-

ted In 1585 by a broken-down merchant named Wotton.2 Footpads

lay In wait for victims on unllghted, unprotected streets j high-

waymen robbed on the open road. Murderers from time to time

added climactic peaks to the general sordldness of the time. Try

as they would, the eatohpoles, watohmen, constables snd Serjeants

were just not able to cope with the criminal s who swarmed the

streets of the metropolis.

Frederick v?. Hackwood, The Pood Old Times (London! T. Fisher
Unwln, 1910), p. 197.

8
Ibid ., p. 200.



To the north, too, In Scotland, erring folk kept the hangman

busy. In 1601 the Scottish borders were "Infested by clans of

banditti, who transmitted their predatory pursuits from father to

•on, like a common profession."8 There were criminals such as

John Dickson, convioted In 1588 of the murder of his father and

sentenced to be "broke" on the wheel at the Cross In Edinburgh.

There ware criminals such as Robert ^rskine and his sisters

three—Helen, Xsobel and Agnes—who were convicted in 161S of

murdering their nephew with poisonous herbs steeped in ale. There

were leas vicious criminals such as John Rait and Alexander Dean,

hanged In Edinburgh in 1623 for stealing from gardens.

There was the usual quota of persons suspected of witchcraft-

persons such as Buphan M'Calseans, burned alive in 1691 for trea-

sonably conspiring the king's death by enchantment and raising

storms to hinder his return from Derraark; such as Patrick Terrier,

committed to the flames in 1605 for consulting with the devil and,

—one other offences, "betwitohlng Bessie Sands 's corns, and

taking the whole strength and substance out of them for ten years

successively."*

The less brutal orlass of the tlmss were reflected In the

contemporary literature of roguery, the subject of many studies

hence worth only mention here. Awdeley published his Fraternity

of VaMi*M*n4ec In 1561. The book reflected the lowllfe of vaga-

8 Hugo Arnot, A Collection and Abridgement of Celebrated Crlialial

Trials In Scotland (Glasgow; A. Napier, 1312), p. 146.

4 Ibid ., pp. 395-94.
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bonds, recorded their cent or shoptalk and described their

knavery. Thomas Raman borrowed from Awdeley but he alao relied

on hie own observations for his Caveat or Wareninn; for common

Onreetors VulgarelT palled ' raryibonns , wfclwh aapaaMi. in. UN<
Rogues threatened to cut off Robert Greene's right hand if he

dared expose their tricks in print. So said Greene, who never-

theless in 1591 brought out the first of three pamphlets which

edged from fact to fiction in their accounts of roguery. Similar

works were written by Thomas Dekker in the early 17th Century.

They were advertised as good reading for gentlemen, lawyers, Mr-

chants, oltlsens, fanners—for anyone who did not want to be

duped.

While Awdeley and his colleagues were reporting only ro-

guery, broadside publishers seem to have been giving their at-

tention to both roguery and villainy, especially the latter.

There is a distinction. Roguery is the less vicious. It regards

rascality with honor or explains it as the result of social en-

vironment. Villainy is shaded with malice or pathological over-

tones; Its evil proceeds to extremes. Murder is the typical

crime of the villain as theft is the typical crime of the rogue."

Rogue literature and the broadside have a further connection

than their reflecting the oriraes of their times. Crime pam-

phlets glorifying individual English rogues of real life were an

offshoot of the works of Awdeley and his fellows, with which they

Frank Wadleigh Chandler, The Literature of Roguery (Rew York:
Houghton Mifflin and Co.,~I507), vol. I, pp. 1-4.
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grew up almost aide by aide. Crime accounts In these tracts often

to hare been the baals of ballade. When fact failed, many a

writer of theae pamphlets turned to fancy—or to rogue literature.

Thua fictitious aneodotea and lnoldents which appeared In the

rogue literature that followed Awdeley and his contemporaries

turned up years later aa true stories about law-breakers current-

ly In the public eye. Undoubtedly some of theae stories appear-

ed In the broadside accounts of highwaymen. And they fore-

shadowed by many years a whole olaaa of crime broadsides baaed on

fletion or old tales and passed off on the public as genuine news.

The roguery and villainy on every hand—the gray crimes and

the black—were good raw material for broadside publishers In the

16th and 17th centuries, when the newspaper was In its period of

gestation, birth and Infancy. They made wide uae of it. Their

shops sent Into the streets of London hundreds of accounts In

prose and poesy of the exploits of murderers, traitors, highway-

men, pirates, coiners and thieves.

Because the sheets were ephemeral, because many of the early

ones are now known only by entries In the Stationers' Register,

it is difficult to state with certainty either when they began or

when they became noaeroue. Likewise, throughout the entire

three-centuries' life-span of the crime broadside. It is almost

Impossible to state with certainty exactly when one fashion of

orlme reporting faded, when another bloomed.

6 Ibid., p. 160.
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Probably the crime sheets dealing with the hanging of Lord

Stourton In 1567 were part of a meager output. Only after about

1575 do murders and other Crimea aeon to have been fully exploit-

ed by the broadside press . But after 1575 no criminal worthy of

the name swung from the gibbet without leaving some broadside aa

hi a ephemeral epitaph.7 His life and his departure from it might

be narrated In proae or in ballad. But they were almost certain

to be narrated.

Murderers, the typical villains, were favorite subjects of

the broadside writer. Their erlaes were dramatic, excited tho

amotions. Many early broadside ballads moralised more than they

reported; and murder, the worst of crimes except treason, gave an

almost perfect excuse for moralising.

I^ndoners about the year 1638 could buy from Francis Coulee

at his shop In the Old Bailey a 30-stansa ballad about a "marvel-

loua murther" In Brampton.8 The victim waa one George Drawne-

fiald, who was murdered In his bed for the "Lucre of his wealth."

The four-column sheet waa decorated with two woodcuts, one de-

pleting the murder, the other an irrelevant illustration perhaps

intended only to brighten appearances.

The ballad clearly pointed a moral or twoi "Murther oan no

way bee hid" and "Beware lest Sathan you poaaeaae with the roots

of euil ooueteousnes3." But the ballad was by no means ao clear

* Matthias A. Shaaber, Some Forerunners of the newspaper in ,%£-M 1476-1622 (PhUaaeTphiat Univeraity of Pennsylvania Press,

), pp/TiT-42.

8 Hyder Mwsrd Rollins, ed. , The Pack of Autolvcus (Cambrldgei

Harvard University Press, 1927), pp. 16-20.



on all the aspects of the murder. Perplexing omissions were

intermingled with curious minutiae. Although three of the four

murderers were in jail awaiting trial, the ballad-writer did not

mention their names. Hor did he tell how the body same to be dis-

covered. Yet he observed that the discoverers were surprised.

To see the house of all bereft.
And onely two Six-penoes left.
Beside a little household trash.

The ballad-writer with bigger eyes for sixpences than for

murderers did outline a fair account of the crime. The reader

learned that Drawnefield, "through his Industry, Care and paines,"

accumulated money to the "valew of three hundred pounds." Leav-

ing his friends after evening prayer on Whitsunday, Drawnefield

was seen no more because,

The bloody Eomicides i'th night,
Broake in to th' house and killed him quite
But with such deuelisb subtility.
As show*d the Authors policy.

Drawnefield* s body was apparently burled the afternoon of

the day the murder was discovered. That he had been murdered was

not generally recognised, there beinr, "no suspltlon of the thing,

unless some priuate murmuring." But his married sister, who came

from her home SO miles away, suspected foul play.

This Ielousie tooke such effect,
That quickly as aha did direct,
The corps were taken vp anon.
The Coroners quest waa set thereon.

The ooroner's jury found no reason for believing that

Drawnefield had been murdered. His body was reburied, and the

murderers should have been relieved. They were not.



Yet did their consciences then sting.
And they 1' the night brought euery thing,
Which from the house they had oonueyed.
And neere without the dore then laid.

Such goings-on apparently nudged the suspicions of the

sister's husband, who "oaus'd the corps to be once more, tane vp

and washed cleans all ore." Again a coroner's Jury met, this

time In company with a surgeon. The surgeon was not only able to

find "by his Art the man was klld" | he was also able to point oat

some Interesting details about the condition of the corpse:

In such a sort It makes me wonder,
For they had broke his neoke In sunder.
And also In his head and side,
Some slgnes of deadly blowes were splde.

With Dough they stopt his nose and eares.
His mouth and throats to shunne all feares,
That might lnsue through bloods effusion,
As was found out In the conclusion.

Such evidence the Jury could not overlook. Arrests followed:

Dluers for this foul.e fact were tane,
Three now In Darby Xayle remayne,
One's fled away the other Poure,
To the aalses are bound ore.

There the ballad-writer stopped his account of the crime. He

left his readers with a number of unanswered questions. Why was

the first coroner's Jury so unobservant that It did not notice

the evidences of foul play? Why did the murderers return the

stolen goods? Why did they not flee the neighborhood after the

crime? Were the murderers neighbors of Drawnefleld? What were

their names? Instead of answering any of those questions, the

writer concluded his ballad with two stansas of sermonising]



Take heede you bloody minded nan,
For blood still asks for blood agen.
You 8«o what plots these villalnes did
Yet norther can no way bee hid.

Beware leat Sathan you poasesse
With the roote of euill eouetousneaa.
For money Iudaa sould hla friend.
And money brought this man to' a end.

Compared with other ballads of Its time, the Drawnefleld

account was not exceaslvely moralising. Other ballads moralised

to greater or leaser degree. Commentary rather than reporting

seems to have been characteristic of the erlne news-ballad. It

was not so much a harbinger of news as a follower In lta wake.9

Nonetheless, It had a certain timeliness. Although the ballad

itself often cave only sketchy details of a crime, It almost al-

ways appeared under a generous title. The title often gave a

fair summary of the crime that Inspired the ballad. Take, for

instance, the title of a crime ballad that Londoners could buy

from Charles Tyus at the Three Bibles on London Bridge In 1662

t

Truth brought to Light. OR,
Wonderful strange and true news from Gloucester shire,
concerning one Mr. William Harrison, formerly Stewart
to the Lady Newel of Cambden, who was supposed to be
furthered by the Widow Pery and two of her Sons, one of
which was Servant to the said Gentleman. Therefore they
were all three apprehended and sent to Gloucester Qoal
(sic), and about two years slnoe arraigned, found guilty,
condemned, and Executed upon Broadway hill In sight of
Cambden, the mother and one Son being then burled under
the Gibbet, but he that was Mr. Harrisons Servant, hanged
in Chains In the same place, where that which is remain-
ing of him may be seen to this day, but at the time of
their Execution, they said Mr. Harrison was not dead,
but ere seven years were over should be heard of again,

a
Shaaber, oo. pit ., pp. 195-94.
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yet would not confess where he was, hut now It appears
the Widow Pery was a witch, and after her Sons had
rob'd hist and oaat him Into a Stone Pit, she by her
witchcraft conveyed him upon a Rock in the Sea near
Turkey, where he remalnd four days and nights, till a
Turkish Ship coning by, took him and sold him Into Tur-
key where he remained for a season, but Is now through
the good providence, of Clod returned again safe to T5ng-

land, to all great wonder and admiration of all that
knew the same. This Is undenyably true, as it Is suf-
ficiently testified by the Inhabitants of Caznbden, and
any others thereabouts.10

True, not many titles were as exhaustive as that one. But

even the shorter ones gave a one-sentence summary of the salient

points, much In the fashion of the "leads" or beginning para-

graphs of present-day news stories. The title of the Drawnefleld

murder was typical

t

A Marvellous Murther,
Committed upon the Body of one Ctoorge Drawnefleld of
Brampton, Two Miles from Chesterfield, in Derbyshire,
who (for Luore of his wealth) was most eruelly murthered
In his bed, on Whitsunday at night, by eertalne bloody
Villains*- whereof Three are In Darby Jayle, One fled,
and the rest bound over the Aaises.

The Drawnefleld ballad was especially Interesting for the

attention it gave the victim. In most of the later ballads, In

some of the same period, the criminal was the oentral figure.

The victim waa generally an Insignificant figure who waa often

all but crowded out of the picture by the criminal or at best

shared the stage with him.

Much the ssme attention to the victim appeared In a orlme

ballad of 1661 , which was an example of more excessive sermon-

ising verse than the Drawnefleld number. To the tune of Troy

10 Rollins, od. pit ., pp. 95-100. For aooount of case, see
Andrew Lang, *fh"e Caapden Mystery," Historical Mysteries
(Dondont Smith, Elder and Co., 1904), pp. 55-74.
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Town , balladmongers aang the lamentable fate of Lawrenoe Cawthom,

journeyman butcher of the Shambles in Newgate Market, who waa

burled alive.11 Believed dead, Cawthom, the title aald, waa

"caused to be presently burled by his Lanlady Urla. Cook, In

Plncoek-Lane, only, as Is supposed out of her greedy desire to

gain his eloathes." In his grave from Friday to Honday, the

butcher was heard to moan and groan. On disinterment, his body

waa not a pretty sight, the title reported that In hla strag-

glings In the coffin, his arms were beaten "black and blew, hla

head bruised and swel'd as big as two heads, and his eyes start-

ing almost out of hla head."

The bulled moralised. Before reviewing the case, the writer

devoted aeven atansas to warning his readers to be ready to die

at all times, as death atrlkea suddenly. Hs restated hla theme

in five stansaa, of which the following was an example

t

Your dalea in length are like a span,
your life' a a vapour, which appears

Bat for a little while, and than
death puts a period to your years;

01 therefore now, even whilst you may
prepare you for your dying day.

The sad example of Lawrence Cawthom, the writer said. Il-

lustrated just what he waa talking about. It could teach people

"to be «ore wise,"

And live so, that wee alvales may
bee ready for our dying day.

After work one evening, Cawthom tarried in an ale-house with

friends, a bit of Idleness almost sure to bring him some mls-

11 Rollins, 0£. olt.. pp. 68-74.
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fortune, the writer inferred. Returning hone, Cawthorn vent to

bed. TTnable to awaken him in the morning and finding the door

looked, the landlord conferred with neighbors.

A Smith was sent for then with speed
who soon broke ope the Chamber doorei

Which being done, they then Indeed
began to wonder more and moret

For why, they surely thought that death
had quite bereft him of his breath.

• • •

The Searchers then cane up, and vlew'd
his body o're In every placet

And to the people then they shew'd,
what was their judgement In the case.

Their Verdict was, that cruel Death
had by a Qulnsey stopt his breath.

Oawthorn's landlady, her eye on his saleable clothes, made

it her business to have him buried "quickly out of hand." And so

the butcher was laid into his "shallow Grave digM with speed."

Imprisoned in his coffin, Cawthorn groaned as he fought unsucces-

sfully for his life. When the body was dug up, people concluded

that he had been only in a trance during his hasty burial.

His landlord and his Landlady
being suspected for this deedt

Sxenined were most certainly
and unto Hewgate sent with speed

And till themselves they well can dear,
it is suppos'd they must lye there.

As was the ease with the Drawnefield ballad, the account of

Cawthorn' s misfortune left readers unsatisfied. Was Cawthorn

poisoned, was his illness natural or was he dead drunk? What

part did the landlord play in the nefarious business? Who order-

ed the body exhumed? Why, since outsiders had returned the ver-

dlot of death, did suspicion fix on the landlord and landlady?
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Some of those questions were no doubt answered In a. contemporary

pamphlet and another broadside about the crime, both mentioned by

Rollins.

Both the Drawnefleld and Cawthora ballads emphasised the

TlotlffiS in curious fashion to point their morals. The reader was

warned to take his lesson from victims—not, as was the case in

most ballads , from the criminal. Drawnefleld* s savings, the

early ballad pointed out, were the cause of the old man's ruin.

They aroused envy, so It was "wealth that wrought his death."

Cawthorn's death Illustrated the need of living each day as if it

were one's last. Hhy the criminals were not held up as wicked

examples is hard to explain, since In both oases they were jailed.

The obvious explanation—that the criminals were not yet tried—

is not entirely satisfactory, .'."hen a moral waa to be drawn,

broadside writers from the 17th Century to the 19th showed little

hesitancy in condemning accused persons before their trials. In

a ballad of 1660 describing a duel that ended in death, for in-

stance, the murderer was castigated throughout, despite the fact

he still awaited trial.12 He was "wicked," and "mischief harbor-

ed in his brest." In noting that the duelist and his seconds

were Jailed, the ballad commented, "I think there s no man will

them ball." The moral stemmed from the murderer's situation!

I wish all Traytors to be ware.
And not to murder as they do,

lest they fall in the hang-wans snare.

1 Rollins, oo. cit. , pp. 52-37.
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Perhaps not even the publishers took their sermons seriously

•hen they exhorted readers to live so piously that they would not

be murdered—or would go to heaven If murder befell them. Un-

doubtedly the moralising was a flimsy excuse for printing gory

details of murder. More to the point were two other popular

forms of moralising. In one the murderer confessed the awfulness

of his erltie in first-person, usually In an anguished catalog of

his misdeeds. In the other the ballad-writer was the stern

moralist who commented upon the barbarity of the crime and the

depravity of the criminal. Both devices gave the ballad an op-

portunity to warn against a host of minor vices in the bargain.

Execution custom from time immemorial demanded that the con-

demned man give a short speech to the crowd about the scaffold

just before the hangman did hla work. He was expected to review

briefly his sinful existence. lie was expected to beg God's for-

giveness and perhaps even to ask the spectators to join him in a

final prayer. Spectators at executions found the dying speeches

of murderers especially Interesting. If the criminal were con-

victed on circumstantial evidence he often waited until the final

moment of his life to satisfy public curiosity on the point, "Did

he really do It?" The condemned man had good reason for holding

off his confession. He hoped to be pardoned. But the delay

sometimes stimulated the Interest of the execution crowd. These

dying speeches became almost as Indispensable to a hanging as the

gibbet Itself. Prisoners In Newgate solemnly discussed the
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literary merits of the last speeches of their brethren.18

Growing out of these gallows speeches were ballads purport-

ing to have been written by the murderer himself . In these

moralizing ballads, the murderer was usually so repentant that

•van he agreed the world would be bettor off without him. The

stook Injunction was that others should profit by his fate.

Suoh a broadside ballad was one supposedly written by James

Selby shortly before a cart rumbled him from Hewgate to a gibbet

In Goodman's Fields In May, 1691 ,
l* Leas than a month earlier,

in the dock of Old Bailey, Selby had heard testimony convicting

him of "the Hurther of one Mary Bartlett alias Hartley, by Cut-

ting her Throat with a Knife, value Id. on the 22d of March last,

giving her one Mortal Wound of the Breadth of Bight Inches, and

of the Depth of Pour Inches." The murder took place in a "oobbob

Bandy House," kept In Goodman's Fields by Bra. Bartlett.

The ballad opened with a stansa which with minor variations

might have done as a start for any of its genre

t

All you that come to see my fatal end.
Unto my dying words I pray attend;
tot my misfortunes now a warning be
To e'ry one of high and low degree.

Selby mulled over his sins for another four stanzas:

Bad I been kind and lovinr to my Wife,
I might have llv'd a long and happy life)
But having run a looae lasoivloua race.
My days will end In shame and sad disgrace.

18 Arthur Griffiths, The Chronicles of Newgate (London! Chapman
and Hall, 1884), vTT&l

** Hyder Edward Rollins, ed., The Pepy3 Ballads (Cambridge!
Harvard University Press, 19S9-i52), vol. VI, pp. 81-90.



Uy Duty towards God I did neglect,
Therefore whet mercy can I now expect;
When I before the nighty Iudge appear

j

To answer for my alna committed here.

In wicked pleasures I my days have spent,
And never had the Power to Repent,
Till now at last my dismal doom I see,
The Just reward of Cruel Villainy.

Here to the World I solemnly declare,
I seldom did frequent the House of Prayer,
But Harlots Houses and Carousing too.
And now I see what It has brought me to.

Selby reviewed the murder In seven stanzas with proper ab-

horrence for each detail. A sabbath-day found him In Mrs.

Bartlett's house. A "Harlot with a pleasing smile" Invited him

Into an upper room, where they "In sin the Sabbath did consume."

The "Glass with Slder," augmented by oherry-brandy, passed often,

nearly stupefied, Selby at length started to leave. Mrs. Bart-

lett detained him. She suggested that ha "all night between her

Nurse and she should lye." Selby so despised the offer thatt

Then did I take In hand a bloody Knife,
With which I soon bereaved her of life.
For why, I cut her throat immediately,
Thus Drunk I sent her to Kternlty.

Selby concluded his tale with three more stances of self-

reproach and one asking the Lord's forgiveness of his "sins of a

scarlet dye."

That Selby wrote or even saw the ballad attributed to him

was of course extremely doubtful. Just as modern reporters

ghost-write tabloid confessions of murders, so did broadside

writers prepare dying verses for condemned men—usually no doubt,

without their knowledge. Many of the dying verses were so simi-

lar In form that they might have been written by a common hand.
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So many of these lamentations ware aet to the air Fortune My Foe

that it came to be known as the "hanging tune." Many of these

hack-written ballads vouch for their own authenticity with such

atataaants as "which he wrote the day before his death," "made

with his owne hand In the Harshaleyo, after his condemnation" and

"written by the said Cosby in the time of his imprisonment."15

Though such claims of veracity may have reassured the gul-

lible, they were of course no guarantee of authenticity. Truth,

If It stood in the way of a good story, waa brushed aside. It

seems to have been In the case of James Bird.16 A former Oxford

student, Bird was hanged at Tyburn September 18, 1691, for the

murder of his wife Elisabeth. He had married the girl, hla social

inferior, while at the University, when she came to London great

with child and the marriage outraged Bird's father, the young

husband determined to make himself a widower. He lured hla wife

to a lonely place. There he out her throat. To the end, he la

aald to have refused to confess his part In the murder. A single

sheet reporting his dying speech aald that at the scaffold he

spoke aa follows:

I know It hath been expected by this Company, that
I should give some particular Account to the World of
this Fact for which I dyei It Is from Ood alone from
whom I must expect a Pardon, and Ood only knows how far
I am ooncern'd In itj so I shall not trouble myself with
any Publiok Declaration of the matter hare.

The Ordinary of Newgate, too, reported that Bird died without

Shaaber, op., oit. , pp. 145-44.

16
Rolllna, The Pepya Ballads . vol. 6, pp. 115-81.



confessing.

Nonetheless, Bird's confession appeared In a broadside bal-

lad printed for P. Brooksby, J. Deacon and J. Back. Its cumber-

some title was as follows

t

THE Hortherer's Moan;
Or, The Penitent Lamentation of J. B. Qent. for the Murther
of his v;ife Elisabeth, which he bitterly lamented, a little
before his Execution, which was at Tyburn, on the 18th of
this Instant September, 1691.

In the broadside ballad. Bird was made to confess to the murder,

which he lamented

i

For why she like a Lamb indeed,
did to her Slaughter go.

And when she for her Life did plead,
no pity would I show)

But did the bloody Knife extend,
which gave the fatal wound,

For which my life is at an end,
with Sorrows oompast round.

The publishers may have decided that the oonfeasion was a neces-

sary ingredient of the ballad for street sales whether Bird made

it or not. Or they may have published their sheet in advance of

the execution on the reasonable assumption that Bird would confess

at the gallows.

Although the majority of first person broadside confessions

were undoubtedly the work of hacks, impending death did atir the

pens of some criminals. The poem written by Chldiock Tltohborne

on the eve of his execution in 1586, for Instance, is Included in

present day anthologies*17 Whether or not it appeared in broad-

*7 See, for instance, William Rose Benet and Conrad Aiken, edi-
tors, An Anthology of Famous English and American Poetry
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borne's execution was reported by the broadside press, it prob-

ably did. From time to time criminals languishing In prison pre-

pared their own stories for the press. Most of these confessions

seem to have been issued in pamphlet form, but the early broad-

sheet no doubt reaped its share of this execution-eve harvest.

Hot always was the broadside scribbler a ghost-writer. As

often he was reporter. Be reported, however, with a moral for

his reader and with reproach and indignation for the murderer.

"Monster," "wretch" and "beast" were hie synonyms when he appar-

ently could not bear to mention the murderer by name. Thus the

murderer of Mary Cox, a London servant girl, was a "barbarous

Dame," a "fierce Dame," a "monster," a "merciless savage Dame."18

Her name was Elizabeth Deacon. The writer who set her story to

the tune of Prim KinK of the Ghosts dubbed her "The Whipster of

Woodstreet."

"Wilful murther" was the verdict of the jury when Elisabeth

Deacon stood her trial In the Old Bailey in February, 1690. Be-

fore the Jurymen reached their verdict, according to a contem-

porary account of the trial reprinted by Rollins, they heard an

"abundance of Witnesses." One of the abundance, an apprentice,

testified that Mrs. Deacon became suspicious when she discovered

her servant maid, Mary Cox, In possession of a shilling. Sus-

pecting the girl of theft, Mrs. Deacon "ty'd her to the Beds-

post, and whipt her very sorely." The girl persisted in her

18
Rollins, The Pepys Ballads . vol. VI, pp. 20-33.
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denials. "Extremely enraged at her," Mra. Deacon whipped her

Intermittently throughout the week. On Saturday she burned the

girl "with the Fire-Poker upon the Head, Shoulders, and Bask,

after a most Inhuman Manner, and then gave her a Blow on the Head

with • Hammer." The following Tuesday llary died. In her defense,

Mrs. Deacon said that Mary "had Conversation with a Parcel of

Thieves, and was a 31rl of a very sullen obstinate, tamper."

Pawning the Murderess, the broadside writer took Mary's side.

His account of the crime began:

Assist me some mournful Muse,
while 1 a sad Story relate;

Let all that these Lines peruse,
lament a poor maids hard fate)

Who QuiltleGs and Innocent fell,
by the hands of a barbarous Dame:

As fierce as a fury of Hell,
her sexes eternal shame.

whereas Mrs. Deacon saw Mary was sullen and obstinate, the broad-

side reporter viewed her as standing "undaunted and boldly" in

her own defense. "Which made the fierce Dame commenoe," he added,

"a Tragedy full of Blood."

•he oaus'd her to be faat bound
to the post of her husbands bed,

where she did her body wound,
and whipped her almost dead:

thus did ahe a Confession extort,
of Crimes which the Said never knew,

tormenting her in such a sort,
as wou'd make ones heart for to rue.

Thia monster not satisfied yet,
tho' the blood run from every part,

Made an Iron red hot In a pet,
resolving to give her more smart,

ahe burnt her in shoulders and thighs,
and aev'ral times under her ears,

she wou'd not come near her Ryes,
lest th' Iron shou'd be quench»d with her tears.
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"Ho Tygreas within her Den," the writer observed, "e're ahew'd a

nore savage mind." Be aeemed satisfied that she would be getting

her just deserts when "of the hemp she must taste.*

For their details of crimes such as that of Sirs. Deacon,

many ballad writers drew on printed books of news. Time and

again publishers simultaneously entered book and ballad with the

Stationers' Company. If they were entered a few days apart, the

book generally preceded the ballad. As a rule book and ballad

were entered by the same publisher, ne had a sort of propri-

etary right to exploit his news In both book and ballad. Host

publishers safeguarded this right by Issuing the items together.10

In addition to the pamphlets reporting individual crimes,

the 17th-century ballad writer had two rich sources of material.

One was The Proceedings on the King and Queens Commissions of the

Peace , and Oyer and Terminer , and Oaol-Pellvery of Hejjgate. .

.

at

Justice-Hall in tee Old-Bally. This was a regularly Issued of-

ficial, or semi-official, account of criminal trials in the Old

Bailey. It continued on into the 18th Century, when Its publi-

cation changed from the hands of one publisher to another. A

second source was the semi-official pamphlets written by the Or-

dinary of Newgate. Sale of these pamphlets was one of the per-

quisites of the prison chaplains, and they guarded their rights

to It carefully. The ordinary had free aocess to prisoners at

all times, and his duties required extremely confidential rela-

tione with them. Hence ho was in an excellent position to obtain

1 Shaaber, op_. cit. , pp. 196-97.
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a groat deal of curious and often authentic information from con-

demned prisoners.80 Much of this information appeared in hia

pamphlets which included the prison behavior, confessions, last

sermons and dying speeches of condemned offenders.

How one of these chaplains gathered his information is de-

scribed in a story about Samuel Smith, ordinary of Hewgate prison

in the last years of the 17th Century. Smith closely axsoinod

condemned prisoners in his private oloset. '.Than a young prisoner

was brought to him one day, he said, "Well, boy, now is the time

to unbosom thyself to me. Thou hast been a great sabbath-breaker

in thy time I warrant thee? The negleot of going to church has

brought thee under these unhappy circumstances. " The criminal de-

nied that drinking and the other vices the ordinary mentioned had

anything to do with his being under sentence of death. Finding

no vice to enlarge upon in his pamphlet, Smith entered the prison-

er in his aooount as an obstinate, oaso-hardoned rogue.

Some murders evoked a surprisingly large number of broad-

sides. The quantity indicates that even as early as the 17th

Century publishers knew a good news story when they saw one. In

1614-15 the murder of Sir Thomas Overbury, one of the oelebreted

crimes of the time, kept the broadside press busy.22 Four per-

sons were executed for the orlae. The Sari and Countess of

20 Griffiths, op.. Cit. , p. 200.

21 Ibid ., p. 569.

22
For aooount of case, see William Roughead, "The Fatal Countess,"
The Fatal Countess and Other Studies (Kdinburgh: W. Oresn and
Son, Ltd., 1927), pp. 5-44.



Somerset were convicted of complicity, and possibly Jamas I him-

self was involved. Although the broadsides mads almost no mention

of Somerset and his wife—their position and connections took

care of that—publishers thoroutfily exploited the lesser figures

in the case. Shaaber lists 15 contemporary publications dealing

23
with the case, most of them ballads or broadsides. Same of

these broadsides are listed and described by Lomon. One,

printed after the trials for poisoning had taken place, was The

Portraiture of Sir Thomas Overbury . Khlrtit . aetat 52. The basis

for all subsequent likenesses of Overbury, the picture showed

the murcterert knight writing his own epitaph. Another sheet,

bearing the imprint of John White, was Sir Thomas Ovorburr or

tha -.;. "•
. .

" ' .';• - -;:.'..-.'. '

. " I I A PMI by lawjMl ssMbjsVIb

called for justice upon the murderers. The illustration showed a

skeleton lying on a tomb, which was flanked by the figures of

Time and Justice. On the tomb was the verse

i

Within this house of reath a dead man lies,
Whose blood, like Abels, up for vengeance oryest
Time hath revealed what to trueth belongs,
And Justice swords is drawne to right my wrongs.
Ton poysoned mlndos did me with poyson Kill,
Let true repentance purge you from that ill.

Other broadsheets dealing with the case Included metres

Turner' s Repentance . 3fho . about the poTSonlng of that Ho : Knight

Sir Thomas Overbury . Was executed the fourteenth day of Worember

last, a poem descriptive of Mrs. Turner's conduct at her exc-

25 Shaaber, loo. clt .. pp. 142-44.

24 Robert Lemon, ed. , Catalo>aie of a Collection of Printed Broad-
side a in the Possession of the Society of Antiquaries of
LondohTLondohi Society of Xntlquaries, 1866 ) , pp. 44-46.
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cution, and James Franklin . A Kentlahman of Maidstone . hit owne

Arraignment . Confession, Condemnation , and Judgment of Himself

e

.

whilst hee lay Prisoner In the Klnfls Bench for the Poisoning of

Sir Thomas Overbury . Hee was executed the 9 of December . 1616 .

Mary Compton In 169S furnished material aplenty to broadside

publishers, who dubbed her "The Bloody minded Midwife." She

murdered several children put In her care. At least four broad-
m

side ballads reported her case at Its various stages* One re-

ported discovery of "a Barbarous Cruelty to several Children that

had been made away, and burled privately in a Sellar, and two hid

In a Hand-basket." A second contained an account of "many In-

fants whom she Murther'd or starv'd to Death." The wicked lady

was in Newgate prison when the third was issued. The sheet re-

ported her uneasiness there) she was afraid "of the Devil tearing

her alive out of the Bed every Right." Found guilty, she was

sentenced to death. Her "Sorrowful Confession and lamentation"

were the stuff of the fourth broadside.

Comparatively soon after its birth, when the newspaper was

till In the toddling stage, the broadside was an effective crime

reporting medium. Like the literature of roguery, It reflected

the crimes of the period. But while rogue pamphlets dealt ex-

clusively with crimes that were gray at the darkest, the broad-

side showed no such partiality. The broadside could make a good

thing of romantic crimes akin to roguery, as the next chapter

will Illustrate) but as the present chapter has shown, It also

85 Rollins, The Pepys Ballads , vol. VII, pp. 5-20.
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recognised the popular appeal of crimes that were brutal.

Harder, one of the blackest of orlmes, from the beginning was a

favorite broadside topic. It would continue so until the end of

the broadside.

In its first years, too, the broadside assumed general

characteristics that were to stamp its murder reporting for the

greater part of three centuries. The broadside account was not

always trustworthy. It took liberties with facts and tended to

sensationalise. It blended moralising with reporting} and, es-

pecially in the early years, the moralising often predominated.

It was parasitical on other forms of reporting. All of these,

as well as the murderer's dying lamentation, were to be features

of the broadside until its end.



BROADSIDES ABOUT HIGHWAYMEN

Of all criminals, the darling of the populace was the high-

wayman, who in the 17th Century Infested the lanes and highroads

of Britain and had already assumed the brevet rank of captain*

Astride his fleet mare, he galloped over the island robbing the

ails, merchants, foreigners of note, noblemen, high officials

and even the king himself. He also galloped into the hearts of

broadside writers and readers*

All manner of men turned to the highwayman's gentlemanly

calling. Young boya took to the roadj and, If contemporary

stories are to be believed, so did young women. Royal guardsmen

in their off-duty hours robbed on the highways. Tradesmen, after

putting up their shop shutters, rode off to waylay travelers.

Rven a parson was convicted of being in league with highwaymen.

Innkeepers often furnished road robbers Information about wealthy

travelers. * So numerous were the robbers, so frequent and bold

their robberies that scarcely a traveler was safe, as has been

pointed out In the opening chapter.

Using a forerunner of the modern police line-up, authorities

made suspected highwaymen ride their horses back and forth in

front of Wewgate, where victims could try to Identify them. But

attempts to curb the banditti were ineffective.

Despite all the inconvenience they oaused, however, hlghway-

1 Arthur Griffiths, The Chronicles of Hewgate (London: Chapman
and Hall, 1884), ppTT.04-06.
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were regarded by the populace as dashing gallants who lived—

and died—colorfully, a notion that the broadside fostered. Kven

King Charles II took an Interest in highwaymen. His favorite was

William Ifsvlson. Impressed by Revison's wit and horsemanship,

the king dubbed him "Swift Nicks." The highwaymen lived up to

the public's opinion of them by decking themselves out in finery,

by combining gallantry with their violence and by assuming non-

chalance even in the shadow of the gallows. These virtues did

not escape broadside writers' notice.

Highwayman Claude DeVall once played the flageolet as he ap-

proached the coach of a knight and lady he planned to rob, ac-

oordlng to his biographer.8 DuVall charmingly Invited the lady

to dance with him on the heath, and "scarcely a dancing master in

London but would have been proud to show such agility in a pair

of pumps as DuVall showed in a pair of French riding-boots." The

dance concluded, he returned the lady to her escort, whom he re-

lieved of 100 pounds. He spared the gentleman another 500 pounds

because the victim allowed himself to be robbed with such good

graoe.

When the gallows-noose dangled over their heads, highwaymen

retained their devil-aay-oare spirit. John Rann—better known as

S ixtaen-Strlng Jack—had seven girls as his guests at a farewell

dinner party while awaiting execution.8 For his date with the

A
Captain Johnson, Lives of the HlfifaweTmen (Londont Sisley's
Ltd., n.d.), pp. 144-45.

Recrlnt of The Newgate Calendar . Intro, by Henry Savage
(Hartfordt Idwln Valentine Mitchell, 1926), p. 189.
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hangman, Dlok Turpln bought a new suit of fustian and a new pair

of pumps. Be hired five poor men at 10 shillings a head to mourn

at hie execution and provided them with mourning-bands. After

hanging, Claude DuVall lay in state in a black-draped tavern room

in St. Oilea.6

The romantic flair of the highwayman put him In a class

apart from child-murderers, wife-destroyers, servant-beaters or

any of the malefactors discussed in the preceding chapter. The

populace took a naive delight in him, and its attitude was re-

flected in the broadsides of the time. In some of the sheets

about the executions of men of the road, the writers plainly In-

dicated they thought it a shame that society should deprive It-

self of such noble figures. In others there was the customary

moralising. The highwaymen themselves repented their wickedness

In prose or verse, or a narrator pointed out the traglo end to

which their sin had led than. Yet one gets the impression that

no one took these little sermons seriously.

An early highwayman who apparently combined Journalism with

robbery was Luke Button, one-time Cambridge scholar. Sir John

Harrington believed Button to have been a younger son of Matthew

Button, archbishop of York; other authorities have said, with

more probability, that he was the son of Robert Button, rector of

Houghton-le-Sprlng and prebendary of Durham.* Whatever his ante-

Griffiths, oj>. clt .. p. 169.

8
Ibid., p. 110.

6 The Dictionary of National Bloryaphy (Oxford, reprinted
I9TB.-22), vol. 3T7 pp. 356-577"^
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cedents. Button appeal's to hare been executed at York In 1598 for

a robbery committed on St. Luke's Cay. Two works ascribed to Hut-

ton are his Repentance . a manuscript poem dedicated to Henry, Bail

of Huntington, and The Slack Posse of Hewr.ate . a prose tract. He

also was reputedly author of Luke Button's Lamentation , a broad-

side ballad which he wrote the day before his death.7 It was an

autobiography In verse reciting the robberies committed by him-

self and the IS ruffians he styled his "twelve Apostles." Al-

though the ballad called Itself a lamentation. Its stansas of re-

pentance oould not hide the attitude that a highwayman's life was

a pretty good one, after all. Hourned Luket

I am a pooro prisoner condoned to dye,
Ah woe is me, woe is me, for my great follyt

Fast fettred in yrons in place where I lie.
Be warned yong wantons, hemp passeth green holly.

But hia reference to his daya on the highroad bordered al-

most on nostalgia:

There was no squiro nor barron bold,
Ah woe is me, woe is men, for my great folly!

That rode the way with ailver and gold.

Be warned yong wantons, fee.

But I and my twelve Apostles gale
Would lighten their load ere they went away.

Bwentually the "shirlffe of Yorke-shire" served Hutton with a war-

rent and the worda, "At Torke thou must be trlde, with ne there-

fore hence must thou ride." Recalling the arrest, Hutton was not

all sorrow; he cherished the bravado of the occasion:

tike pangues of death hie words did sound:

Ah woe is me, &o.
My hands and armes full fast be bound.

Be warned, &o.

7 Charles Hlndley, Curiosities of rtreet Literature (London:

Reeves and Turner, 1871), p. ISB.
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Oood sir, quoth I, I had rather stay,

I have no heart to ride that way....

whan no entreaty night provoile,
Ah woe la me, &c.

I oalde for beere, for wine and ale;
Be warned, &o.

And when «ny heart was In wofull oase,
I drunke to my friends with a smiling faoe.

Whether the conclusion was whimsy or Button's faith In his

salvation, the reader could deolde for hinself

:

When on the ladder you shall me view,
Think* I am neerer heaven then you.

Button himself may have written the broadside, hut his

authorship is doubtful. If he were its author, the ballad un-

doubtedly would have contained more factual information about his

life.8 The ballad was entered in the Stationers' Register in De-

cember, 1595, a fact which might seam to oast some doubt on 1598

as the year of Button's execution. A likely explanation is that

Button was pardoned after conviction of a capital crime in 1595.9

When Button actually did die by the noose, Thomas Hillington of

London appears to have capitalized on the execution by bringing

out the old sheet, since his imprint and year 1598 appear on the

broadside reprinted by Hlndley.

Button's broadside repentance may have been tongue In cheek.

Whan Wevlson died, a versifier was openly sorry to see him go.

Hevison, who charmed the king, has furnished crime fanciers with

What was perhaps the first faked alibi on reoord. An undated

broadside10 which reviewed Mevlson's misdeeds in prose and verse

e
A. V. Judges, ed. , The Elizabethan Underworld (London: George
Houtledge and Sons, Ltd., 1950), p. 507.

¥ Loo , cit.

1° Bindley, 0£. cit., p. 169.



reported the feat as follows

1

|

After committing a robbery In London, about sun-
rise, he rode his mare to Tork In the course of the day,
and appeared on the bowling green of that oity before
sunset. Prom this latter circumstance, when brought to
trial for the offonce, he established an alibi to the
satisfaction of the jury, though In reality he was guilty.

Nevlson has often been cheated of his allbl-raaklng ride, oor-

reotly attributed to Mm by the broadside) later crime chron-

iclers sometimes have erroneously credited Pick Turpln with It.

In further sumnarlzlng the fame of Nevlson, the prose section of

the broadside reported, "In all his exploits, Nevlson was tender

to the fair sex, and bountiful to the poor." A true loyalist,

the aheet continued, he never levied any contributions on tha

Royalists. After having his life spared by royal clemency, ho

retired until after his father's death.

Bat soon after returned to his former courses, his
name became the terror of every traveller on the road.
He levied a quarterly tribute on all the northern drovers,
and In return not only spared them himself, but protected
then against all other thieves, and the carriers who fre-
quented the road willingly agreed to leave certain suns
at such places ae he appointed, to prevent their being
stripped of all.

There was little unfavorable to Nevlson In the prose. Tha

worst he was called waa "the great robber of the north." The ver-

sifier was frankly admiring In his section of the sheet, a review

of the highwayman's capture and trial under the head, "Bold Nevl-

son, the Highwayman."

He maintained hlaself like a gentleman.
Besides he waa good to tha poor;

Ha rode about like a bold hero,
And he gain's himself favour therefore.

The verse related that Nevlson was captured "on the Twenty-first

day of last month," which was "an unfortunate day." In his de-



fenae at bis trial, Hovison was quoted as saying;

"I never robb'd a gentleman of twopenoe,
But what I gave half to the blest.

But guilty I»vo been all my life time,
So gentleman do an you list.

• # »

"But peaoe I have made with my Maker,
And to be with Him I'ready to draw;

So here's adieul to this world and its vanities,
For I am ready to suffer the law."

It is hardly conceivable that a murderer, say, or an ordi-

nary street robber would have reoelved so favorable a press. One

reason of course may well be that the sheet was published years

after Hevison's death when glorious legend overlaid the true char-

acter of the man; Rollins has pointed out that the Sheet is not

contemporary.11' But that is not the full explanation. Broadside

men were undeniably kind to the highway crew. Glamor did the

trick for the highwayman. His orinea were often oomitted over a

long period of time, during which a trivial half-truth could airs

a full-length story of chivalry.

Perhaps the legends of Robin Hood and hie merry bowmen,

legends of outlawry preserved in ballad for-i but quite beyond the

scope of this work, helped to give the highwayman an sura of.

blessedness. Just as present day writers often compare a shop-

girl who rises to romantic heights with Cinderella, broadside

scriveners saw many an unscrupulous pistol-packer as a contem-

porary Robin Hood.

11
Hyder Edward Rollins, ed.. The Pepys Ballads ( Cambridge

I

Harvard University Press, l§29-32), vol. Ill, p. 124.
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The ballad about Nevlson quoted him as saying that "whatever

I took from the rich, I freely gave to the poor." A broadside

writer of the late 17th Century credited a highwayman named Bias

with a similar profit-sharing nature. Like most highwaymen, he

got respectful broadside treatment. Bias was executed at Salis-

bury on March IS, 1695, according to the broadside.12 At hit

trial, Bias contended that he had obeyed the scriptures despite

his unlawful profession. Said he to the Judge, "For when the

Naked I beheld, I clothed them with speed." He fed the poor, he

added, and sent the rich away empty-pocketed.

What say you now my honour* d Lord,
what harm was there in this?

Rich wealthy Misers was abhorr'd
by brave freehearted Bias.

I never robb'd nor wrong'd the Poor,
as well It doth appear]

Be pleaa'd to favour me therefore,
and be not too severe.

The Judge waa not impressed by these hints that Bias was a

latter day Robin Hood. He aaldi

By Law you are condemn' d to Dye,
you will no Pardon gain.

Therefore, Repent, repent with speed,
for what la gone and past,

Tho' you the Poor did clothe and feed,
you suffer must at last.

Bias took his punishment like a man, although the sentence

pierced him "like a fatal sword." In the best broadside tradition,

the sheet noted hla untimely departure from the worlds

kind and loving Friends, he ery'd,
take warning now by me,

Who must the pains of Death abide,
this day In Salsbury.

18
Ibid ., vol. VII, pp. 201-204.
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Some good examples of the romantic notions that broadside*

fostered about highwaymen appeared In a ballad concerning Captain

Jamea Whitney, hanged In 1693. Whitney appears to hare been

captured because someone put hin on the spot} at least two of his

biographers believed that "someone" to have been one Madame

Cotens, keeper of a bawdy house. The woman was shorn of all the

sordidnese of her profession In the ballad, which pictured her aa

a jealous, love-struck young maiden. And It might be noted that

the ballad writer, far from commending the woman for performing

her oivlo duty in bringing a criminal to book. Inferred that

self-destruction was the only fate left for her after she had

played Judas to so gallant a figure as Whitney. She, not the

highwayman, was reprimanded. The ballad called itself "Whitney's

Dying Letter To his Mlstrlss that betray'd hlmt With her An-

swer." Snarled Whitney:

False Wretch, why would thou thus betray
my Life, whilst In Its Prlnel

Sure Terror haunts thy breast each day
For so unjust a crime.

His consolation was that:

The World will surely see,
Some dreadful death or misery.

Will doubtless fall on thee.

Repenting her treachery, the woman agreed with almost every-

thing Whitney said against her. Her lamentations, as the ballad

writer penned them, extended over six stanzas. Cried she:

IS
Ibid ., vol. VI, pp. 513-19.
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But slnoe through Envy I Betray' d

Poor Whittney [sic] to his fall.
By my own Treachery I am made

A Wretch condemned by all.

With this bright Dagger In my hand,
I'le give my Woes relief]

This fatal Stobb shall now Command
And end to all my grief.

Dear Whittney [slo] 'tis for thee I bleed,
I brought thee to thy Doom.

Which makes me Act this bloody Deed,
And now dear Soul I come.

Thus the shabby betrayal of a criminal by a bawdy house

keeper acquired, at the hands of a ballad writer, the air of

great tragedy. Londoners probably loved It. Whitney was their

favorite.

Even when the writer felt obliged to condemn the highwaymen,

his admiration sometimes peeped through his bombast. Such was

the ease In a ballad that J. Deacon turned out at the Angel "In

Oullt-apur-street without Newgate."" The epitome of bravado,

the Incident was stamarlaed In the title:

Sumnera his Frollok.
Shewing, How he was Condemned (this last Dent As-

sises, 1694. at Allsbury) for a Highway-Man. And how
he sold his body, In Goal [sic] , for eight shillings to
a Surgeon, to bo made an Anatomy of after It was hang'd,
and how he drank the money all out In Wine before he
went to be Executed.

True or not, the situation was an Interesting one for the

ballad writer. He could capitalize on the devil-may-care atti-

tude, but he could not condone It. The writer reported the

transaction Itself with minor Irritation and saved his tirade for

14
Ibid ., vol. VII, pp. S9-4S.
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the concluding stanzas. Nonetheless , the ballad Implies a grudg-

ing admiration, at least, for the body-vending badman. The high-

wayman himself was not entirely to blame for the deed; the Devil

had a hand In it. The Devil had a hand In many a crime, as a

later chapter will ahow. The Devil not only prevented prisoners

from repenting,

But pits them off to rant and drink,
damn and curse, and swagger,

To play at Cards and Dloes too
and all things that are badder.

And when they mony want, they sell
their lives and bodys too...

So it was with Summers. He could not sell his soul "for

none would bid him mony for 't, it was so black and foul."

A Sargeon then to enorease his skill,
In bodies to Dlaeet,

In Goal [sic] did come and there did buy
his body all complect.

The price he paid were shillings eight,
for more it was not worth. .

.

As soon as rummers was paid, he got so drunk that he could

not stand. Orumbled the ballad writer, "0 fye on such that thus

expose their souls and bodys too!"

In the 18th Century, when highwaymen still ranked several

notches above the run of criminals in popular esteem, not all men

of the road got a good broadside press. Four highwaymen were

thwarted by an ingenious eook-maid in one broadside ballad that

must have had little basis in fact. The broadside. Which was pub-

lished about 1750 and which is preserved In the Harvard Library

collection, was called The Cook-'laid's Garland .

According to the ballad, five gentlemen traveling from Lon-

don to Rygate were robbed of all their clothing and their money
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by four highwaymen. When the naked gentlemen sought refuge at an

inn in Hygate, the staff was so frightened that no one would let

them in.

At length a handsome brisk oook-maid
Unto the door did run.

With candle In her hand, sir,
The girl at them did stars;

The gentlemen most modestly
With their hands did cover their ware.

After the cook-maid had eoaxed the innkeeper into clothing

the unexpected guests, she bet them her virtue against 100 pounds

that she could oapture the highwajmen. Haxt night the gentlemen

were to wait in ambush, she said, and she would drive the robbers

into their hands. While the gentlemen scoffed, she went about

her aeoret preparations.

The girl she open'd a bed, sir,
Was made of coney-wool down,

Then daubing herself with soot and slae.
She roll'd herself quite o'er}

So hairy she was from top to toe,
The like was never seen before

The horns of a stag of a monstrous size
She did make fast behind;

And upon her head a rousing pair,
Whloh were of another kind)

With a hollow truncheon In her hand
Which was with gunpowder fill'dj

She look'd like the dragon of Wantley
Which In the country was klll'd.

Literally looking like the devil, the cook-maid tied herself

onto a horse and set out on her errand. The highwaymen thought

she was prey for their pistols until one shouted to his comrades

that the devil was after then*

One said, 1*11 shoot him, said another.
Ho, that will not be well,

For fear he should oarry us instantly,
Along with him to hell.
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The cook-maid gave hideous yells and fired gunpowder, and

the highwaymen were terrified.

They took to their heela and ran away,
Bat the devil pureu'd them fast,

And drove them to the wilderness
Where they were trapp'd at last.

There were some on horsebaok, some em foot.
Some had arms, and some had none,

When the devil found they were aafe.
She strait went galloping home.

Back at the inn, the eooknnaid colleoted her money. One

gentleman was so Impressed by her cleverness and daring that he

claimed her for his wife. Only the highwaymen remained unhappy.

These highwaymen they were bound and ty'd.
And brought unto the Inn}

Then the devil appeared before them all.
To shew how aump'd they'd been.

They eurs'd their fate, to a justice strait
ill four were soon oonvey'd,

And the girl's reward la a portion good.
Which hath these rogues betray'd.

The long period over which many highwaymen evaded the law

belles the suggestion that they were superstitious fools who

could be trapped by cook-maids, false-homed or otherwise. On

the other hand, some of the deeds they were responsible for belle

the suggestion that they were always as gallant as popular tra-

dition and the bulk of the broadside press made them out to be.

The crimes committed in the name of highway robbery were fre-

quently as vicious and as sordid as those committed by less glam-

orous wrongdoers.

Certainly there was nothing romantic about the treatment a

poor laboring man named John Spicer received at the hands of John

Austin in 1708. Hot even the publisher of a contemporary broad-



aide15 reporting the "cruel highway robbery" m anything but

vlolousness and depravity In it* Sploer, traveling to Tendon,

net up with Austin, who joined him and In the course of their

journey pried from hlci the amount and nature of his snail prop-

erty* Khan the pair reached London, Austin left fploor at a

public house while pretending to go out In search of lodging for

them. Then, reported the broadside:

TTnder this specious shew of friendship, Sploer was
left for three or four hours, when a man whose nam* Is
Patrick Bowman (who also stands Indicted, but la not
yet taken) cane to Sploer with a plausible apology for
Austin's leaving hte so long, and desired Sploer to go
with him to Austin, who had got Mm a lodging.

64

and Sploer lent to a second public house, where Austin

awaited them. On the pretext of taking Sploer to his lodging, the

two criminals led him to "the middle of a field, out of the high

road, by the side of a ditch, no house near, nor anything to be

aeen but the light of some distant lamps." Sploer observed that

the spot was "a very comical place" to look for a lodging.

Upon which Austin retired a little, and Patrick Bow-
man draw a cutlass, with mtoleh he kept chopping at the
hands, wrists, arms, body, and head of the prosecutor,
and mangled him in a moat shocking manner, r.ploor re-
sisted this attack, and would have got the better of Bow-
man, If Austin had not come to Bowman* a assistance; for
when the poor wretch, thinking he had a firm friend In
Austin, called out, "0 John, won't you ootae and help met"
Austin Immediately seised him by the collar with one hand
Inside the handkerchief, and with the other caught hold
of his lags, and threw him down, when they rifled him.

Austin waa no DuVall or Hutton, and the broadside publisher

gave his crime a bad review. The robbery was "peculiarly Inhuman

and aggravated," the broadside reported, and the Old Bailey oould

15 Bindley, og. olt. , p. 173.



perhaps afford no "Instance more odious, or more reflecting on

the depravity of human nature." For all his lack of glamor, for

all his wickedness, though, Austin was still a highway robber.

Early In the 19th Century, the number of highway robberies

dropped abruptly with the establishment of a police horse patrol.

"ventually thoy virtually ceased altogether.1,6 If the highwayman

was dead in fact, however, he lived on In legend) and the 19th-

century publishers kept the legend alive with an occasional bal-

lad eulogizing vanished heroes, such as one about Turpln printed

by James Catnaoh and recalling thati

Now Turpln in caught, and tried and cast,
And for a game cock must die at last.
One hundred pounds when he did die.
Be left Jack Ketch for a legaoy.

But the truth was that the highwayman furnished poorer oopy

than In time past and the number of pennies he could coax Into

publishers' tills was limited. For almost all of their profitable

oopy, 19th-century publishers looked gratefully to the murderers,

who were always with them.

16
Griffiths, ££, olt ., pp. 524-25.



PIRATES, TRAITORS AMD MISCELLANEOUS MALEFACTORS

The highwayman who light-heartedly relieved travelers of

their valuables had his sea-going counterpart In the pirate

throughout most of the lifetime of the broadside. Highwaymen and

pirates, In a sense, were similar. Both were mobile and conduct-

ed their depredations over a wide area. Both were numerous. Men

of the highroad who roistered In Newgate before their executions

often had a number of sea-dogs for company. In the early 18th

Century the prison sometimes held as many as 60 or 70 pirates

awaiting trial.1
- The two olasses of badmen went about their law-

lessness in business-like fashion} both used spies to supply them

with intelligence about likely victims. In the first half of the

18th Century especially, pirates were as clever at getting Infor-

mation about rich prises on the sea as highwaymen were on the

highroads.* And despite the fact that pirates were surly, greedy

brutes at best, they were often regarded by broadside writers and

readers as belonging to a oalllng as romantic as the highwayman's.

From time to time throughout the age of the broadside, pi-

rates had their day in Its oolumns. They took their turn with a

host of less glamorous folks of varying degrees of villainy whose

crimes usually lacked the delloious horror of murder but were too

wicked or too interesting to be ignored—traitors, mutineers,

Arthur Griffith s. The Chronicles of Mewgatc (London i Chapman
and Hall, 1884), pTS&TT.

" Loo, clt.



eoiners, thievea and abduotors.

Pirates were among the first real-life rogues to romp

through the pages of criminal pamphlets) and the lamentations In

rerse of three sea-dogs named Arnold, Clinton and Walton appeared

in 1585, the rear of their hanging.3 Even after land-looked

malefactors supplanted pirates in popular favor, some writers

kept an eye on the evil being done at sea. Dying speeches of

pirates seem to have been perenlally good broadside copy. They

appear to have been published from the late 16th Century until

1864, when Londoners bought 290,000 copies of sheets about the

exeoutlon of five pirates from a ahlp called the Flowery Land .

Londoners could hear the speeches from the pirates' own lips

if they wished, for aea scoundrels were executed in public with

a nautical flourish. Their usual hanging place from as early as

the relga of Henry VI was Execution Dook, Wapping, In early tlmea

a vast, muddy waste, flooded at Intervals by the Thames. After

the pirates had been hanged, their corpses were chained to a post

where they would be washed by the tide. The last execution at

Wapping was in 1753. In later years, pirates kept their ap-

pointments with the hemp at Old Belley, where the Flowery Land

crew was hanged.

It was from a hanging at Exeoutlon Cock that Charles Barnet,

Frank Wadlelgh Chandler, The Literature of Roguery (Hew York:
Houghton, Mifflin and Co., 1907), vol. I, pp. 140-41.

Oraham Brooks, ed., Trial of Captain Kldd . notable British
Trial Seriea (Edlnburght WmT Hodge and Co., Ltd., 1930), p. 222.



a London publisher, got the stuff of a broadside ballad In 1696.5

The sheet moral lead more than It reported but It nonetheless gave

the reader a glinpse of pirates* adventures. The five condemned

men were of the crow of Captain Henry Every, perhaps the most

famous pirate of the 17th Century. They had been acquitted at

their first trial, but their second trial had ended with the

death sentence The heading of Barnet'a sheet advertised that

the ballad Included the pirates' "free Confession of their most

Horrid Crimes." This, however, was Journalistic exaggeration.

The confession was In disappointingly general terms

«

We Robb'd a Ship upon the Seas,
the Punsway eall'd by name,

Which we met near the East-Indias,
and Rifled the same)

In It was Cold and Silver store,
of which all had a share.

Each man 600 Pounds and more.
let Pirates then take care.

Thus for some time we llv'd, and Helgn'd
as masters of the Sea,

Every Merchant we detain* d,
and ua'd most cruelly,

The Treasures took, we sunk the Ship,
with these that In it were,

That would not unto us submit,
let Pirates then take oare.

In the tradition of tho time, the ballad was largely one

long moan of repentence offered as a warning to other pirates.

Since the five men executed were popularly supposed to represent

but a fraction of Every* s crew and since many a ship manned by

out-throats prowled the main, there were pirates aplenty to heed

the warning if they would.

8 Hyder Edward Rollins, ed.. The Pepys Ballads (Cambridgei
Harvard University Press, 1989-52), vol. VII, pp. 239-44.
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Now farewel to this Wloked World,

and our Companions too,
Fran hence we quickly shall be hurl'd

to clear the way for you,
For certainly If e»re you cone

to lustice as we are,
Deserved death will be your doom,

then Pirates all take care.

Readers who cared leas for edification than for news of the

wild deeds that the pirates had committed at sea would have pass-

ed up the ballad for a prose sheet reprinted by Rollins.6 tJnder

the guise of deploring the pirates' transgressions, the publisher

made the most of his opportunity for sensational copy:

They perpetrated those unheard-of Barbarities, as
such plundering and rifling all the Vessels they met
with, Ravishing and Deflowering the Virgins and Women,
and then turning them out naked, to starve upon shore,
smongst Rocks and Deaarts. But above all, nothing was
so horrid, as their Surprising a Ship of the King of
the Indies, where they first took sway an infinite
Treasure, most Inhumanely Ravlaht a Young Princess, and
the rest of her Female Train, and afterwards left the
Ship disara'd and disabled, floating as a wreck upon
the Ses, with near 1000 Souls on Board, thereby exposed
to Inevitable Starving.

According to the prose version, the pirates were aa penitent

as the broadside made them out to be} but that was to be expect-

ed; most condemned criminals were. Reported the prose sheet:

"iiu.r- ;i-x;' , sals' bat Uttta* M o-^.-' tdbsaslf
ss deep a sinner as the others J and that his three years
Roving upon the Seas, was now a very Melancholy Thought
to his Soul, and so muoh the more to consider the Bru-
tality of his Crimes, as balnc one of a more Barbarous
Crew than the Generality of Offenders of that kind.

Adam Foresith . was very Penitent, and truly own'd
that besides the Quilt of his Offences, and the present
capital Punishment, his Wicked Life, attended with the

Hardships and Hazards he had undergone In his Rob-

6 Ibid., vol. VII, pp. 239-41.
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berles, was little less than a Punishment; for wicked-
ness (let It prosper never so much) brings great many
troubles and afflictions with It.

The three comrades who were hanged with Bishop and Forealth

were sfcllarly sorry for their wickedness. Although the pub-

lishers of both the ballad and the prose sheet outwardly abhorred

the pirates' misdeeds, there are Indications that the public had

a soft spot In Its heart for the sea rovers. There are Indica-

tions of It, for Instance, In a broadside ballad making the

pirate's life aeera a glorious, enviable one. The ballad waa al-

legedly "A Copy of Verses, Composed By Captain Henry Every,

Lately Cone to Sea to seek his Fortune."7 In It he appealed for

en to join his erewt

Come all you brave Boys, whose Courage Is bold,
Will you venture with me, I'll glut you with Gold?
Make haste unto Corona, a Ship you will find.
That's called the Fancy , will pleasure your mind.

• * •

Our Hemes shall be blazed and spread In the Sky,
And many brave Places I hope to descry,
Where never a French man e'er yet has been.
Nor any proud Dutchman can say he has seen.

A public that would tolerate, even pay pennies for, a pi-

rate's advertisement for criminal personnel waa not one that con-

sidered his type entirely damnable. A broadside8 ehronlollng the

execution of the five pirates of the Flowery Land almost two

oenturles after Captain Every was downright sympathetic. The

sheet, froa the press of Henry Dlsley In St. niles, was a eombl-

7 Ibid ., vol. VII, pp. SS4-88.

8 Charles Hlndley, Curiosities of Street Literature (random
Reeves and Turner, 1871), p. H7l A~slmllar broadside Is In
Harvard Library collection.
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nation of prose and verae. The prose section reported that the

hanging of the five foreign tailors In February, 1864, for "the

wilful murder of Oeorge Smith upon the high seas" brought out the

greatest execution crowd "ewer remembered by the oldest inhabi-

tant In the City." The spectators were "of the sane class as

usually attend these exhibitions, with the addition of a fair

sprinkling of seafaring men." There was nothing In the details

of the execution Itself to distinguish It from hundreds of

others. The worses affixed to the prose dealt tenderly with the

orlmlnslst

Is there not one spark of pity,
For five poor unhappy men,

Doomed, alas! In London city,
On a tree their lives to end?

The dreadful erlme which they committed,
On the raging, stoimy sea,

By every one must be admitted.
They each deserved to punished be.

• • •

Their victims they did show no maroy,
No time for to prepare did give,

They kill'd then in a barbarous manner.
And they ware not fit to live,

We pity them on the gallows,
TSigllahmen oould not deny.

Now, alas, their daya are ended.
They died on Newgate* a gallows high.

Between those two stansas, the first and laat, the verse

recalled the orlme for which the men suffered, commented on the

great axoltement their case had caused, deaorlbed the execution

and advised aailors to take warning from it. The verae suggest-

ed that the man may have had some justification for the murderi



Sometime! at sea there's oruel usage.
And men to frensy oft are drove.

They* re always wrong by nan in power,
And that there's many a sailor knows.

Of course the man should never have committed murder, the sheet

added} the whole affair was one of sadness.

Far away from friends and kindred.
They unpltled on the drop did stand,

Sad was the deed thct they committed,
On board the fatal Flowery T.and.

The pirates little deeorved the broadside writer's sympathy.

In a plot to murder their offleers and seise the ship, they had

beaten their first mate unmercifully and tossed him, still alive.

Into the sea. They had stabbed to death their captain and his

brother-in-law. They had robbed the captain's oabln of clothes

and money and had divided up mash of the merchandise aboard.9

All In all, they soareely warranted the pity that the broadside

expressed.

The tears that the broadside shed on pirates flowed not for

traitors, who were exploited as fully in the sheets as were vil-

lains of the seal traitors Invariably got a hostile press. During

the lifetime of the broadside, a long procession of men bared

their neeVrs on the chopping block or climbed the scaffold to pay

the price for treasonable activities. In troubled seasons, the

polities or religion that a man held often decided whether or not

he was a traitor. With the definition of treason used as loosely

as it was, traitors were numerous; so were broadsheets about them.

The unfriendly attitude toward them on the part of the broadside

I Griffiths, 0£. Pit., pp. 538-41.
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was logical. Treason at times may have been a crime of futile

bravado, but it rarely was a romantic one. The secrecy and

atulklnc that generally went hand In hand with It did not fit In

with popular notions about romantic heroes. But more Important,

treason has always been the most odious of crimes. It Is one of

the few crlr.iee, If not the only one, that has not been condoned at

soma stage of hlatory. Traitors were Indisputably bad characters.

Even If In private a publisher believed a convicted traitor to be

the victim of government oppression, he was foolish to parade his

views In print | the government, In the entire three centuries of

the broadside's life, never took a charitable view of the preaa.

For these reasons, the broadside from Its earliest days gave

crimes of a treasonable naturo an unlvorsally bad press, when-

ever a traitor walked his last few steps at Tyburn or at Tower

Bill, broadsides snarled at the luckless man and bubbled with ef-

fusions of loyalty to the government. Crowed a sheet printed by

Richard Jones "dwellInge over agaynat the Paulcon neare Holburne

Bridge" when three seminary priests were put to death at Tyburn

In 1531; "A Triumph for True Subjeots and a Terrour unto al

Traltours."10

Broadsides about treasonable doings were common In the reign

of Queen Elisabeth. "The number of men who tried to assassinate

Elisabeth In the decade preceding the Armada exceeded the number

of those who wanted to marry her during the previous two," one

10
Robert Iiemon, ed., Catalogue of a Collection of Printed Broad-
sldea In the Possession of the Society of Antiquaries of

: Society oT Antiquaries, 1966) , p. SG.
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of her biographers has observed.11 Theaa murder-minded subjects

kept the broadside press active. In September, 1586, Thomas Por>

foote used the execution of "sundry Traytors" as an excuse for

printing a ballad of 24 veraes that begani

Lorde preserve our noble Queene, her Counsaile
long malntaine.

Confound her foea and graunt har grace in health
to rule and ralgne.12

The "sundry Traytors" who inspired the ballad were thoae in-

volved in the famous Bablngton plot that aent Mary Queen of Scots

to her execution at Potheringhay. Babington, a young English

Cathollo and former page to Mary, had access to the court of

Elisabeth} and with five of his friends, he was to kill the queen

and her chief ministers in what was at the time regarded as one

of the best-laid plots against her.'-" Mary waa a party to the

conspiracy. The plot waa discovered, and before long broadsides

were noting the executions of Babington and his fellow conspira-

tors.

One of the sheets1* gave a vivid picture of the unpleasant

end of Babington and his friends. Seven of thorn were drawn to

St. Giles Field, where a gallows had been "set up on purpose."

Bach of thorn spoke a few last words.

Anthony Babington, Esq., also confessed, That ha
was come to die, ae he had deserved} howbelt that ha
(as Ballard before) protested that he waa not lad into
those actions upon hope of preferment, or for any tera-

11 Milton Waldman, El 1sabeth Queen of amiand (London: Longmans,
Green and Co., 1954), p. 280.

12 Lemon, op . clt . , p. £7.

W Waldman, oj>. clt .. p. 801.

l* Hlndley, oj>. clt . , p. 162.
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poral respect j nor had ever attempted then. For hi»
wife, he said, she had good friends, to whose considera-
tion he would leave her| And thus he finished asking Her
Majesty forgiveness, and making his prayers in Latin.

The government oust have approved of the broadside J its ac-

count of the execution should have put treasonable notions of

the minds of most malcontents*

Ballard was first executed. He was out down and
bowell*d with great cruelty while he was alive. Bablng-
ton beheld Ballard's execution without being in the
least daunted] whilst the rest turned away their faces,
and fell to prayers upon their knees. Bablngton being
taken down from the gallows alive too, and ready to be
cut up, ha cried aloud several times in Latin. Parce
Mlhl Domlne Jean , spare or forgive me Lord Jesus!
Savage brbke'rae rope, and fell down from the gallows,
and was presently seised on by the Executioner, hia pri-
vities cut off, and his bowels taken out while he was
alive. Barnwell, Tltchborne, Tilney, and Ablngton ware
executed with equal cruelty.

So died the first seven of the conspirators. The execution

of another seven on the following day also was reported by

broadside.15 The sheet remarked i

The Queen being informed of the severity used in
the executions the day before, and detesting sueh cruel-

ty, gave express orders that these should be used more
favourably) and accordingly they were permitted to hang
till they were quite dead before they were cut down and

bowell'd.

The grisly affair stirred the broadside press to reaffir-

mations of loyalty to Qood Queen Bess. Began one verse by Abell

Jeffee "dwelling in the fore-streets without Creeple-gate"

;

Al English hearts rejoyce and sing.
That fears s the Lord and loves our Queens

|

Teld thanks to Ood our heavenly King:

who hytherto hir guide hath beenT16

15
Ibid ., p. 163.

6 T
», OJ9. clt.. p. 28.
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But treason did not die with Elisabeth, and In the years after

her death the poles over Temple Bar displayed the withering heads

of many a traitor. And In prose and poesy, the broadside duti-

fully recorded the dying speeches and executions of the disloyal

until the latter half of the 19th Century. Many of these sheets

damned the traitor, reaffirmed allegiance to the crown and vivid-

ly reminded the reader with accounts of barbarous executions what

happened to the disloyal.

Criminals whose offences lacked the horror of murder, the

romance of highway robbery or piracy, the gravity of treason,

generally got little attention from the broadside press. In the

18th Century, aa la pointed out at length In a subsequent chap-

ter, the broadside did occasionally carry long lists of small-

time malefactors whose crimes were aaved from oblivion only by a

sentence or two. But to rate a sheet all by himself, the robber

or coiner had to conduct hla transgressions with distinction or

singular horror. Hla personality or the nature of hla crime had

to plaoe him a out above the run of malefactors, who were so

numerous that the broadside could not begin to notice them all.

The trivial crime for which John Foeter waa tried In 1695

would never have been worth broadside space had not the trial

struck observers aa "Comical and very Pleaaant."1 ' A laborer,

Foster was charged with stealing a magpie worth two-ponoe In a

cage worth four-penoe, and when his case oame to trial the Court

remarked, "It Is a very snail inconsiderable Business to put a

l' Rolllna, OJJ. clt., vol. VI, pp. 859-540.
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Man Into Mewgate for." The owner protested that he had not want-

ed Foster to be Imprisoned, that the coiaalttal was the Justice's

doing. The Court expressed some unfavorable opinions of a jus-

tice who would send "a poor Fellow to Gaol for such a silly

trifling business" and after hearing a verdict of not guilty, dis-

charged the prisoner with the benediction, "Set you heme about

your business, but have a oare how you meet with a Mag-pye again.

One London publisher brought out "An Excellent Hew Copy of

Verses" in which he reported Foster's Imprisonment, trial and

is
acquittal. About the theft, the sheet said!

In new Brandford late
Some Rogue, as he past by,

Fpy'd a Cage and a Magpye,
At a Gentleman's Gate,

And took it away...

After the owner "mist Cage and Pre," he had a search made; and as

a result, a hasty warrant was granted for the arrest of Foster.

They had him Indeed
•Pore a Justice to Answer,
For what he had done Sir,

Mho his Hitttius made.
And to Prison him sent}

For three Weeks or more,
With Want, and Bones sore,

He In Newgate did lye,
Till clear'd at the Sessions,
Till clear'd at the Sessions}

All for the Magpye.

In hie defense at his trial, Foster said a man had given him the

bird and cage to keep for a few days. The jury acquitted him.

They gave him advice,
For to be more wise,

And nere more comply,
To keep for another.
To keep for another,

A Cage and Magpye.

18
Ibld». vol. VI, pp. 341-43.
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Clipping and coining ware such common crimes In 17th-century

England that It was perhaps only the Ingenuity of "Mr. Moor a

rich Tripeman" that brought him to the attention of the broadside

public in 1695. His coining device was "a moat Refined pelce |sxo]

of Devilish Ingenuity" which the counterfeiter kept hidden in a

cave near his bene in Bounslow. On the trap door to the cave, he

had craftily planted gooseberry bushes.*9 Charles Barnet pub-

lished the tripeman' s "sorrowful lamentation" as a broadside bal-

lad after the coiner's apprehension.80 In it the prisoner boasted

of his success in keeping his operations quiet but In conclusion

warned coiners to <juit their trade:

Under my Garden I had made
A Vault to keep the Coyning-Tradet
A Trap-Door in the Garden too,
On which Currans * Oooseberys grew.
Where many Neighbours oft have been
And yet this Trap-door ne're was seen.

Clippers, ay, and Coyners all,
Changers of Honey, great end small.
Leave off your Trado ere't be too late,
Least you all share of my hard fate.
I onoe thought none so safe as I,
But now for Coyning I mast dye.

Die the coiner did a few days later, and a broadside print-

ed by "I. Blssel, at the sign of the bible and harp" carried hla

last speech in ballad form.81 Pride in his secret room was gone.

Regret end sorrow were all that remained

t

19 Ibid., vol. VII, pp. 79-80.

20 Ibid ., vol. VII, pp. 81-82.

21 Ibid ., vol. VII, pp. 85-87.



Why did I thus Increase my store,
by such a crying sin?

Whose bags were full enough before,
had I contented been,

Bat 01 my greedy, gready heart,
no conscience could perswade,

With life and rloheo I must parti
farewel the Coyning-trade.

There Is little point In dwelling further on the lesser

scoundrels who were rescued fron obscurity by the broadside be-

cause they Introduced a distinctive touch to routine crimes. The

point Is that they were rescued, from the first days of the broad-

side to the last. Murderers may hare been meat and drink to the

publishers, but those guessers of public taste overlooked no off-

the-traok case with street-sale possibilities. As a matter of

fact, one 18th Century ease that kept Londoners In broadside

reading for weeks, that split the city Into factions, involved no

bloodshed, no villains who fell Into the neat categories of mur-

derer, highwayman, pirate or traitor. It Involved a servant-girl

who disappeared from her homo for a month. Her name was Eliza-

beth Canning, and broadsides about her are the subject of the

next chapter.
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CRIME BROADSIDES IS THE 18TII CEHTURY

On January 1, 1753, an 18-year-old girl named Elisabeth

Canning walked Into the London night with results that have kept

mystery-fanciers scratching their heads In pucsleraent from that

day to this. Attempts to explain the mystery have been numerous!

the moat recent—and an excellent attempt It la—Is that of Lil-

lian de la Torre.1

The ease evoked a apate of broadsidea. Covering a wide

range of subject matter, illuatratlng a variety of news-handling

techniques, the sheets furnished good material for a represent-

ative ease study of the ISth-Century broadside. The mystery

began simply enough.

Elisabeth, a short, ruddy daughter of a carpenter's widow In

Aldeznanbury, In her version of what happened, said that she had

visited her aunt and uncle on Hew Year's Day. About nine o'clock

at night, her two relatives accompanied her part of the way home.

Aa Elisabeth walked alone over Moorflelds by Bedlam Wall, she wsa

seised by "two luaty men, both In great ooata." They robbed her

of money and stripped her of gown, apron and hat, which itema

they put Into a greatooat pooket. Elisabeth screamed. One of the

men clouted her. Elisabeth lost consciousness (she wsa subject

to "eonvulalon-flta").

When Ellaabeth same to her senses, the two men were dragging

1 Lillian de la Torre, Elisabeth £a Hissing (Hew Yorkt Alfred A.
Knopf, 1945).
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her along a large road. They took her to the home of a

later Identified as Susannah Walls at Enfield Wash, about 11

miles from London. Leaving her there, the men vanished. In the

kitchen was one Mary Squires, a gypsy, who asked Elisabeth if she

"chose to go their way." Assuming "their way" to be a bad one,

Elizabeth said "no." Then the gypsy woman out Elisabeth's stays

with a knife, kept them, slapped the girl and pushed her into a

hayloft, a few steps off the kitchen. In that loft Elisabeth

•aid she remained for nearly a month—until January 29, to be ex-

aet—when she esoaped and returned hone. She lived on some frag-

ments of dry bread and some water in a pltoher. That, briefly,

was Blimbeth's story.

Meanwhile Elisabeth's mother had been anxiously searching

for her daughter. She had prayed, advertised in the papers and

even consulted a cheap "wise man." She was on her knees praying

when her vanished daughter returned.

Elisabeth told her story to her mother, to friends and to the

law. She was taken to Mother Wells' house at Enfield Wash to

point out the plaoe of her imprisonment. Actually, the place

differed in several respects from the plaee Elisabeth had pre-

viously described. Nevertheless, Mary Squires and Susannah Wells

were brought to trial in the Old Bailey in February, 1753, for

robbing and manhandling the girl. The gypsy introduced witness-

es who swore that she had been miles from Enfield Wash during the

first half of January. But the jury found the pair guilty. Mary

Squires was sentenced to death—the theft of 10 shilling, the

value of Elisabeth's stays, was a capital offense—and Mother



Wells as aoeasplloe was sentenced to be trended and to prison for

six swaths.

Sons persons In authority questioned the verdict* Was

Elisabeth's story really true? Then how account for the testi-

mony of the three witnesses who swore that the gypsy had indeed

been away from London at the time the girl disappeared? And what

about those discrepancies In Elisabeth's aooounts? Where had ah*

bean during her month's absence? Pactions—for and against

Elisabeth—sprang up. Henry Fielding was one of Elisabeth's

ohsmpions. Each side peppered the other with pamphlets, broad-
o

sides. This is not the plaoe for a complete review of the case,

which is worthy of the book-length treatments it already has re-

ceived. It is enough to say that eventually the old gypsy woman

was pardoned, that Elisabeth In 1754 was charged with perjury at

the trial of the two women. Found guilty. Elisabeth was trans-

ported to Hew England. She died in Connecticut.

Apart from the question of what really happened to Elisabeth

Canning in her month away from home, the affair has a apodal in-

terest for the student of broadsides. For from the popular

clamor, from the bitter battle that the case caused In London,

came forth a number of broadsheets that Illustrated the wide range

of such productions in the 18th Century. Sheets reporting the

ease typified the broadsides of the period. As Lillian de la

Torre has pointed out,8 broadsides in the Canning affair included

o
For bibliography, see Lillian Bueno McCue, "Elisabeth Canning
In Print," University of Colorado Studies . Series B, October,
1946, pp. 233-32.

8 Letter to author, January 82, 1948.
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the pictorial, the sensational, the comic, the downright foolish,

the seriously factual, the poetic, the news-reporting and the

legal. Bran an appeal for funds In the case of Elisabeth Canning

mi made on broadsides, distributed gratis by her friends to

•very coffee-house and affixed to every post. Hot even after

Elisabeth had sailed for America aboard the Myrtllda was the

broadside press silent about the case. A sheet printing "a Letter

from a Merchant in Boston, to his Correspondent in London" con-

tributed a curious if incredulous postscript to the affair. What

were they like, these representative broadsides of the 18th Cen-

tury?

Plotorlally, the Canning affair had a copious press. Hob-

bered among its output were adulatory portraits of Elisabeth,

seriously factual sheets showing the house in Snflaid Wash and

Its loft, a picture solution to the mystery* foolish items about

Vary Squires and a news picture of Elisabeth in the dock,

Elisabeth alone or in company, figured in most of the pic-

torial broadsides. One was a full portrait of her, "Drawn from

the Life," and "With a Representation of her being Crag»d by two

Villains to Enfield Wash And an Exact View of Mother Wells*

House, where she said she was Confined."* Throwing truth and

probability aside, W. Herbert on London Bridge set his presses

working on a sheet dated March S, 17SS, when Interest in the ease

was high. The sheet must have bean a best-seller. It had in-

dividual head and shoulders portraits of Elisabeth and the gypsy

* Use has been made in this chapter of microfilm reproductions of

Canning broadsides and pamphlets from Connecticut State Library.
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squire*. 3ut these were Just by way of lagnlappe. The feast,

the aensation, was a out "Drawn from the Life" of Elisabeth Con-

ning at the home of Mother Walls in infield Vsash.

The sheet was all that a Canning partisan could wish. There

waa Mary Squires ( the outline gave her name as "Elisabeth

Squires") brandishing a knife—a trifle ankuardly, it is true—

with her right hsnd and with Elisabeth's stays tucied safely

under her left arm. Elisabeth was the central figure. She aat

on a chair before the cold fireplace in the hayloft at Enfield

Wash, a frown on her face. The artist, posalbly with an eye to

street sales, left Elisabeth's breasts exposed above her care*

lessly drawn gown. Behind Elisabeth, glowering fiercely, was

Mother Welle herself. Three white blotches on the wall were

Identified as "The Boles which Elisabeth Canning made with bar

Elngers, thro' which she Esoap'd." Outlines abridged the story

of the Canning affair

t

Thle young Creature, whose Modesty and General Con-
duet had always recommended her where known, was kldnapt
on the 1st of January laat, under Bedlam Wall, by two

Ruffians} who, after depriving her of her Senses by Blows
they gave her, forcibly Carried her to the infamous House
aforesaid! where, having been first stripped by Ellssbsth
Squires the Gipsy, she was closely shut up in a dismsl

Boom, and supported only with stale Cruets and Water, for

a Whole Month, in order to force her to Prostitution.
From these dreadful Circumstances this resolutely Creature

happily «ad« her Escape, by scratching a way thro' the

Wall; whereby she recovered her Liberty, snd returned to

her Mother's in Rosemary lone, almost naked, and In a
condition too deplorable to be described.

The sheet was a fairly good example of 18th-century sensa-

tionalism. Since the only time that the three principals might

have been together was while Elisabeth was in captivity—and it

la an open question whether or not they ware together then—the



artist mat havo been enterprising Indeed. The outlines played

up the angle that the virtuous maiden escaped from white slavers

after horrlhle hardships. It treated only one side of the ease-

that of the Canningltes—and gave no account to Elisabeth's de-

tractors. A skeptioel reader might have asked this! If the

gypsy really wanted to force Elisabeth into prostitution, shy did

At keep her prisoner close to tiondon for nearly a nonth, when

the girl's friends would certainly bo searching for her? Why did

not her oaptives look in during the nonth to see if she were still

alive? The last phrase of the outline—"a condition too deplor-

able to be deserlb'd"—hinted darkly that Elisabeth had been

forced to surrender her virtue during her Imprisonment. As a

matter of fact, Elisabeth was still a virgin whan she returned

Just as sensational was a broadside that offered a picture

explanation of the mystery of Elisabeth's month away from home.

Pictured were Elisabeth, her lover and her mother. Broadside

fans unable to draw the proper conclusions from the picture found

them stated baldly in the text. Proclaimed the heading! "TROTH

WILL COW. OTT or Kiss ia her Month." A pjiatrain suanarlzed the

situation!

When Olrls kiss without Licence from Parson & Proctor,
The Lover sometimes takes upon him the Doctor,
By whose vile Prescriptions, the Child is forbid Life,
The Oirl saves her Credit, and cheats the poor Midwife.

Outlines to the picture expanded upon the explanation:

SCEBE: an attic hide-away...On the tablet "Instructions
what you are to swear, take care to burn them as soon
as you have got them by heart" and a box of "Hooper's
Female Pills."



THE LOVER (displaying an embryo In a bottle )j The luce
of a(avl?)ne has done the Jobb.

ELIZABETH'S MOTiHR: Ay ay that & tho Pills have sav'd my
Child's Honour.

S6

ELIZABETH* Tea Mammy & we shall raise money from the
credulous World In reward of ay Virtue.

Foolishness and faet were about equally combined In another

pictorial broadside concerning the case. Again there was the

portrait of Elisabeth, "from Life." Another picture showed "the

Front and Back of S. Wells's House at Enfield Wash." An identi-

fication system called attention to such features as "the great

Road to Hertford," "the Window thro' which she said she escaped"

and "the Loft her pretended Prison." Less aoourate was a picture

of the "Oypsy conversing with ye Inspector General of Great Brit-

ain." SI -ply foolish was the fourth picture on the sheet. Three

spectators In the foreground gasad at Mary Squires flying through

the air on a broomstick. By reading "balloons" like those in

modern oomio strips, the reader was let In on the following con-

versation t

First t "There she goes."

Second: "The Witches Act must be put In force again."

Squires t "I con be at Abbotsbury * Enfield-Wash both
at one Tine."

Meaning of the last picture Is not clear, but perhaps the print

was satire directed agalnat the Canning side. There are Indi-

cations that the publisher wae not sold on Elisabeth's storyj he

•aid "her pretended Prison" and "she said she escaped." Since at

least three witnesses swore the gypsy was In Abbotsbury at the

time Elisabeth said she was at Enfield Wash, the print said In
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«ff«ot, "Veil, if Elisabeth Isn't lying, this must be the only way

the woman could be In two places at once."

also In the comic vein of the period was "A New Address

Diversified," a broadside verse issued July 16, 1754. The verse,

In Miss de la Torre* s phrase, "purports to be a paan of self-

praise by 'Inspector' John Hill," who was active In getting

Elizabeth tried for perjury. In maliciously light manner, it

sunned up the attitude of some of Elisabeth's supporters when she

was bound for America and the gypsy and Mother Wells were free.

All ye Strollers Whores of London
Come to ma, or you'll be undone,
I'm your ouardlan and Protector,
Stout as e'er a bouncing Hector.

(refrain) Doodle, Doodle Boo.

When the Gipsy snd Bawdy-Matron
Destitute where of a Patron
I no sooner the Case Inspected,
Than I bravely both Protected.

Newgate of the one I Cleared,
And the other from Tyburn Spared.
Here's Rare Hews for Bawds and glpsys
How Their Enemy in Eclipses,

That poor Girl young Betty Canning,
Charged with Perjury and Trepanning,
How mast make a long Voyaglo,
While Egyptians sing Oourragio,

Drink a Health to your Srand Protector,
Wot forgetting the Bright Inspector.
Hatus, Ford and Dainty Davy,
They are the worthies that did save ye.

But this is anticipating. Before Elisabeth sailed on the

Myrtllda to her punishment, she had to be tried, and her trial in

the Old Bailey was not alighted by the broadside press. For

"Six-pence Plain, One Shilling, Colour'd," booksellers in town

and country sold a news picture of her, "Drawn from Life, as she
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stood at the Bar to receive hep Sentence." Drawn from life

Elizabeth nay have been, but the rest of the picture came from a

1750 cut of James Maclaine, the highwayman, as he stood at the

bar. The engraver simply ground out the highwayman and put

Elizabeth—a good head shorter—in his place.5

At that, purchasers had no cauge for complaint. For their

money, they got in addition to the timely picture a lengthy review

of the entire case in the prolix prose of the 13th Century.

"This unfortunate young Olrl," the sheet explained by way of be-

ginning, "was indicted for wilful and corrupt Perjury, for swear-

ing against Mary Squires, commonly called the OLD GYPSEY...."

Elizabeth's evidence against the gypsy had been seconded, the

sheet continued, by Virtue Hall (who lived in "a House of 111

Fame" kept by Mother Wells). After the gypsy and Mother Wells

had been found guilty, "that abandon'd Wench Virtue Hall recanted"

and said that her previous testimony had been "intirely false."

"This Recantation," observed the broadside, "occasion'd a

strict Enquiry into- this mysterious Affair." The sheet then fol-

lowed Elizabeth from her appearance at the bar, through her

"Tryal, which lasted that Day, and the six successive Days fol-

lowing," to her committal to Sewgate. After recording her sen-

tence, it mentioned the attempts to get her a new trial. It

left her aboard the sea-tossed vessel carrying her away from

England forever:

McCue, 0£. cit. , pp. 228-29.



And July 80th, about Tour in tbo Afternoon, she ...
by a Warrant directed to tbo Keeper of HewRate, ordering
him immediately to deliver her to her Friondo, to trans*
port herself aeoordlag to the Contrast....and on trad*

neaay [ale] , August the 7th, she eabartc'd on board the
Hyrtllda, Capt. Sudden, bound for Philadelphia.

Bar departure from England, one night think, would have ended

the broadsides. But though an osaan separated than from her,

broadside men sere averse to relinquishing so profitable a sub-

jest. Beneath a out of Elisabeth and prophetess Mother Shipton,

s broadsheet account gave a surious epilogue to the Canning af-

fair. The story, the headline said, was told in a letter dated

Kovember 6, 1764 and written by a Boston merchant to his cor-

respondent in London, It was about Elisabeth's "Dream for ye

good of her Hative oountry, whioh aha Dreamt soon after her ar-

rival in Anerioa,"

The dream, "believed by many Persons of Probity resident in

this Province," asms to Elisabeth on the night of October SO, ths

alleged letter related. The "pious virgin" dreamed that a ven-

erable matron in a high erowned hat and ancient garb appeared be-

fore her. The stranger Introduced herself as shipton, "a

prophetess of her native oountry soma hundred years ago." For

the good of her oountry, the prophetess said, Elisabeth should

Imitate the Maid of Orleans. When Elisabeth said she did not

know who the Maid of Orleans was, the old woman was patient. "As

your Situation has always been that of Servitude," she replied,

"which nay have hindered you the Study of History, 1 will in

brief relate to you her Story." After she had finished the

story, the old woman continued

t
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Aa Providence has In Store a Relief for all Coun-

tries, so you, my dear Babe, are destined to be In
Revenge the Scourge of the Preneh by the Bngllahj for
which Purpose, behold X have brought you a Khevenhullor
Hat, with a large Cockade, a flno feather Coat richly
trira'd, adorned with a long Shoulder-knot, and other
military Equipments suitable to the present Age; as to
the Sword which shall render you victorious, that must
be procured from the Royal Abbey of Westminster, which,
aa it has before vanquished the IConaleurs, I prophesy
shall in your Hands do it once more,

Elizabeth liked the story "except the fatal Catastrophe of

the poor Hald of Orleans being burnt for a Witch." The old woman

assured Elizabeth that she should never burn for a witch "but

sooner the old Olpsey Mary Sq—ra," When Elisabeth heard that

last name, ahe woke up* She never attempted to fulfill the

prophecy. In the doubtful evont that It waa made to her. Hanging

would have been her fate had she returned from transportation to

fetch the sword from Westminster Abbey. And hemp waa as sure

death as the witohes* pyre.

In time the Atlantic washed the story of Elisabeth Canning

from the minds of the busy broadside man, who found new sensa-

tions to exploit. Tholr sheets about Elisabeth while she was

worth their attention demonstrated in miniature the acope of

13th-century broadsides. They could be seriously roportorial,

factual, sensational, Imaginative, comic, poetic, partisan.

In their variety, the broadsides could scarcely help re-

flecting the life of their times, although that was not their

aim. The brutal treatment of men at sea, ttie vleiousness of the

IVondon mob, tho eaaualneas with which Justices handed down the

death sentence, the oorry attempts of the government to stamp out

crime by barbaric punishments, the importance attached to prop-
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erty and the unimportance attached to human life, all of these

things and more were recorded by the broadsides as they went about

their business of giving customers their pennyworth of sensation.

From a broadside issued In 1752, the reader got a fleeting

Jlimpse of life aboard the merchant ship Moll? , commanded by

James Lowry. 6 In February, the High Court of Admiralty heard and

the broadsheet reported the ease of Lowry, charged with the death

at sea of K«nlth Hoasick, mariner. The Indictment set forth that

Lowry did "cruelly and violently assault, strike, and beat...

Hoasick . . .with a rope of the thlokneas of one inch and a half,

over the back, loins, shoulders, head, face, and teaplesj of which

beatings, wounds, and bruises he Instantly died." The command-

er's crew testified to his cruelty. At his execution, he de-

clared himself "innocent of any intention of murder" with the

remark that he "gave no more than five or six stripes at the

most," a deserved punishment. After Lowry had swung, the law

kang his body "upon a gibbet in the gallions below Woolwich, on

the river Thames."

Only slightly leas vicious than Lowry was the London mob

towards John Llngard, pilloried in Southwark for perjury. Sinoe

he had been found guilty of swearing away a man's life, the mob

showed him snail sympathy. He was lucky to get off alive. The

executioner had difficulty In getting Llngard' s head fixed In the

pillory, a contemporary broadside observed.' Once Llngard waa

6 Charles Hlndley, CurloBltleg of Street Literature (Londont
Reeves and Turner, 1871), p. T7b.

7 Ibid ., p. 174.
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helpless In the pillory, the nob showed Its sbborrenoe of him by

furiously throwing at him

...mud, stones, end sticks, so that It was imagined he
would not get off alive) however, the mob, which was
very great, moderated their rage, and though the pelt-
ing never entirely eeased, it, at last considerably
abated) he got his head twice out of the hole, but it
was soon fixed again by some who used him but roughly.
He waved his hands in a suppliant manner, begging for
mercy, and though he had a tin scull plate under his
oap, he was cut in the left side of his head, and the
blood ran down his faoe, [sic] He was taken down in a
dirty oondition, about a quarter before one, and had
not bean kept in the pillory above half an hour.

Despite hie treatment by the crowd, Llngard was fortunate.

His offence had been swearing away the life of a fellowman, a

crime not punished by death. Death might have been his punish-

ment had he stolen a watch, robbed a dwelling house, forged a

note—had his crime been against property instead of human life.

Broadsides of the 18th Century recorded the steady procession

from Newgate to the gallows of men—and women—whose crimes today

would be regarded as comparatively slight. Sandwiched between

the aooounts of the trial and execution of James Lowry was a

single paragraph noting that IS malefactors received sentence of

death at the sessions gaol delivery:

James Bays, Richard Broughton, and Jamas Davis, for
street robberyj John Powney, for house-breaking; Barnard
Angus, Thomas Fox, and Thomas Sale, for forging a note
of twenty-four guineas) Ann Lewis for forging a seaman's
power of attorney...

How the law treated coiners—and it was Indifferent to their

sex-was described in a sheet reporting the execution of Phoebe

Harris in 1786.8

8 Ibid ., p. 177.



She was lamediately tied by the neck to an Iron
bolt fixed near the top of the stake, and after praying
ery fervently for a few minutes, the steps on which
she stood were drawn away, and she immediately became
auapended. The executioner, with some assistants, put
a chain round her body, which was fastened by strong
nails to the stake. Two eart-loads of faggots were then
piled round her, and after she had hung about half an
hour, the fire was kindled. The flames presently burn-
ing the halter, the convict fell a few inches, and was
then suspended by the iron chain passed over her chest
and affixed to the stakes. Some scattered remains of
the body were perceptible in the fire at half-past ten
o'clock. The fire had not quite burnt out even at
twelve.

Such shabby little erlaes as robbery, forgery or even coin-

ing did not rate much space, let alone individual broadsides, for

their perpetrators. Phoebe Harris had to share spaoe with

another "six unfortunate malefactors," deepite the spectacle her

execution afforded. Hews of the minor crimes was generally

squeezed onto sheets about more colorful offenders. The broad-

aide that reported in full Llngard'e ordeal at the pillory men-

tioned the fate of all his fellow prisoners without mentioning •

single namei

II

On the 14th, The sessions ended at the Old-Bailey,
when fourteen prisoners were tried, seven were east for
transportation, and seven acquitted. Seven received
sentence of death* One transported for fourteen years.
Twenty-nine transported for seven years. Two branded.
Three whlpp'd. One plllory'd, and transported.



TRAHSITIOHS IS BROADSIDE REPORT ISO

The 18th Century that saw London divided over the ease of

Elisabeth Canning was an age of crime publications and a period

of transition for the broadside. Pamphlets and books dealing

with matters criminal Issued In large quantities from presses all

over the Island but especially In London, and these made their

way Into Inns, ooffee-houses and even homes of the humble. De-

spite the Increasing mass of pamphlets and books that shared Its

function, the crime broadside flourished In the 18th Century. It

showed some of the hardihood It would exhibit In the 19th Century,

when for several decades It remained a profitable publishers'

Item In the face of cheap, mass-circulation newspapers that In-

fringed upon Its territory.

Pamphlet accounts of crimes and trials In the 18th Century

bore the Imprints of scores of publishers! M. Cooper at the

Olobe, Paternoster Row| C. Sympson at the Bible Warehouse,

Chancery Lanet T. Bailey, opposite Pewter-Pot Inn, Leadenhall

Street; 3. Wenman, Fleet Street; John Marshall at the Bible In

Grace-Church Street; A. Robertson at the Foot of the Horse Wynd,

Edinburgh; J. Stewart, Lawnmarket, Edinburgh. Most of the pam-

phlets were octavo In else and their length varied from a dozen

or so pages to nearly threescore. Their titles were long-winded

summaries of their oontents.

One of the tireless publishers of crime pamphlets was J.

Roberts, who kept shop at the Oxford Arms In Warwick Lane, London.
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In 1732 he published regularly Issued sessions papers, pamphlets

of 6-by-8 Inches and averaging perhaps 24 double-column pages.

These six-pence booklets gave almost verbatim reports of the

trials In tendon during the week, the crimes ranging from petty

theft to murder. The pamphlets seem to have been Intended for

popular consumption, although Roberts suggested that they were

especially valuable to lawyers:

These Trials are taken in a fuller and larger
Manner than ever any Trials yet was done in the Ses-
slone-Paperj therefore wou'd be of great Use to Law-
yers, ftc. to collect together, and bind up at Year's
end.l

Prom time to time, Roberts seems to have dealt in reports of

individual crimes} a murder trial of Mrs. Branch and her daughter

in 1740 bears his name.** Helping Roberts report the crime aoene

in the early ISth Century was John Applebee "in Bolt-Court, near

the Leg-Taver, Fleet-Street," who printed periodically In pam-

phlet form the Ordinary of Newgate's account of the "Behaviour,

Confessions, and Dying Words" of the wrongdoers executed at

Tyburn.8

In the 18th Century many of the men who turned to crime were

The Proceedings at the Sessions of the Peace . and Oyer and
'Terminer , for the cTEy of London . ancTcounty oTTfladlesex
(February, 17S2) , no. Ill, p. 100.

a
" Anonymous pamphlet, The Trial of Mrs. Branoh . and her Daughter .

For the Murder of Jane Butteraworth . before the~ijgn . Mr. Jus-
~

Hce Chappie . aF"Soraerset , Assises . March SlTT/iST . ."TLonflonj
Printed for James T>ak, Bookseller at Bathj and Sold by J.
Roberts in Warwick-Lane, and A. Dodd without Temple Bar, 1740).

8 His periodical in 1752-33 was called, The Ordinary of Newgate,
His Account of the Behaviour . Confessions , and Dying Words , of
the Malefactors . Who were Kxecuted at Tyburn . There were minor
ohangea in the title throughout the period.
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respectable publishers. The J. Roberts who published the ses-

sions papers, for instance, was perhaps the J. Roberts of Warwiek

Lane who published Samuel Johnson's life of Richard Savage. One

J. Roberts also was printing the Doily Post , an early London

newspaper, at the end of 1719.* He might well havo been the

crime chronicler. It is even possible that the crime publisher

was the James Roberts of Warwick Lane who was Master of the

Stationers' Company from 1789 through 1731 and was called "a

printer of great eminence. Another dabbler in crime, Charles

Hlllot of Edinburgh and London, who in 1788 brought out a trial

of a colorful Edinburgh robber, was publisher of a 10-volume

Ttacyclopedla Britannlca and was so well established that he of-

fered William Smellie 1,000 guineas for the copyright of his

Philosophy of natural Historj. These instances are by no means

Isolated.

Nor were all the crime writers mere ftrubstreet hacks.

Henry Fielding wrote crime pamphlets, including one about the

Canning affair, and Daniel Defoe reported the activities of real-

life criminals for the pamphlet press. In Dublin, Jonathan

Swift turned his pen to crime when one KbeneBor EUlston was

executed there for street robbery in 1722. In a "Last Speech and

Dying Confession" purporting to have bean written by Kllleton,

* Stanley Horison, The English gewspaper 1GK2-1932 (Cambridge
University Press, 1938), p. 88.

Henry R. Plomer and others, A Dictionary of the Printers and
Booksellers Who were at Y.'ork*"ln tarJLand . Sco^Tend and Ireland
gran 156C ToTTgTTFrlHteTTor the Bibliographioal~5oe'iety at
Oxford University Press, 1922), p. 255.
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Swift tried "to frighten wrongdoers into virtue."6

Good writers and bad easily found blood In whioh to dip their

pens, for crime was widespread in the 13th Century. The loose-

ness with which the law defined crime contributed to its abun-

dance. Tinder the barbarous criminal code, slight trangressions

carried sentences of transportation or the death penalty. Uinor

offenders were treated as criminals. There were of oourse man

and women whose crimes would shook the people of any aget Gath-

ering Hayes, who helped behead her husband, for instance; Mary

Slsndy, who poisoned her father for leva of Captain Cranstoun;

Elisabeth Brownrlgg, who ill-treated her apprentices to death}

Robert Hallsm, who killed his pregnant wifo by toppling her out a

window. Whenever the law discovered the bad works of such crimi-

nals (and they were numerous), multi-paged pamphlets reporting

all angles of the cases blossomed in pamphlet shops and book

stalls. Verbatim reports of trials were favorite subject matter

for the booklets.

Althouch the 18th Century was an age of pamphlets, the

broadside remained exceedingly popular. Pamphlets and books

about crimes and trials sold for six-pence and up, prices cults

high for the masses. The broadside still had a potentially large

number of buyers. There is every sign that it reached than. The

Canning affair saw no lack of broadsides, and Gathering Hayes'

crime was "enshrined in ballads."7

* Frank Wadlelgh Chandler, The Literature of Rofluery (Hew Yorkt
Houghton, Mifflin and Co.TTflW), vol. l7"p. 157.

The Dictionary of Hat

3

22), vol. IX, p. 888.

" The Dictionary of Rational Biography (Oxford, reprinted 1921-
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But there are Indications that the 18th Century was a tine

of transition for the crime broadside. The changes were subtle,

and one oannot be positive about them. The broadsides that have

survived are certainly only a part of the total output. The

author has examined only a representative sample of the survivors,

but he has noted indications of two major differences between the

18th Century broadside end those of the earlier periods.

The first change appeared to be a dropping off in the number

of broadside ballads dealing with crime and a growing emphasis on

prose reporting. Ballads there were, to be sure, but apparently

not in the quantity of earlier times. This raises the question:

did the number of broadside ballads actually decline in the 18th

Century or Is the drop in the number that has been preserved?

Lillian de la Torre has suggested that the thinking of the times

may have been responsible for the 18th Century gap in information

about the crime ballad. By the 18th Century, the British were

getting self-conscious about the ballad. The hunt was on for the

antiquarian kind} there was no Pepys to collect contemporary ex-
Q

amples. All of which would explain a decline in the number of

18th Century crime ballads preserved.

But the number of crime ballads published on broadsides in

the 18th Century also was perhaps fewer, at least comparatively

so, than in times past. Prose appears to have been gaining on

verse as a means of telling tales of crime, and by the 19th Oen-

tury moat crime broadsides were prose affairs. The crime ballad

a
Letter to author, January 22, 1948.
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In the 18th Century seems to have been degenerating Into the

reportorlal doggerel which In the 19th Century was appended to

prose sheets as the "oopy of verses." The quality of crime bal-

lads had seldom been high, and what little artistry they had was

all but gone by the 19th Century. But the ballads never did

die.9 Rather they seemed to change gradually in the 16th Century

from a major means of reporting crime to a subordinate one. In

the late 17th Century, publishers had repeatedly used verse alone

to tell of wrongdoing—had used it with perhaps greater frequency

than prose. In the 18th and 19th Centuries, they more often used

prose alone. However, a large number of the prose aooounts car-

ried ballad appendages. Known as the "copy of veraes," the ac-

companying ballad rehashed the story already told in prose or

purported to be the criminal's lamentation. This subordination

of verse to prose seems to have come about in the 18th Century.

It became even more pronounced a century later.

A second trend in the orirae broadsheet in the 18th Century

seems to have been the rise of sheets covering dozens of crimes

and multiple executions in a single report. The early broadsides

had a narrow focus. They dealt usually with one individual or on

occasion with two or three criminals involved in a single felony.

In the 18th Century appeared a number of sheets of broader scope.

They reviewed the trial and sentences of all prisoners at Old

* See story on front page of St. Louis Post-Dispatch . January 9,
1948, for a ballad telling about the killing ofcTrl Shelton
in southern Illinois in 1947. The ballad was recorded for the
juke box trade.
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Bailey on a Given day, perhaps, or reported the executions of a

half-dozen malefactors Instead of one star performer.

These 18th Century round-up crime budgets called for concise

reporting. Consequently they presented their material with lit-

tle emotion and with absence of sanguinary detail. The fate of

118 criminals was dusted off In a single paragraph In a late-

century sheet reporting the gaol delivery at Old Bailey

t

The April sessions ended at the Old Bailey on the
26th, when IS convicts received judgment of death! 60
were sentenced to be transported, two of whom, for
stripping children, are to be sent to Africa, the other
women to Raw South Wales J 8 to be imprisoned In Newgate

j

1 to hard labour In the house of correction} & to be
whipped! and 81 discharged by proclamation.

In a long non-stop sentonoe, the same sheet reported the

execution of 15 orlmlnals and gave synopses of their offences

>

The following 15 convicts were brought out of Hew-
gate on the platform erected before the Debtor' s-door,
and executed pursuant to their sentonoe, vis., ...

Joseph Mullagan, James Coleman, and John Williamson
Halfey, for breaking and entering the dwelling house of
Joseph Stokes, In the parish of St. Catherine, and
stealing a sheet, a blanket, and other things} Charles
Baker, for breaking and entering the dwelling house of
Jillia —. In MM **!•> =-' •%« WrtlhMi tatfeM&a
green, and stealing several small casks, containing a
quantity of spirituous liquors} William Dwyre, for
feloniously and traitorously counterfeiting the current
coin of the kingdom, called six-peaces, by coloring
certain pieces of brass with a certain liquid compo-
sition producing the color of silver....

Sheets of this sort also appeared In the early 19th Century.

They later seem to have died out. At all times, they were cer-

tainly overshadowed In popularity and numbers by the broadsides

*° Charles Hlndley, Curiosities of Street Literature (London!
Reeves and Turner, 1871), p. 178.
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that gave their attention to a elnglo notorious law-breaker.

The two changes are difficult to explain. Quite possibly

the growth of the newspaper holped bring about the deoadenoe of

the ballad. The newspaper was doffing Its swaddling clothes In

the 18th Century, and newswrlting techniques could well have in-

fluenced broadside presentation of orime. They did In the fol-

lowing oentury, when broadside publishers often cribbed their

copy without change from newspapers. The brief summaries of gaol

deliveries and mass executions probably oamo about because by the

18th Century the broadsheet was so common a medium that it re-

ported all manner of crime news. It Is not 1.-.possible that the

sheets served as a sort of program at executions. The hangman

was busy In the 18th Century, and crowds watched him work. Spec-

tators had no Inexpensive means of identifying the creatures he

strung up in groups save the broadside. The summary broadsheets

often gave as much information about individual criminals as did

Roberts' longer and more expensive trial reports, which disposed

of many a prisoner with soma ouch notation as this: "John Pavior

was Indicted for secretly stealing Oeorge Savage's Wig, in John

Srainge's Shop, May 9. Guilty 10d. n11 Pavior' s name appeared

again at the end of the pamphlet, where disposition of prisoners

was summarised. He was one of 45 sentenced to transportation*

While the two modifications of the broadside were taking

place in the 18th Century, the familiar types thrived. Buyers

Proceedings at the Sessions of the Peace (Kay, 1758) , no. V,
p. 142.
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aplenty handed over their pennies to street salesmen for news of

orders, trials, executions and for dying speeohes. Three ex-

amples will Illustrate how the old broadside subjects fared In

these times of transition*

Interest ran high In 1788 la a fell creature named Elisa-

beth Jaffryes or Jeffries who was executed with John Swan for the

murder of her uncle In Walthamstow, Essex* The uncle had taken

Elisabeth Into his home and had willed her almost his entire es-

tate. As tine passed* her conduct displeased the old man, and he

threatened to alter his will, with Elisabeth as aooompllco. Swan

one night murdered the old man In his bed. They clumsily faked a

robbery to divert suspicion from themselves.

A good review of the whole transaction was carried by a con-

temporary broadside, which appeared after the execution In

July.''8 The account of the crime was based largely on a confession

that Elisabeth made the day after her convlotion. Elisabeth said

they had agreed she was to feign sleep while Swan murdered her

uncle j then on a signal she was to open her window and cry,

"Pire and thieves."

Che farther says, she accidentally fell asleep as
soon almost as in bsd| but on a sudden was waked by
some noise in a fright, when she ?.ald and listen'd, and
heard a violent breathing or gasping, as if somebody
was under a difficulty In drawing their breath; then she
oonoluded her uncle was murder'd, and then open'd her
window, and made the agreed alarm) directly after which
she came down stairs, and Swan let her out of the atreet

1 Anonymous, She f«£ Hewgata Calendar (London* J. Kobins and Co.,
1326), vol. I, pp. 447-56.

Bindley, op., olt. , p. 171.
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door In her shift, when she ran to lira. Diaper's door,
in the same court-yard j Swan then abut the street-
door, and as soon as he heard the neighbours were com-
ing, and thou/tht a sufficient alarm was made, he opened
the street-door again In his shirt, and run out as if
he was just cobs out of bed in a fright.

But for all their plans, the two were convicted. The broad-

aide continued i

While the Judge was making a moving and pathetic
spoech before the sentence, MIsb Jeffryes fainted away
several tines, and at last recovered herself, pray'd
for as long a time as possible to prepare herself for
a future state*

The murderers were executed "near the six milestone" in

Walthamatow parish, according to the broadsheet.

Swan was drawn on a sledge, and Hiss Jeffryes in
a oart, in the midst of the greatest ooncourse of people
of all ranks and conditions, in coaches, &c, on horse-
back and a-foot, that ever had been seen in the memory
of man.

when KHsabeth and Swan had been put into the same cart,

they acknowledged the Justice of their sentence, after the custom

of the time.

It was observed that these criiinals did not so
much as speak, touch, or look at one another during the
whole tine they were in the oart. Miss Jeffryes fainted
whan the halter was tied up) and a^ain when placed on a
ehalr (she being short) for the better oonvenienoy of
drawing away the cart.

Thus they died. Elisabeth's body was taken away in a hearse,

and Swan's was strung up in chains. The broadside men presum-

ably courried off to the printer with his copy. A different sort

of broadsheet but another old familiar type reported the exe-
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cation of Lieutenant Patrick Ogilvy In Edinburgh In 1765.** The

aheet contained only a statement signed by Ogllry on the day be-

fore bis hanging, a more plausible dying speech than most of Its

kind. Ogilvy and Katharine Nairn were principals In a murder that

stirred Edinburgh* Katharine, a vivacious daneel of 19, was wife

of Patrick's ailing, middle-aged brother Thomas, laird of East-

miln. The married couple lived with Thomas' mother. Lady Kast-

niln. In a ranote country house. Katharine must have been bored

with her husband, twioe her age, and her venerable mother-in-law,

her only companions. She must have been delighted when her ro-

mantlo brother-in-law came home. The friendship between Kath-

arine and Patrick waxed. At length Thomas took HI and died—of

arsenic administered by his wife at the behest of his brother, a

Jury deolded.15

Hone of this appeared In the broadside, which was published

immediately after Patrick was hanged. In his speech Patrick was

so concerned with asserting his innocence that he scarcely re-

ferred to the murder itself:

I Lieutenant Patrick Osllvy, Brother-German to the
deooast Thomas Ogllvy of Bastmlln, considering myself
upon the Brink of this Mortal Life into Eternity; and,
as I have but few Hours to live, would chuse to employ
them in the Way that would most conduce to my Internal
Happiness... As to the Crimes I am accused of, the Trial

15 For excellent study of case, see William Roughead, ed., Trl
of Katharine Nairn, Notable British Trials Series (Edinburgh!
fa. Hodge and Co. Ltd., n.d.).
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Itself will show the Propensity of Witnesses, where
Civility, and possibly Folly, axe explained into Actual
Quilt} and which possibly had the greater Kffeet In mak-
ing them believed; and of both Crimea, for which 1 am
now doomed to suffer, I declare my Innocence; and that
no Persuasion could ever have made me condescend to them.

Ogllvy forgave "every Person concerned In this melancholy

Affair," thanked the ministers of Edinburgh for their "Goodness

and Attendance" towards him and expressed his gratitude to the

prison keepers for their kindness. In a postscript he spiked a

rumor that John Fenton waa guilty of keeping him from "making a

Confession to the World" before he died.

Criminals were probably grateful when the broadside gave them

a chance to broadcast their innocence after death. Sheets such as

the one about Ogilvy no doubt had a good sale, especially when a

cause celebre made the public eager for every sorap of Informa-

tion about the criminal. However, 18th-century readers generally

seem to have preferred bargain packages of sensation that gave

them the criminal's biography In all its wicked detail, a shock-

ing account of his crime, a word or two about his trial and an

eye-witness account of his execution. All of these things were

in a broadside preserved In the Harvard Library collection and

bearing the comprehensive title, A true and authentlck narrative

of the Birth . Parentage . Education , and dying Behaviour of Robert

Ii Itchcock . A very wealth? Farmer , at Coombe . In Oxfordshire . Exe-

cuted jrt Oxford , on Monday the 9th Day of March . 1778 . For the

cruel and Inhuman MURDER of his Own FATHER . The sheet, illus-

trated with a one-column out of a man suspended from the gibbet,

differed from the run of broadsides mainly in that it was printed
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on both sides. It reported that Hltohcook was the son of a

who In his old age had oone upon hard times, and his poverty

rankled his son.

The poor old man being reduced to necessity, was
under the sad predicament of receiving relief from his
parish, bagging his bread, or of becoming chargeable
to his son.—The last resource was the alternative de-
creed by the laws of the country, which obliged the
child to support the parent as well as the parent to
afford a maintenance to his offspring*

The broadside writer despised the murderer so heartily that

he must have shuddered and his pan must have spluttered at mention

of him:

The criminal of thiB day was a most shameful in-
stance of the depravity of human nature}—so brutally
lost to the common feelings of humanity; so devoid of
affection and duty to an aged parent} so malevolently
cruel, and obdurate to the cries of a fellow creature,
as well as to the tears and entreaties of a father
dying tinder his murderous hands} that words must be
wanting to express a proper detestation of the crl-ie.

Perhaps the writer had Just cause for loathing Hltohcook.

Even before the murder, the son seems to have Ill-treated the old

For we find the offender had long exercised his
tyrannical cruelties over his poor aged father, gradu-
ally sinking to the grave through age and infirmities.
Ha is aaid to have long forced him to undergo labour
beyond his strength} and after cruelly beating and
whipping the old man, whilst fainting under the fatigue,
frequently to have tied him to the harness of his
horses, and let the team drag him along.

One day in July in front of IS witnesses, Hitchcock abused

his father for the last time. The old man, "blood issuing from

one of his ears, and his whole body being bruised to instant

mortification," was taken to Coombe, where he died the following

forenoon. The son was convicted and executed.
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Such was the broadside reading of the ISth Century. In Boat

respects, it differed little from that of an earlier age. It

managed to survive increasing competition from pamphlets and

books just as In the following century it would be able to with-

stand for several decades the additional pressure of the flower-

ing newspaper. But it was changing. Ballads were losing what

little quality they had and were slowly giving way to prose. By

the following century, their degeneration would be complete.

Frost time to time, they would be used to tell a tale of orime.

Far more often, however, they would be doggarel appendages to

prose accounts, superfluous in so far as they contributed any-

thing in the way of inforaatlon. Publishers would continue to

print them because the public wanted them aa embellishments to

aolld prose reporting. Before tracing the evolution of the broad-

aide into the 19th Century, it will be well to take a look at lta

publishers and authors. A glimpse at their little world and

their methods will help explain what happened to the broadside

in the first half of the 19th Century, Its years of tawdry splen-

dor.
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PUBLISHERS AHD STREET VEHDBRS

The parish of St. Qlles In London contributed mora than lta

fair ahare of native eons to the gallowa at Tyburn. Possibly be-

cause the parish folk took a friendly Interest In neighborhood

boys who made bad. It also contributed more than lta ahare of

gallowa literature to 19th-century London.

Crime and squalor have long bean associated with St. Olles.

The Oreet Plague of 1665 was suspected of having had Its origin

In the parish. Beggars gathered there, and so did thieves, cut-

throats and pick-pocket a. The place had a floating population

estimated at a thousand—homeless men and women who drifted from

flophouse to flophouse, where they paid sixpence for a bed of

sorts, fourpencs for a half one or three pence for floor spaoe In

a straw-littered crib out behind. The dens were crowded. As

many as 17 men, women and children, married and single, slept In

a single room. The neighborhood was one of low public-houses,

chandlers' shops, cook-shops and cellar flophouses.1

Beside Its sordldness and vice, St. Olles In the 18th and

19th Centuries was known for Its broadside publishers. Several

ran shops at Seven Dials, which had a reputation little better

than the criminals whose exploits the broadsheets recorded.

Dlokena, in his Sketches by Bob , saw Seven Dials as having

1 Frederick ... Ilaokwood, TJja Good fild Times (London* T. Fisher
Unwln, 1910), pp. 599-401.
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"streets of dirty, straggling houses, with now and then an un-

expected court composed of buildings as ill-proportioned and de-

formed as the half-naked children that wallow in their kennels."

Late in the 19th Century, when even by day the streets were

doubly patrolled by the police, the King of Pickpockets held his

nightly levee at a tavern in the neighborhood. The tavern was

headquarters for a corps of sirens who went forth to ooo and

cajole strangers into the district. If a man were fool enough to

listen to them, his watch stood a good ohaaoe of disappearing

into the melting-pot that simmered day and night in the neighbor-

hood. Certain it was that he would return without his valuables

if he entered by the Dials after dusk.2

In this garden of sin, the crime broadside bloomed, and one

of its assiduous cultivators was John Pitts of the Toy and Marble

Warehouse, Ho. 6, Great St. Andrew Street. Pitts began publish-

ing crime items in the late 18th Century. He was the acknowl-

edged street literature printer for the Seven Dials district In

1813, when a young man named James Catnaoh set up a modest shop

in the neighborhood and challenged his reputation.

The son of a printer, Catnaoh had few possessions when he

began his fight with his well-established rival. In his shabby

shop and parlor at Bo. 2, Monmouth Court, Seven Dials, he had an

old wooden press that he had inherited from his father and a

assortment of type and woodcuts that his father had sal-

Leopold Sagner, Sauntarinfts in London ( London t Oeorge Allen
and TTnwin, Ltd. , 1988}, pp. 152-64.
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raged before bankruptcy. With these, hla youth and a shrewd

business sense, Catnach In a few years fought his way to the

leadership of London street literature publishers. His name has

alnoe bean almost synonymous with the 19th Century broadside.

Oatnach's biggest battle was with Pitts, who resented the

upstart's enoroaebment on his territory. "Catbloek" and "Cut-

throat" were among the kinder variations Pitts found for his

oompotltor'3 name. The two publishers sneered at one another on

printed sheets, and their attacks were as personal as they were

Tieious. One sheet from the Pitts shop told readers thati

All the boys and girls around.
Who go out prigging raga and phials,

Know Jenny Catsnatoh ! I t well,
Who lives in a bask alum In the Dials.

He hangs out in Monmouth Court,
And weara a pair of blve-blaok breaches,

Where all the "Polly Cox' s crew" do resort
To chop their swag for badly printed Dying Speeches.9

The feud was profitable, in a smell way, to a cloae band of

broadside scribblers known as the "Seven Bards of Seven Dials."

The versifiers sold their productions to the publishers at a flat

rate—usually a ahllllng with occasionally an over-sum of one or

two pennies if the printer were especially pleased with a verse

or if it proved nore remunerative than had been anticipated.4

When Catnach started In business, Pitts warned his bards to have

no dealings with the "new oove in the Court." Por a time they

obeyed. But before long the scribblers found it profitable to

5 Charles Hlndley, The Life and Times of James Catnach (London!

Reaves and Turner, 1878), p. 50.

4
Ibid ., p. 388.
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ell their output to both Catnach and Pitts. It did not occur

to the publishers to aeouse the writers of duplicity. Instead

Oatnaoh accused Pitts of pirating copy from his early sold

sheets, and his rival swore that Catnach stole material from the

Pitts broadsides, nils mutual theft was in fact, cannon. Both

Catnach and Pitts had spies on the streets to buy up the other's

best productions for re-publioation.

In addition to stealing copy from his rivals, Catnach got

news for his broadsides from a staff of correspondents scattered

throughout the kingdom* From time to time, he himself took a

turn at scribbling out a broadside Terse* The "dying verses"

that appeared on an execution broadside in 1328 under the by-line

of the murderer William Corder, for instance, were said to have

been the work of Catnach.6 Catnach and other publishers, however,

relied heavily for copy on the authors and poets of London who

eked out slender incomes writing for the broadside press.

The success of a broadside writer in the 19th Century de-

pended a great deal on his popularity with the street-patterers

or salesmen, with whom he usually had some affiliation. The

writer had to please the men who sold the broadsides. His work

had to be suoh as the ballad-singers could sing. Above all, of

course, it had to be what the public would buy.

If the writer's work were a ballad, he perhaps considered

the various elements in the order of their importance in selling

C
Ibid ., p. 136.

Charles Hindloy, Curio sitlos of Street Literature (London*
Reeves and Turner, 1871), p. IT.
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broadsides: tune, chorus, subject and words. Most Important was

the tune to which he would set his words, and choosing It was a

matter for considerable deliberation. If the writer chose a tune

that was too ocennon or too popular, anyone could sing It. If he

chose a lesser known tune, some street-singers night regard it aa

beyond their vocal accomplishments. In either case, the writer

loat. TJhdoubtedly the writer toiled over tho chorus, which, if

good, could sell the ballad.7

The publisher usually took no great risk in bringing out a

broadside. Venders, with a keen sense of what the public would

buy, helped him decide what crlie or calamity was worth a broad-

side. In the 19th Century, leaders among the broadside hawkera

regularly scanned the evening papers for news that would lend

itself to broadside treatment. When they same across an item with

possibilities, they hastened to a publisher and decided on a

style in which it would sell as a broadside. Sometimes the

salesmen promised to buy a specified number of copies in order to

insure publication. Their standard paynent in the latter half of

the 19th Century seems to have been a glass of rum, a alloc of

cake and five dosen copies of the broadside. If their subjeot

were especially timely, the publisher struck off their five doaen

copies while they waited. Freelance authors and poets, taking

a chance on a publisher's wanting a copy of verses on a subject,

often scribbled them off without waiting for hie order. *I did

7
Ibid ., p. 117.

8 Ibid., p. 118.
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the helegy on Rush," one of the bards told Bindley , with ref-

erence to a broadside about James Bloomfleld Rush, hanged for

9 -
murder In 1849. "I didn't writer It to horderj I knew that they

would want a copy of verses from the wretched culprit. And when

the publisher read It, 'that's the thing for the streets,' he

•ays. Bat I only got a shilling for it."

Crime was not the only topie of 19th-century versifiers.

They wrote ballads about battles, love affairs, deaths of famous

persons, politics, accidents—about the same things that had

furnished material for the ballad writers of the 17th Century.

Nor were crime broadsides the only productions of Catnaoh and his

colleagues. Catnach's output included children's books, political

ballads, street songs, collections of nursery rhymes and legends,

small histories and similar miscellaneous reading matter. His

imprint on one erlme broadside advertised, "Travellers and

Country Shops supplied with Sheet Hymns, ornamented with Engrav-

ings, not to be equalled In England for Beauty and Cheapness.

Also Sheet Songs, Slips, &o." The wide range of printed material

that the Seven Dials shops trafficked in was Indicated by the

trade announcement of W. S. Fortey, a Catnaoh employee who in

mid-oentury suoceeded to the firms

The eheapest and greatest variety in the trade of
large coloured penny books J halfpenny coloured books

j

farthing books j penny and halfpenny panoramas} school
books) memorandum books} poetry cards} lotteries} bal-
lads (4,000 sorts) and hymns} valentines; scripture
sheets} Christmas pieces} Twelfthnlght characters}
carols} book and sheet almanacks} envelopes, note
paper &c, &o.

9 Ibid ., p. 159.
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No leas ambitious than Catnach In the scope of offerings

were his contemporaries In London and In the provinces. George

Walker, Catnach' s counterpart In Durham, advertised a list of

publications that Included The Bijou ; or , Flowers of Literature ,

"being a Selection from the most admired Authors" ; Markham's

Spelling Book ; The Election Addresses , Songs &c . , published dur-

ing the Durham city elections of 1802} and an edition of Ency-

clopaedia Brltannics , published in monthly parts.1° He also

published numerous crime items. Other street literature pub-

lishers were just as catholic as Catnach and Walker in choosing

material to print. And those contemporaries were numerous. In

London broadside publishers besides Pitts included!?. Birt, 29,

Great St. Andrew St.; T. Evans, 79, Long Lane; Rocllff, Old

Gravel Lane; Batchelor, Long Alley; and Harks, Brick Lane, Spital-

fields. Producing for the provinces were Walker In Durham; Cad-

man, Bebbington and Jacques in Manchester; W. Pratt and Russell

In Birmingham; HcCsll and Jones In Liverpool; John Harkness In

Preston; Ford and Swindells in Sheffield; and J. Phillips in

Brighton. Nor does that by any means complete the directory.

Catnach seemed to have printed his children's books when

trade was quiet for sensational items. His Christmas song sheets,

for which there was a great demand during a few weeks in December,

flipped from his presses in dull seasons throughout the year.

But when a crime called for a broadside, speed was paramount; and

Advertisement, rear cover, pamphlet, Introductory and Conclud-
ing Remarks, upon the Trial and Bxecullbn of Thomas Clark ...
(Durham: George Walker, 1831).
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author, printers and salesman hurried to get the sheet into the

bands of the public before interest waned or before their com-

petitors beat them to it.

Possessed of a good sense of journalism, publishers developed

elaborate sohenes for getting their broadsides onto the streets

while they were still newsworthy. When trade was slack, Catnaoh

and his sister Anne sat down with old pewter music plates and on

the backs engraved pictures that would be handy for embellishing

future crime sheets. A safe subject might be a masked highwayman

shooting his victim on a lonely road. 1-1
- Catnach maintained an ex-

tensive collection of woodblocks illustrating execution scenes.

Ho matter how many criminals the hangman sent from the world at

one time, Catnach had a woodcut illustration in stock.

Whether or not illustrations were related to the text was a

matter of little concern to moat broadside publishers. They

bought a large share of their out-of-date woodcuts in lots at

auctions of printers* equipment. The drawings ranged In date

from tho 16th to early 19th Centuries, and for the most part they

represented art at its nadir.12 Typography waa of little better

quality than the illustrations. Haate In getting sheets into the

hands of the venders was generally more Important than fancy

preaswork. Too, many of the printers were close-fleted with money

for type and equipment as long as their help could get away with

Bindley, The Life and Times of James Catnach . p. 393.

12
John Ashton, Modern Street Ballads (London: Chattos aad
Winders, 1S0S), pp. vii-vilTT
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substituting the loweroass "p," "b," "d" or "q" for on* another

op rounding out a sentence in Italics If tho supply of reman let-

ters failed.

In order to be firat with the news, some publishers printed

their broadsides reporting an execution a day or two before the

criminal actually was hanged. Advance publication meant that the

sheets oould be In the provinces almost as soon as the hangaan

had finished his task. It also meant that the Tenders could wall

the dying speeoh of the criminal about to be hanged to the crowd

that turned out for the execution. Catnaoh is said to have de-

veloped a network of lnfomenta who tipped him off to news from

tho oondesmed oell In order to have an advantage over hia rivals.1*

Since a soft-hearted monarch ml&it reprieve a condemned

criminal In the last minute, publishing advance reports of exe-

cutions was not without Its dangers. On one occasion Catnaeh had

struck off several sheets about the hanging of three criminals

before he luoklly learned that the sentence of one of the men had

bean respited. Hot so fortunate was the publisher of a broad-

side reporting the execution of James Ruttsrford in Bury St. Ed-

monds in about 1869.1* "This morning, at the county prison, Bury

St. Edmunds," the broadsheet began, "James Ruttsrford underwent

the laat dread sentence of the law, for the wilful and deliberate

murder of John flight, a gamekeeper...." After a comment on the

prisoner's behavior in prison were details of the execution

18 Hindley, The Life and Times of James Catnaoh, p. 391.

Hlndley, Curiosities of Street Literature, p. 257.
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itself

i

i*ne time naa now arrived for the prisoner to be
pinioned, the operation of which wes quickly performed,
and the wretched nan thanked the parson, the governor,
and other officials for their kindness toward him. The
procession was formed, and slowly took its way to the

soene of execution. The cap and rope having been ad-
justed, the bolt was drawn, and the wretched man soon
ceased to exist. Simultaneously with the drop falling,

a black flag was hoisted at one corner of the prison,
announcing that the last dread sentence of the law had
been carried into effect.

But in reality no bolt was drawn, no black flag was hoisted

over the prison, no James Rutterford was hanged. His death sen-

tence was ©ommuted to transportation for life after surgeons

pointed out that a malformation of his neck would cause him undue

suffering If he were hanged. The printer evidently was left with

a quantity of the worthless broadsides on his hands. In what

must have been bitterness, he scribbled a marginal note on the

sheet that later fell Into Hlndley»s possession: "This man waa

to have been hung, but they let him off because they thought It

would hurt him, good Christians."

The times that unwanted broadsides lay mouldsrlng on print-

ers' shelves were few, however. Far more often publishers had a

hard time meeting the demand for their crime sheets. As early as

172S, greedy hawkers swarmed the office of Thomas Oent, printer

in York, and clawed for copies of a popular dying speech he had

printed. When the street venders became so unruly that they were

ready to pull down hie press in their eagerness to get broad-

sides,. Oent prodently took to his apartments.*5 Ragged, dirty

15 William Connor Sydney, England and the English in t£e Eigh-
teenth Century (Mew Yorkt Haomillam and Co., 1892) , vol. II,„ Century
p. 292.
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and mysterious news-criers stresmed Into Catnaoh* s dingy shop

for a quarter of a century after 1813 and left hurriedly with

their Ink-wet bundles of goods.

In October, 1883, when Thurtell and Hunt murdered William

Wears In 3111 'a Hill I>ane Hertfordshire, Catnaoh produced a quar-

ter of a million sheets informing the public of the crime* The

task was not easy. If his printers were luoky, they could turn

out but 200 to 300 copies an hour. Oatnaoh worked them day and

night for a week on his four presses, which printed two forms at

a time. Both Catnaoh and his crew were surprised at their out-

put, but they were not complacent. They doubled their circula-

tion with a broadside reporting the trial. Catnaoh let out a

part of the job to two other publishers, each of whom kept two

presses working at top speed. In elgit days, with their help,

Catnaoh had produced a half-million sheets about the trial.1,6

When Catnaoh* s productions added to those of other t>ondon

publishers, crime sheet circulations reached unbelievable fig-

ures. The Edgware Road Harder, committed by James Oreenacre, who

dismembered the body of his female victim, gave London broadside

publishers a chance to sell 1,650,000 copies of broadsheets. At

that, the sales were not looked upon as particularly successful.

Remarked one oldtlae broadside vender, "Oreenacre didn't sell so

well as ml#it have been expected, for such a diabolical out-and-

out crime as he committed) but you see he came olose after Pegs-

worth, and that took the beauty off bin. Two murderers together

" Hindley, The Life and Times of James Catnaoh . pp. 142-44.
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la no good to nobody."17 Khan * Swiss valet named Francole

Courvolaler nurdered Lord William Russell In 1840, printers sold

1,666,000 copies of their broadsides. The peak of sales Beams

to have been the 2,500,000 copies sold in 1849 in two murder

oases.18

Cach ream of broadsides that the venders carried away added

to the publisher' 8 profits; but the revenue was likely to be in-

conveniently cumbersome, since most of the customers paid in cop-

pers. Catnach seems to have lived in a world of pennies. Beigh-

borlng shop-keepers were reluctant to convert his small Changs in-

to silver. They believed stories that filthy money be had taken

from cadgers and hawkers had spread fever. Catnach himself must

have put some stock in the tale, for he boiled all his coppers in

a strong solution of potash and vinegar before Backing them in

large bags and hauling them off to the Bank of England by haokney

coach.19 Be paid his boys and journeymen their wagea in pennies,

and carrying home their pay on Saturday nights was such a problem

that they got their wives or mothers to help them. Although Cat-

nach had a wary eye for bad coina, he still managed to accumulate

so many bad pennies that he paved his back kitchen with them.

Despite bad coins, Catnach' s business grew sheet by sheet, penny

by penny. So did his profits. By the time of his retirement in

1838, he was believed to have aoraped together anywhere from

17 Ibid ., p. 8J51.

18
Hlndley, Curiosities of Street Literature , p. 159.

19 Hlndley, The Life and Times of James Catnach,, p. 883.
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5,000 to 10,000 pounds.30

V. S. Portoy, who took over the Catnach establishment after

Catnach* s sister had tried her hand at It, seams to have made sub*

stantlal profits from his productions even In the latter half of

the 19th Century when the erlme broadside was moribund. Portey'e

sheets about the execution of the fire pirates of the bad ahlp

Flowery Land In 1064 sold at the rate of 8,000 ooplea an hour.

Whan he counted hi a take for the job, ?ortey found he had money

enough for a new proas, which was referred to around the shop aa

the "pirates" or the "Flowery Land."21

The publishers would have had a hard time of It had It not

been for the broadside hawkers, the chanters, the street-patters,

the ballad-singers, the ragged men, women and children who sold

the sheets in the streets, often at the foot of the soaffold it-

self. Jtoet of the 19th Century renders called their wares aa

they drifted about town. A few picked some likely apot, pinned

samples of their sheets to a wall or gaudily-painted baokpleee

and shouted their sales-patter at passers-by.

To sell their four or fire quires of broadsides a day, tha

venders developed a sales patter with which they harangued pro-

spective buyers. The patter of a vender known in the Seven Dials

diatriot as Tragedy BUI has bean preserved by Hindley.88 It

went in part as follows:

20
Ibid . . p. 412.

21̂
Bindley, Curiosities of Street Literature . p. 159.

22 Hindley, The Life and Times o£ James Catnach . pp. 569-71.
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How, my kind friends and relations, here you have,
Just printed and published, a full, true and pertlekler
account of the life, trial, character, confession, be-
haviour, condemnation, and hexecutlon of that unfortu-
nate malefactor, Richard Wllbyforee, who was hexeeuted
on Monday last, For the small oharpe of one ha 'penny I

and for the most horrible, dreadful, and wicked murder
of Samuel—I mean Sarah Sprlggens, a lady's maid, young,
tender, and handsome....Here, my customers, you may read
his hexecutlon on the fatal scaffold. You may also read
how he met his vlotlm In a dark and lonesome wood, and
what he did to her—For the small charfle of a ha' penny !

and further, you read how he brought her to London

—

after that comes the murder, which Is worth all the
money. And you read how the ghost appeared to hla and
then to her parents...Tea, my friends, I sold twenty
thousand copies of them this here morning, and could a'
sold twenty thousand more than that If I could of but
kept from crying—only a ha'pennyl-but 1*11 read the
worses.. .

.

The descendants of Autolyous who hawked 19th-century broad-

sides, the lll-pald seriveners who penned them and the men who

printed them all were members of trades that stretched back for

centuries. The trades had changed little over the years. In the

19th Century a large proportion of the newaerlera came from the

unsavory neighborhood of St. Giles. The men who took the broad-

sides into the streets often were men of the streets—coarse-

living drifters, fond of drink and wary of labor, alow to dis-

tinguish between honesty and dishonesty. They seem to have dif-

fered little from their early counterparts. Autolyous, that

"snappor-up of unconsidered trifles," that pilferer of sheets

bleaching on hedgea, was a likeable rocue but a rogue nonetheless.

With his pack of ballads, he was fairly typical of the early

Itinerant cadgers who peddled broadsides.

Ballad-singers got only disapproval from Ohettle In 1598 in

his Klnde-Hart's Dreaae . In which he complained that "a company

of Idle youths, loathing honest labour, and despising lawful
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trades, betake themselves to a vagrant and vicious life, In every

corner of cities and market towns of toe realm, singing and sell-

ing ballads...." He mentioned two young men, "the one with a

squeaking treble, the other with an ale-blowm bass," whose vooal

talents earned them 20 shillings a day. By their time, the wages

of minstrelsy had evidently lnoreased over those of a generation

or two previously, when the ballad-man led a hard and impoverish-

ed existence.25 How young Idlers could go into business as bal-

was described by Chettlet

There Is many a tradesman, of a worshipful trade
yet no stationer, who after bringing up apprentices to
slnglnn brokery, takes Into his shop some fresh men,
and trusts his servants of two nonttis standing with a
dozen gross of ballads. In which If they prove thrifty
he makes than petty chapmen.

Their tribe lnoreased. By the 18th Century, the number of ragged

creatures bawling broadsides on the streets of London was so

great that "there was neither oessatlon nor Interval when the ear

was relieved from the sound of their voices."84 The din seems to

have quieted by the 19th Century, but broadsides went from seller

to buyer more frequently than ever.

Although the 19th Century broadside scribbler had the ad-

vantage of finding Inspiration for his pen in the columns of

newspapers, the early ballad writer had no great trouble finding

things to write about. An lnoldent, an event, furnished stuff

for his imagination. Faweett quotes Hiddleton's World Tost at

88
0. H. Firth, "Ballads and Broadsides," Shakespeare's England
(Oxfords Clarendon Press), vol. II, pp. 615-14.

24
Sydney, op., oit . , vol. XI, pp. 292-93.
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Tennis of 1620 to show the plantltudo of topic a at the ballad

writer* s disposal:

One bangs himself to-day, another drowns himself
tomorrow, a sergeant stabbed next day; here a petti-
fogger In the pillory, a bawd In the cart's nose, and
a pander In the tail) hie muller hoeo vlr . fashions,
flotions, felonies, fooleries i-a hundred leavens has
ballad-monger to traffio at, and new ones still dally
discovered .25

Fran the 16th Century through the 19th Century, the ballad

and broadside writers were for the most part as anonymous aa

present day police beat reporters. There were exceptions*

Early In Elisabeth's reign, some authors signed their ballads

i

Leonard Oybson, 31111am Pulwood, T. Ryder, Bernard Sorter,

Stephen Peele and others.26 Thomas Deloney, who wrote broadside

Terse before turning to prose narratives, is known to have found

material for two ballads in the murder of a Mr. Page In Plymouth

In 1591. They were lamentations of Eulalla Page and of Oeorge

Strangwidge, for whose sake the woman oonsented to her husband's

death.27 In the 19th Century, John Morgan, a prolific broadside

versifier, was given a rare by-line over one of his works.28

In general, the writers seem to have been unknown hacks, some of

them the grubbiest of the Orub Street crew, who oared more for a

few shillings pay than for any glory the broadside could give

25 F. Burlington Fawoett, ed., Broadside Ballads of the Restora-
tion Period (Londons John Lane the Bodiey Head, 1930), p. ix.

26 Firth, 0£. elt. , vol. II, p. 512.

27 Ibid ., vol. II, p. 580.

28 Hlndley, Curiosities of Street Literature , p. 160.
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Broadside printers and publlahers ware exceedingly numerous

In London from the 17th Century onward. If one judges from the

arlety of Imprints on tho sheets themselves. Their shops were

likely small, grimy, dlmly-llt affairs, birthplaces of pamphlets

and miscellaneous publications as well aa broadsides. Year after

year, decade after decade, broadsides issuing from the shops were

the same wretchedly printed sheets with crude illustrations,

broken and blotched letters. The trade changed little until

James Catnach substituted real printer's ink and white paper for

the lamp-black and oil and tea-paper that had aatisfled his pre-

cursors. While his competitors scrambled to keep up with him,

Catnach act tho pace for broadside publishers during the quarter

in which the broadside was in its shabby glory.

20
Hackwood, op., clt. , p. 231.
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MURDER BROADSIDKS IH TKE 19TH CEHTURY

la the first third of the 19th Century, selling human

corpses was profitable—both for the body-merchants themselves

and for the broadside publishers who reported their transgres-

sions. Surgeons needed bodies for anatomical studies, and they

paid wall for them. Dealers In corpses—known variously as sack-

'era-up Han, resurrectionists, grave robbers and body-snatchers-

had a bagful of tricks for getting their wares. If an Indigent

wayfarer toppled dead on the streets, a money-minded stranger

might pretend to be a relative in order to elaim the body, which

had a market value of several pounds, the amount depending on its

condition. Forays on graveyards, often Involving encounters with

relatives guarding graves of their late deeeased, netted material

for the dissection tables of the surgeons.

The ease of two body-salesmen who Improved on the usual

methods of enquiring their wares provided a good study of the

19th-century broadside as a news-dlsseminatlng medium. When

William Burke and William Hare, sometime laborers, disoovered

that human bodies meant ready money, they aaw a way to easy

wealth. Operating In Edinburgh, they quietly dlapoaed of some 15

chance acquaintances, generally by luring them to Hare's place,

plying them with liquor, then clapping a hand over their mouths

until death came. They sold their victims to Dr. Robert Knox,

lecturer on anatomy, Who showed email curiosity as to their

source of supply.
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For almost a year the oi-lmes of Burke and Hare were known

only to Helen H'Dougal and Margaret Laird, who paaaed aa their

wlTea. Eventually the lav overtook them; and In November, 1828,

the people of Edinburgh were ahooked to learn of the murder part-

nership that had flourished in their olty for the better part of

a year. Hare turned Crown's evidence and went free as did hla

doxle Laird, since he could not testify against her. Burke and

li'Dougal were tried. Only Burke was convicted, and he was hanged

on January 23, 1829.

When the four were apprehended and the horrible story began

to unfold, newspapers gave generous spaoe to the affair. Details

overflowed newspaper columns and filled broadoidea, pamphlets

and books.1 As the story came out, broadsides helped tell It to

the public. The day after Burke and Hare were arrested, a penny

sheet shouted news of the "most Extraordinary circumstance that

took place on Friday night... in a House In the \7eat Port...where

an old Woman of the name of Campbell la supposed to have been

murdered, and her Body Sold to a Medical Doctor." After the

December day on which Burke stood in the crowded courtroom and

heard the Lord Justice-Clerk sentence him to be hanged, broad-

sheet printere wore especially busy. They printed sheets about

the trial, with and without "likenesses of the murderers." They

printed sheets about the execution of "that Horrible Monster Wil-

liam Burke." They printed his confessions. They ground out mls-

* For excellent bibliography and account of the oase, see William
Roughead, ed., Burke and Bare, Limited Edition, Notable British
Trials series (Edinburghtw«7 Hodge and Co., Ltd., 1921).
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eellaneous Items—"Subscriptions Fop the Benefit of James Qray

And His Wife," the penniless couple who had siren police their

first tip about the murders J an "Atrocious Attempt to Murder...

by Barnard Doeherty and John Broggan, the associates of the

notorious Murderers Burke and Hare."

Wtet eventually happened to Hare after his release from

custody is a matter of conjecture to this day* When ha fled

Edinburgh, broadside publishers leapt an eye on him until he gave

than the slip. A sheet headed "Riot at Dumfries I" gave an ac-

count of his reception at Dumfries "on his way to Ireland." That

seems to have been the last sheet giving a true account of Hare's

flight. However, there were others purporting to report his

fate--one with an account of his execution "at New York in June,

from an American paper", another with a story of his hanging by

a mob, "copied from a Dublin paper."

In all, more than 40 prose broadsides dealing with Burke and

Hare were listed by William Roughead in his definitive volume

about the case.2 Another 18 broadsides carried ballads inspired

by the affair. It is not surprising that broadsheets gave the

ease such complete coverage. The variety and number of sheets

were no doubt greater than for most lOth-Century crimes; the

doings of Burke and Hare excited tremendous popular Interest and

made the criminals' names household words. (Burke Is the only

murderer In history to enrich the English language by giving It

his name as a verb.) Tat the coverage was not entirely atypical.

Ibid ., pp. 402-07.
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Moat crimes In the flrat half of the 19th Century brought forth

a spate of broadsides.

The three Important steps In a 19th-century murder eaae were

the discovery of the body, the trial of the murderer and hla exe-

cution if he were oonvioted. Ela apprehension, If it were the

result of prolonged police work, might rate a sheet of ita own;

but nearly always it could be recorded along with the discovery

of his bloody handiwork. Each of these three steps was a signal

for the broadside presses to go into action. Since the single

sheets could be composed and printed fairly rapidly, especially

if a large woodcut illustration helped fill apace, they were a

convenient way of getting news to the public while it was still

fresh. When a prostitute named Margaret Hurphy was murdered in

Dublin in about 1864, one publisher rushed out the news in a

small handbill marked "Special Edition" and headed, "Horrible

Murder In Bull Lane. Apprehension of the Murder (sic] ." The

entire account ran only some ISO words, and ita errors in typog-

raphy, grammar and spelling bespoke haste

i

It becomes our painful duty to record one of the
moat brutal murders ever committed In this City.
Another Unfortunate.

On last night between the hours of ten and eleven
o'clock in a house of ill fame in Bull Lane, an unfortu-
nate named Margaret Murphy, waa brutally asaasinated by
a pesioner, he out cut her throat from ear to ear, and
mutilated her person in a shocking manner* On entering
the room this morning a slckeningslght presented itself
to my veiw—huddled up in the miserable room lay the un-
fortunate creature, in a pool of blood, wearing her hat
and feather, a warning and lesson to all. There will be
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coroner's Inquest held to day at twelve o'clock,

when the prisoner will be brought before the police
magistratethis day.5

Such sketchlneaa waa the exception rather than the rule)

but the timeliness of the sheet, Its ugly typography, Its ap-

pearance of having been composed as It was set Into type. Its

Indignant tone, all of these were characteristic of a large per-

centage of the broadsides of the period. So was the concentra-

tion on one angle of the crime. As might be expected, the street

paper reporting the death of Margaret Murphy signaled the start

of her life In the broadsides. A later sheet gave readers a

highly abridged version of the trial of Andrew Carr for her mur-

der.4 The bill drew mainly on the statement of the prosecution

for a short summary of the crime and on Justice Lawson's charge

to the jury for an evaluation of the evidence. Readers learned

thatt

On the nisht of Thursday, the 16th of this month
juarr and Uurphy] came thgether (sic] to the wretched
iiouse, and ootn M chem were seen to go up to the room
together which they jointly occupied. She at that
tin* was In a state of Intoxication and he waa at least
sober. That was some time about half-past Ten o'clock.
There wero several persons In the adjoining room--
othore [sic] like her—and during the time after the
prisoner ana she went Into the room no noise no struggle
or contention of any kind was heard, nothing, as counsel
understood, that could give the least reason to believe
that there waa any struggle or fight of any kind be-
tween the deceased and the prisoner.

The Inference, of course, was that Carr had silt the woman's

throat In cold blood after stupefying her with drink. This view

5 Errors In spelling and typography not oorreoted. From an un-
dated broadside, without publisher's Imprint, In author's
collection.

* Broadside, The Late Horrible Murder , In Dublin . Dreadful
Sentence ofT5eaTh~Tno publisher, n.d.TT In author's collection.
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of the prosecution was apparently shared by the broadside pub-

lisher, for he topped hla sheet with a crude woodcut in accord

with the spirit if not with the facte of the accusation. Carr,

with staring eyes and hideous countenance, was shown hacking off

the left leg of a prone, bare-bosomed female while an all-seeing

eye in the upper right-hand corner of the cut shad a gleam on the

scone*

Carr was hanged for the murder. A broadside man was on hand

to record his exit from the world. The reporter's story waa

printed on a three-column broadside which presumably was issued

the day of the execution.5 No gruesome detail was omitted

i

When the bolt had been drawn, the body fell to the
ground, which it struck heavily, and with the force of
the recoil, the head was completely severed from the
trunk. A volumn of blood gushed out, and berpattered
the ground. The scene waa dreadfull to behold. The
body and head was shortly afterwards taken up separately
and placed in coffin to wait an inquest, which will be
held at twelve o'clock.8

Since the reporter's aocount waa too short for the space,

the printer picked up several inches of type he had used In the

sheet about the trial, added It to the description of the exe-

cution and plugged a small hole that still remained in the lower

ri;ht-hand corner with a black and gruesome out of a ooffin.

Another small broadside, preserved in the Harvard collection,

carried Carr' 8 lamentation In verse.

In reporting the aspects of murder eases In three stages,

the broadside strengthened its old habit of talking in cliches.

Broadside, The Execution of Andrew Carr . at Richmond Bridewell .

This Morning (no publisher, n.d. ). In author k s collection.

6 Errors In spelling and typography not oorreeted.
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Broadsheet writers In the 13th Century used expressions that had

served for scores of years, and their pens soaroely sputtered

about a murder that was not "of the deepest dye," "revolting" or

"the most remarkable in the annals of crime"; about a criminal

who was not "wretohed" or "unfortunate"; about a hanging that was

not "the last dread sentence of the law" or the "extreme penalty."

Sheets about executions in particular had a boring sameness, a

characteristic discussed more fully three chapters hence. The

stereotyped reporting is easy to explain. Broadside writers, for

the most part, were not a highly literate orew; and they un-

doubtedly patterned their stories after older ones they had read.

Once established, the style perpetuated Itself. Execution ac-

counts were probably alike because, as has been pointed out, they

were often prepared In advance; and to protect themselves against

the unforeseen, writers had to stlok to the events oharaoterlstie

of all hangings. Furthermore, hangings had developed so stand-

ardised a procedure that they were hard to report with original-

ity. The writers' situation was pretty much the same aa that of

a present-day society writer who finds that the five-hundredth

wedding she reports differs little from the first.

Whatever other problems the crlre writers may have had,

however, finding evil folks to write about was not one of them.

The 10th Century seems to have produced a bumper crop of murder-

era. Anyone whose taate runs to crime should have no trouble at

all in ticking off a score of murderers whose crimes were big

news at one time or another in the first three-quarters of the

century. Among them certainly would be William Corder, who
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murdered Maria Marten, the moleoatoher' e daughter, and hid her

corpse In the red barn. John Thurtoll earned his right to an

effigy in the Chamber of Horrors of Kadame Tuasaud's Wax Hueeusi

in London by eliminating Williams Wear© from the mortal scene

with assistance from John Boat one night in 1823. In a ballad

fairly dripping with blood, a broadside by Catnach told of the

murder

t

•Twee on a bright October night,
The moon was shining clear.

When Thurtell, he sot off from town.
Accompanied by ffearo.

Whan they had reached (Jill's Rill Lane,
That dark and dismal place,

Thurtell drew a pistol forth.
And fir 1 d it in Weare's face.

The helpless man sprang from his gig.
And strove the road to gain.

But Thurtell pounc'd on him, and dash'd
Bis pistol through his brains.

Then pulling out his murderous knife,
As over hi* he stood,

He out his throat, and tiger-like,
Did drink his recking blood.

Bethink 3 the moon withdrew her light.
Affrighted to behold,

And through the curtains of the night.
Pity ory'd, "Hold! holdI*

But no remorse did Thurtoll feel.
Revenge and thirst of gain.

Be sear'd his heart as hard as steel,
And Pity wept in vain."

Bishop and Williams, whose orlme was a sensation in London

in 1831, achieved a shabby liasortallty as disciples of Burke and

Bare. A broadside of their day predicted!

The month of November, 1831, will be recorded in
the annals of crimes and cruelties as particularly pre-

* Erie R. Wataon, ed. , Trial of Thurtell and Bunt , notable
British Trials Series (Edinburgh* Vim. Hodge and Co., Ltd.,
1920), pp. 211-16.
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eminent, for It will prow to posterity that other
wretches could be found base enou-h to follow the
horrid example of Burke and his aeccrmlico Hare, to
entice the unprotected and friendless to the den of
death for sordid gain.8

The two sen wore convicted of the murder of a little Italian boy

by chucking him head-first down a well. They called some col-

leagues In to help them dispose of the body. The broadside con-

tinued i

From the evidence adduced, It appeared that Bay,
s Jack Stirabout, a known resurrection-nan, and
dp, a body-snatcher, offered at King* a College a

subject for sale, Shields and Williams having charge
of the body in a hamper, for which they demanded
twelve guineas* Mr. Partridge, demonstrator of anat-
omy, who, although not In absolute want of a subject,
offered nine guineas, but being struck with Its fresh-
ness sent a messenger to the police station. . .

.

Henry Wfalnwrlght is remembered for the brutal murder in 1874

of his mistress of euphonious name, Harriet Lane. He also should

be ram—bared for the nonchalance with whloh he set out to die-

pose of the dismembered body, '.mile he went to fetch a cab, he

left two parcel e containing parts of the body with an lnnooent

man named Stoken. A contemporary sheet In the Harvard collection

reported thatt

. . .while he was gone Stokes was various to know what
was Inside so opened the largest and discovered, to his
horror, a human head, a hand, and an arm, which mads
his hair stand up.

Walnwright died on the scaffold "on a cold bleak December

lng," the Sheet said, and his parting with his wife "was very

affecting."

Charles Hlndley, The Life and Times of James Catnach (London!
Reeves and Turner, 1878) , p. 23S.
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Dr. Thorns Smethurst, Aon name and deeds are familiar to

crime fanciers, also stooped to Border because he found himself

with a woman too many on his hands* A broadside of the day sum-

marised the whole case In two stanzas of Its "copy of verses"

t

A life Interest of five thousand pounds,
And more besides, by her father's will.

To Doctor Smethurst she got married,
Yet his first wife was living still.

The marriage day was scarcely over.
When Elisabeth Banks was taken 111.

with treacherous he waited on her,
And begged her to make her will.

As the sheet pointed out, the "All-seeing eye was fast upon than,"

and Smethurst landed in the dock* "If he escapes his earthly

judges," the verse noted darkly, "the day must come when he must

die." Since Smethurst had scarcely been committed to trial, the

ballad writer formed his Judgments of the case early.

The roll of dishonor could continue: Frans Mailer, who

murdered for gold In a railway oarrlagej Constance Kent, who kept

her killing in the family by doing away with her little brother

;

the Warmings, husband and wife} James Oraanaero, who shared

Wainwrlght's taste for dismembered bodies; and Dr. "award William

Prltchard, who made pious entries in his diary as he slowly kill-

ed his wife and mother-in-law with poison* All of these 19th-

century criminals have had monuments erected to them in the form

of likenesses at Madame Tussaud's, chapters in books about crime

or whole voIisms in the Notable British Trials Series. This

handful of erring folk by no means oomprlses the lot*

In reality, the 19th Century bred a population no more

vicious than had the paat. Its murderers are well remembered for
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reason. The broadside, with Its tremendous circulations,

certainly did zauoh to build than into figures of national In-

terest. Newspapers helped. They gave column after column to men

and women distinguished only by their finesse In depriving fellow

creatures of Ufa. The nation found It more difficult to forget

these murderers than It would have been If the press had not

thrown a strong and Incessant light upon their dark ways.

The steadily-growing newspaper, which helped the broadside

to immortalise murderers, seams to have Influenced the styles of

broadsheet reporting. Parasitic almost from birth, the broadside

drew food from the press of the 19th Century. Often when pub-

lishers were not lnollned to write their own stories, they un-

ashamedly lifted entire columns of crime copy from newspapers.

Ballad writers kept an eye on newspapers for crime subjeota they

could set to rhyme. Those things had perhaps been going on for

years, but In the 19th Century when newspapers were more readily

available than In the paet they seem to have been on the Increase.

A more pronounced effect of the growing newspaper was that

It created a large public accustomed to getting Its news in prose

with the result that the ballad steadily lost ground. Once a

popular news vehicle, the ballad In the 19th Century hung on be-

cause of habit rattier than of necessity. In newspaper fashion,

the broadsheets told their stories In a prose style that gradu-

ally loat much of lta verbiage although It never was clear, terse

reporting. Many of th» cboete s^lll carried ballads beneath their

prose stories or alongside their crude woodcut illustrations,

usually under the heading, "Copy of Verses." But the poesy simply
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restated what the proae had already said; and perhaps because the

Journalist lo Influence of the newspaper had extended even to the

Terse form, It had become exceedingly Journalistic. In the 17th

Century, a good share of the ballads neglected to mention names

of the localities of crimes. In the 19th Century, the ballad

atansas were crammed with names, dates, addresses and other

pertinent data, often with strange results to rhyme and metre.

The verses went Into detail, for Instance, about the murder on a

train "on that fatal Saturday evening...July the 9th. . .eighteen

hundred and sixty-four," noting that the victim rode In "a first-

olass carriage" and that the murderer left a hat "made in Craw-

ford-street, St. Maryleborne." They told what happened "upon the

fatal eighth of May at Ho. 11, Artillery Passage" and "In

Leveaton Street in Liverpool."

In acquiring a tone even more Journalistic than it had had

In the past, the ballad lost none of Its moralising. The bards

who scribbled 19th-century ballads looked on crime with all the

distaste of their 17th-century forebears. They expounded fully

on the awfulnesa of murder. If the verse was allegedly that of

the murderer, he invariably admitted the enormity of his crime

and the Justice of his sentence in terms of abject repentance.

"With aching heart, and tears fast streaming," sobbed Walnwrlght

in a broadside lamentation, "I would I could recall the past."

Mourned John Stuart and Catherine Wright, awaiting execution for

poisoning in 1029

»
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Bat, ah! these days are past and gone,

In fetters here we lie.
Confined In a dungeon strong,

Because (tod's law we did transgress
And would not walk therein.

But fled the paths of righteousness
And trod the paths of sin.

• • •

Cur sentence, therefore, must be Just,
For (lod's ooDnandment sayss

"He that doth shed another's blood,
Els blood must It appease."9

Besides the moralising, a survival from the glorious days of

the crime ballad was the opening stansa, which bad become as

stereotyped as reports of executions. In the early days of tt»e

crime ballad, the singer had a story to tell, and he often T>egan

his song with a statement to that effects

Assist me sob* mournful Muse,
while I a sad Story relate;

Let all that these Lines peruse,
lament a poor maids hard fate.

In the 19th Century, when the story-telling function of the bal-

lad amounted to little, this beginning remained In the form of a

trite appeal for the reader's attention. Pick any dosen crime

ballads of the period, and perhaps half of them will have the

same opening. The first lines of murderer John Healey's lamen-

tations in 1865 were i

Come all you wild and wicked youth.
Listen to me, I will tell the truth

For that sad and dreadful deed
Has oaused my very heart to bleed. .

.

9 William Roughead, jg guccr Street (Edinburgh t W. Oreen and Son,
Ltd., 1932), pp.
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With few changes It would have dons for similar ballads, which

bad such beginning* ast

Coma all good people and pay attention
Unto these lines that I indite

t

A ease of poisoning I will mention—
This oruel deed has brought to light.

And this onet

Oood people all I pray draw near.
And my Bad history you soon shall hear.

And when the sane I do relate,
I trust you will a warning take*

the 19th-century ballad, then, had lost all freshness and

originality and had hardened In a stereotyped mold that had bean

forming for centuries* while becoming somewhat more journalistic.

It had paradoxically lost its main excuse for existence, the

telling of a story. It lived on only because the habit for it

was strong.

From tine to time, however, the crime ballad fought its way

out of the corner of the broadside into which prose had crowded

it and alone, as in times past, told of soma current murder.

Londoners, for instance, learned of the murder of Thomas Briggs

in a railway carriage In 1364 from a broadside devoid of prose.10

A second broadside in verse reported the apprehension of Franc

Jluller and speculated on his guilt.11 In both are typified the

awkward metre, the clumsy rhymes, the essentially reportorial

nature of ballads of the period. Mentioning clues to the murdor-

10 Charles Hindley, Curiosities of Street Literature (Londoni
Reeves and Tumor, 1871), p. 559.

U
Ibid ., p. 210.
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•r, the first ballad saldt

They have traced his watch-chain in the city,
The very key, aa we are told,

Stole from poor Briggs that fatal evening,
Albert curb, with swivel seal in gold.

Fobbed of nearly all that he possessed,
He was, upon that fatal night.

Between Old Ford and Hackney Wick,
In the Railway Carriage in daylight.

The aeoond weighed the possibility of Mailer* s guilt, in stanzas

even cruder than those of the first:

Would a Borderer have forgot, to have destroyed the
Jeweller's box,

Or burnt up the sleeve of his coat,
Tlcr.il'1 he the chain ticket have sold, and hlnaelf

exposed so bold,
And to all his friends a letter wrote.

Before Muller went away, why did not the oabman say,

And not give him so much start on the nain
If the cabman knew—it's very wrong—to keep the

secret up so long,
About the warder in the railway train.

The occasions on which the ballad showed these sparks of its

former importance appear to have been infrequent. Prose had

conquered it.

Mention of theae trends does not tell the whole story of the

crime broadside in the 19th Century. An Important development

was the widespread sale of catohpenny sheets reporting ficti-

tious crimes. They deserve a chapter of their own.
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COOKS AND CATCHFRTHJIES

One December morning la 1813, two broadside hawkers were

picked up by the police in Chelae*. With shouts and a blowing of

horns, the renders had advertised, "The full, true, and particular

account of the most cruel and barbarous murder of Mr. 1=111 a, of

Sloane Street."

Police in the neighborhood became auspicious, for they had

heard of no such murder aa the one advertised. They took the

broadside peddlers before a Bow Street magistrate, nothing in

the broadsides, they dlaoovered, dealt with the Murder of Kills.

TTnder the head "A HORRID KURDKRI" the shceta reported the murder

of a Thomas Lane, hla wife, three children and his mother in

South Oreen, near Dartford. But the broadsides were fakes. so

Lane family had been murdered.

The magistrate irritably, sent for the printer of the ahaeta,

James Catnaoh of Seven Dials. As Cataaoh was then in Jail serv-

ing a six-month sentence for publishing a libelous broadside,

his mother represented him in court. The magistrate reprimanded

Mrs. Catnaoh and the venders before turning then loose.1

Suoh hawking of faked crime accounts was not at all unusual

in the 19th Century. The only unusual aspect of the affair was

thst the venders were apprehended. Perhaps the law caught up

1 Charles Hlndley, The Life and Times of James Catnaoh (London!

Reeves and Turner7TB7e ) , p. 88.
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with them because they advertised their wares In too great de-

tail. Customarily, street venders kept their sales patter about

the fake sheets Incoherent. They emphasised certain words—

"horrible," "dreadful," "murder,* "mysterious," "former crimes,"

"ooal cellar," "pool of blood"—but they did not shout details of

the crime. They walked along the street as they shouted In order

to keep raoving away from deluded customer*. Tinlike most street

venders, they were glad for wet and gloomy evenings | then pur-

chasers were not likely to learn immediately that they had veen

duped.8

The faked sheets were so common that the trade had a name

for them—"cooks*" The definition included all flotltlous narra-

tives, verse and prose, of murders, firos ond terrible accidents.

The sheets usually contained ambiguously worded accounts that

promised much but revealed nothing. Selling them, in the prov-

inces or in London, was an art. The hawker frequently changed

the scene of the crime to the neighborhood ha was selling in.

Venders often worked la crews. Tho crew distributed itself on

.both sides of the street, doing from one block to the next, the

hawkers shouted noisily to -ive the Impression that their news

was Important. The louder they shouted, the more broadsides they

sold. Evening, when darkness made the sheets hard to read, was

the favorite selling time of cock-peddlers.3

Crime cocks seem to have been of two main sorts—those baaed

8 Ibid ., p. 356.

8 Ibid . . pp. 556-56.
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on fancy and those based on faet. The first type gave an ao-

st of an entirely imaginary crime in terms of sober truth.

The account gave the name of the victim and described the cir-

cumstances of the fictitious murder In stiffioisnt detail for

verisimilitude. Some cocks in this category were purposely

vague, however, so they could be adapted for sale in any locality.

In eoeks of the second sort, those baaed on faet, old Crimea

were passed off as events of the moment. In some Instances,

dates of the old crime appeared nowhere in the account; In

others, the date waa tampered with to suit the whims of the pub-

lisher. Also In tils category might come broadside hoaxes with

a shaky factual basis. Somewhere between the two categories

might fall the broadsides based on old wives 1 tales and legends

dealing with crime* The old tales were reported as events that

had actually happened. Usually they were vouched for by "a

respectable citizen." Because dates were a liability on

cocks, It Is difficult to determine when Individual Items

published. As a class, cooks seem to have flourished In the

first half of the 19th Century.

Presses of 3, Luoksway, a London publisher of broadsides In

the lvth Century, ground out copies of a fancy-inspired murder

cock that venders said "fought well," Its title was Poll Partic-

ulars of this Dreadful Murder . The sheet was Ingeniously coat-

posed without names, without mention of specific locality.

Hawkers were able to sell it as the reel article In dull Inter-

vale between actual murders.

The ponderous prose of the beginning of the account
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the reader a good story:

A scene of bloodshed of the deepest dye has been
committed In this neighborhood, which has caused a
painful and alarming sensation among all classes In this
place, in consequence of Ita being committed by an In-
dividual that is veil known to most of the inhabitants,
who are going in great numbers to the fatal spot where
the unfortunate and Ill-fated victim has met with this
melancholy and dreadful end.

An astute reader would have noted that neither the victim

nor the murderer was named and that the location of "the fatal

spot" was extremely vague. The broadside next mentioned that

ita publisher had dispatched a reporter to cover the crime.

The reporter states that on the police authorities
arriving at the place, they had some difficulty In pre-
serving order J but after a abort lapse of time, this was
accomplished. They then proceeded to the house where
the lifeless corpse laid, and took possession of the
same, and which presented one of the moat awful spec-
tacles that has been witnessed for many yeara.

How the supposed murder was committed--whether by pistol or

knife—the account did not state. It did venture a guess as to

motive} perhaps the crime "was in consequence of some disagree-

ment having taken place between the unfortunate victims and their

assailants." (Within four paragraphs, the word "victim" had

changed from singular to plural.) The broadside next went on

record against murder and in favor of capital punishment.

According to the Scriptures, "He that sheddeth
man's blood, by man shall his blood be shed," which we
entirely agree with In these Instances, and fully ac-
knowledge the just sentence that Is often obliged to
be carried into effect; and certainly must say that,
were It not for the rlgidneas of those laws, many of us
would not be able to proceed on our Journey at heart.
So, therefore, we are in duty bound to call upon those
laws being fully acted up to, for It is our opinion that
those crimes are very seldom committed without there is
some disregard or Ill-feeling towards their unfortunate
victims, and thereby end their days in a dreadful manner.
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In the following paragraph, the victims were still referred

to In the plural form. The sheet expressed sympathy for their

family. By the next paragraph, however, the word again had

ohanged hack to "victim"; and although he remained unnamed, he

was lavishly eulogised.

As a member of society, there will be no one that
we know of who will be more missed J one who was often
known to relieve the wants of his fellow-creatures as
far as his circumstances would permit, and whose so-
olety was courted by all*

In the very next sentence, the victim again became plural

t

"As a member of the family to which they belonged, none will be

more deeply regretted." The report concluded with what was pre-

tended to be the latest news about the crime

i

Just as we are going to press, we have reoeived
Information from our reporter, that something has been
elicited from a party that has thrown a light on the
subject, and which has led to the apprehension of one
of the principal offenders, and who. If proved guilty,
will, we hope, meet with that punishment due to his
fearful crime.

A gullible purchaser reading the sheet might well have be-

lieved the report genuine, especially if hawkers had shouted

local names In their sales patter. The narrative had the effect

of being dashed off before details were available. The Impres-

sion It gave was that It wanted to Inform the populace of the

horrid event as soon as possible. Even the absence of names

might not have aroused the reader's suspicions. The reader could

have believed that the publisher was sparing the feelings of the

victim's family as long as he could. But the sheet was a fake.

No doubt the majority of readers realised that only after the

venders had scurried away with their pennies.
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Another 19th Century cook that must have coaxed thousands

of pennies Into hawkers' pockets bore the arresting title. The

Life . Trial . Character, and Confession of the Han That was Banged

In front of JJewgate, and who Is How Alive 1 With Full Particulars

of the Resuscitated .* The headline promised more than the account

fulfilled. Actually, the sheet had nothing about the man's life,

trial or confession and the "particulars of the resusoltated"

were meager rather than full.

Sensational enough was the beginning, "There are but two

classes of persons In the world—those who are hanged, and those

who are not hanged) and It has been my lot to belong to the for-

mer." But by the time the purchaser had read the first sentence,

the broadside vender was presumably beyond reach; and the writer

was no longer obliged to hold the reader's Interest. For perhaps

400 words, the writer mused that most men have wondered what

dying Is like, that some have gone so far as to attempt finding

out.

"Now I, am In a situation to apeak from experience, upon that

very Interesting question—the sensations attendant upon a passage

from life to death," he wrote. "I have bean HANOTJD."

'That thoae sensations were, alas, he never got around to

telling. For after several assurances that the story was true—

"I can gain nothing now by misrepresentation"-the statement

ended abruptly. The writer did not even reveal his name. "There

are Individuals of respectability whom my conduct already has

* Charles Hlndley, Curiosities of Street Literature (London!
Reeves and Turner, 1879), p. 17
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disgraced," ha explained, "and Z will not revive their shone and

grief by publishing my name." As If to leave the reader con-

vinced, he ended, "But It stands In the Hat of capital convict-

ions In the Old Bailey Calendar for the winter Sessions of 16—"

How, oo iirtsMnsrt prisoners have been revived after hanging.

Therefore, the broadside might have been true. The odds are

overwhelmingly against It, however. The aheet—Identified as a

oook by Bindley—had all the vague generalities, the evaalveneaa

of e fake. The writer has been unable to find any ease of re-

suscitation after hanging later than 1767.

Hot all cooks were about anonymous persons. Some, like the

one that landed the Chelsea peddlers before the magistrate, named

persons. They mentioned speciflo localities. They gave the pre-

cise hoar of the crime. They gave bloody details in abundance.

They ran the confession of the criminal. They appended the

"oopy of verses." In short, they differed from the

aheet in Just one respect—they slnply were not true*

Their advantage over the generality-laden oooks was that readera

might never be aware of having been duped.

One broadside that Bindley has classified as a oook re-

sembled the true orine aheet In every detail. The work of a

London printer, It was entitled, J&i Committal o£ «. T^omjBjjB.

To Mis Qawmtr Pool at Oxford for the Harder of pis Wftfs and, Three

flhttffnr SSk ££& lgth Instant .
6 Its tale was a sordid one*

Thompson spent the dsy drinking with Sarah Potts, who asked him

to leave his family and live with her. Although Thompson oould

not make up his mind to do so st the tine, he had resolved on hie

6 Ibid., p. 8.
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course of action by the tine ho reached home. After his wife

had let him into the house, he foiled her with an iron bar. Then

he systematically beat to death his three children.

The crime seems to have been a fictitious one, and the names

undoubtedly were just as fictitious. Nothing in the broadside,

however, Indicated that the publisher had not done a complete,

swift Job of reporting. The reader certainly oould not ooaplain

that the beginning was wanting in detail. The time of the mur-

der, the address of the murder-house and names of the individuals

conoerned all were there

t

This morning, the 13th inst., the neighbourhood
of Qnsen-st., Banbury, was thrown into a state of ex-
citement at hearing the cries of murder between the
hours of IS and 1, at the house of Wm. Thompson.
Several of the neighbours arose from their beds and
knocked at, and tried the door, but all was silent,
when Sarah Cope said, soms efforts must be made to
enter.

In convincing detail, the broadside described "a most awful

sight" which two policemen found on forcing open the door of the

hours

t

The wife lay weltering in her blood and with her
head literally knocked to pieces, and the prisoner,
who was drunk, was quickly apprehended. Tip stairs the
two youngest were found lying in a pool of blood on
the chamber floor, and the eldest boy, Thomas, four
years old, was found a lifeless oorpse on the bed, and
the clothes covered with blood.

After two surgeons had "pronounced life extinct" and after

hearing the "4hole of the Evidence," a coroner's Jury at the

Blue Boer returned a verdict of wilful murder against Thompson,

the broadside reported. It dutifully followed through with a

confession, which Thompson allegedly made in prison. The con-

fession had nothing about It to suggest that It was not the
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twin Inn statement of a real-life criminal. In all respects, it

resembled the broadside confession of the timet

On the 18th ultimo, I left my wife and family and
vent to the house of Sarah Potts, and during the day
•hen we were drinking, she asked me to leave my family
snd live with hart I gave no deoisive answer at that
time. At midnight I returned hone and found my wife
and children ware gone to bad, but she got up and 1st
me in without speaking an angry word; but I got hold of
an iron bar and struck here a fatal blow on the head...
I then proceeded to the bed-room, where the children
were. My eldest son, Thomas, four years of age, bagged
for mercy, but 1 was deaf to his cries and tears} I

then raised the bar of Iron and struck him three times
on the head) the two youngest are twins, I beat their
heads against the chamber floor, and I hope the Lord
will forgive me.

The broadside concluded with "a copy of verses" reviewing

the crime. It ended with Thompson in prison,

where till the Assises ha must lie, his trial for to stand,

Whan blood for blood will be required, by the laws of Ood
Bjssl Mi" 1

1

Strangely sii ilar to the Thompson oaaa waa a supposed murder

reported in verse by an undated broadside without printer* s Im-

print. Title of the sheet was. An Affootlnn Copy cf Versa

s

on

the Horrid Murder . Committed by. FlflllllP Johneon . Near Oxford on

the bodies of his Wife and Tj& Children . October £&. A copy of

the broadside is in the Harvard Library oollsotion. Johnson,

like Thompson, was lured away from his family by a designing fe-

male.

It happened on the fatal night.lrlnking with her he'd

And at the hour of IS o'clock home to his wife he osme.

Dear husband aha to him did say, as on her bed aha lay,
I fear that you disgrace will bring upon your family.

Johneon too beat his wife to death, but he used a gun barrel

instead of an iron bar. His son. Ilka Thompson's, bagged for
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mercyj "CM my cruel father, my tender mother spare." Both

sheets probably appeared on the streets at approximately the sane

time. The first gave the date of the crime as October IS, the

second as October 4. The two broadsides may hare resulted from

a garbled account of an actual crime, but Just as likely the

second was a Terse ooenentary designed to capitalise on the sue-

eessful prose cook.

Several other broadsides of the period recounted the Imagi-

nary crimes, trials and executions of Imaginary criminals. For

their pennies, Londoners could buy a cook-account of The Life .

Trial ,
T5cegvitlon , Lamentation , and Letter written by the unfortu-

nate —n James Ward. Aged 25 , who was. hung £n front of tee Pool .

For the wilful Murder fce, oommltted on, the body a£ his. wife , near

Sainton.* The sheet was a nappy blend of detail and evasive-

ness. The supposed murderer was named, and his orlne was reported

as having taken plaoe "near Bdmlnton." But the Judge who passed

the death sentence was unidentified, as wore the places of the

trial and the prisoner's Incarceration. No date appeared on the

Sheet, not even on Hard's "Letter written after his condemnation,"

which was simply headed "Condemned Cell." The Sheet could be

safely hawked at any time or plaoe.

Readers who liked a fillip of sex with their murders could

buy a orudely-lllustrated 19th Century cock called , n*f*l

v
fr|ff Race

and Murder of Two Lovers . Showing how John Hodges . £ farmer' 8 son .

IHim'"'' £ 2S2S. 2JE2S JgaS Williams, and afterwards Murdered her

Ibid ., p. c.
•
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and hw lover . WillIan Edwards , flp a, field near Paxton.7 It waa

from the press of Janes Cateach.

"Ibis la a moat revolting Murder," the broadeide observed}

and if It had actually happened. It Indeed would have been.

Searching for his sweetheart, Edwards found her crying In a field

while Hodges, her attacker stood "over her with a billhook, sav-

ing he would kill her if she ever told." The outraged Edwards

manfully attacked Bodges. Ee was no match for his Intended

victim, for Hodges "with the hock, out the lege clean from his

body, and with it killed the poor girl." Since the broadside

writer had provided no witness to the double Border, he was

obliged to keep Edwards alive until "after giving his testimony

to the magistrates." The reporter concluded his aoocunt by sen-

timentally remarking that "thousands of persons followed the un-

fortunate lovers to the grave, where they were burled together."

A Seven Dials bard next took a hand at reporting the murder

In the all-neeessary "copy of verses," but he added nothing to

the procso account. As neither the prose-aorlbbler nor poet men-

tioned dates or specific localities, the broa4slde~espeolelly

with lte touch of sex—could find a ready sale in town or country.

Uncritical readers could get murder In Quantity in a faked

broadside published in the 19th Century by Wilton, Mary Street,

Mmehouse. A copy is in the Harvard collection. "The Massacre

of the Whole of the Passengers and Part of the Crew of the Sea

Horse," the headline proclaimed, "On her Homeward Passage from

7
Ibid ., p. d.
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Sydney, and the Plunder of 18,000 ounces of Sold by the Murder-

era." Since the fictitious maaaaore took place at sea, the

broadside writer could not kill everyone aboard the easel. Ee

spared "a man who had stowed in the hold to eaoape the slaugh-

ter." On that survivor's statements and on the tales told by

crew members of the Sarah Ann , who boarded the death-ship, the

broadside pretended to be based.

The crew of the Sarah Ann got no answer when they hailed the

8— Horse , which they apled plowing through the fog off the ooast

of England. Prom the tine the sailors boarded the deserted ship

until the search for the murderers began, the broadside reporter

splashed his account with blood. "With one exception," he wrote,

"the whole of the passengers and the remainder of the crew were

in their berths stiff and cold, with their throats cut, and other-

wise dreadfully diaflgured." He saved the most gory touch for

the discovery of the captain's body. "He was laying completely

hacked to pieces," the reporter noted, "His tongue was completely

out out at the root, and his entrails strewed on the cabin floor,

showing that there had been a terrible struggle." For their

pennies, purchasers of the broadside got murder in quantity and

at its most horrible, if they did not get the truth.

A gruesome out of a fierce-faced father chucking one of hla

children into a well, decorated a James Catnach broadside bearing

all the earmarks of a cock. The item, entitled A Horrid , and

Dreadful Account of John tlarlew , is In the Harvard Library col-

lection. A subhead summarised the crime, which appears to have

ezleted only in Catnach' a imagination!
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Who with his Three starving Children, went to seek

assistance from a rich Brother,—Relating, how his
Brother* s wife turned them out of doors, when the miser-
able Ian, In a fit of Despair, went home, and Drowned
Himself ft Three Children In a Well In his Oarden.

The story began, "The following most horrible catastrophe

has just occurred In the neighborhood of Koloo," but apart from

the reference to John Uarlew In the headline, the sheet mentioned

no names, dates or readilyidentified places.

Child murder seemed to have been a favorite topic of broad-

side writers who spun tales of fictitious crimes. Crime-fanciers

In 1824 could read a broadsheet reviewing the life of Mary Hard-

castle,

Who was executed at the new Drop, London, on Mon-
day, Aug. S3, 1824, for the Murder of her male Bastard
Child, by cutting Its Throat and concealing It In her
bed room, and afterwards throwing Its mangled body upon
the fir©—It was nearly burnt to ashes whan discovered
by her fellow servant.8

The reader learned that Mary Hardcastle, aged 17 years, was a

native of Carlisle, where she same of decent parents. She had

become pregnant by a young gentleman to whose family she was

servant. The broadside reported her misdeeds In prose and poesy

and Included a copy of a letter Mary was said to have written her

mother from the condemned cell.

If the reader had sufficiently good memory, he perhaps would

have been struck by the similarity between that broadside and one

Issued some three years earlier in the oase of Margaret Harvey.®

8 Broadside, An Account of the Execution of Harr Hardcastle
(Reprinted For J. Cooper by W. Stephenson, n.p., n.d.). In
Harvard collection.

9 Broadside, An Account of the Execution of Margaret Harvey
(no publisher, n.d.). In Harvard oolleotlon.
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Although Margaret Harvey was reported aa being IS years old and

a native of Durban, she too oaae of decent parents, bsssms preg-

nant by a young gentleman to whose family she was servant and

died on the New-Drop in London. Date of her execution was given

as January 8, 1021. The verses dealing with her undoing were the

same as those on the sheet about Mary Herdcastle; oven her letter

to her siother was identical with Mary's. The broadside of 1824

evidently was modelled after the successful item of about three

years earlier, with just sufficient changes in text to give it

the appaaranoe of reporting a new and different crime.

Broadside writers frequently spared their Imaginations by

rehashing old crimes Instead of concocting fictitious ones.

James Catnaoh brushed the dust off an old sex-triangle murder and

served It up to his 19th-century readers aa if it were a current

one. The murder took place perhaps a century before Catnaoh re-

ported it, but he deliberately neglected to inform his readers of

the fact. He headlined his broadside, "Horrid Murder Committed

by a young Man on a young V7orasn."10 The murderer was George Cad-

dell, an apothecary's assistant, and his victim Elisabeth Prloe,

an intimate acquaintance. "Pregnancy was shortly the result of

their Intimacy," the broadside reported, "but he resisted her Im-

portunities for a considerable time." When Miss Price threatened

to ruin his chances of marriage to another young woman, Caddell

lured her Into the fields. "After a little conversation," the

broadside oontlnued, "Caddell suddenly pulled out a knife and out

10 Broadside in Harvard collection.
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her throat, and mads bis escape, bat not before he had waited

till she was dead."

For his broadside, Catnaeh nay have drawn upon the aocount

of the murder in The lewgato Calendar by Khapp and Baldwin, an

Immensely popular work of his day that went through many editions.

Passages in the broadsides ware worded almost identically with

some in The Newgate Calendar.^

Said The. Kewaate Calendar ;

On the following Morning, Miss Price being found
Bordered in the field, great numbers of people went to
take a view of the body, among whom waa the woman of
the house where she lodged, who recollected that she
had said she was going to walk with Mr. Caddellt on
which the instruments were examined, and known to have
belonged to him* He was accordingly taken into cue-
tody} and committed to the gaol at Stafford on the 21 st
of July, 1700.3-2

The same words appeared in the broadside—except that Cat-

naeh did some skillful editing. The passage about the execution

dated the account too much for Catnaeh' s taste. In the broad-

side, he cut short the story with the sentence, "He was accord-

ingly taken into custody." Thus he created the impression that

the trial was yet to come.

A cook based on an even older crime appeared In the 19th

Century under the headline, "Apparition of a Ohost to a Miller to

Discover a Hidden Murder."*8 The sheet bore neither date nor

11 Reprint of The Hcwgate Calendar . Intro, by Henry Savage (Hert-
ford! F-dwln Valentine Mitchell, 1926), pp. 26-80.

12 The date is given as 1701 by Camden Pelham, The Chronicles of
Crime (Londont T. Miles and Co., 1891), vol. I, pp. 7-a.

*8 Hindiey, Curiosities of Street literature , p. 26.
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Of printer* It recounted the story of a murder that other

sources say was committed la the early 1600s. The broadside pub-

lisher braahly brought the events up to date by saying that they

occurred "about the year of our Lord 10—."

Kate one winter night, according to the broadside, James

Graham—"or Grine, (for so In that country they called him)"—

was alone grinding corn In hie mill. Suddenly ho realised that

he was no longer alone.

Thorp stood a woman upon the midst of the floor
with her hair about her heed hanging down all bloody,
with five large wounds on her head. He being much af-
frighted and amased, began to bless himself, and at
last asked her who she was, and what she wanted? To
which she said, "I am the spirit of such a woman, who
lived with Welkeri and being got with child by bin,
he promised to send me to a private place, where I
should be woll looked to, until I was brought to bed,
and well again, and then I should come again and keep
his house."

The young woman had trustingly set out one night with mark

Sharp, the broadside continued. Instead of taking her to the

promised haven, he had killed her with a pick-axe and thrown her

body Into a coal pit. The apparition told the miller he must re-

veal the nurdor or she would haunt him. Reluctantly, goaded by

the spirit, Graham revealed the crime.

Diligent search being made the body was found In
a coal pit, with five wounds In the head, and the
plek and stockings yet bloody, In every circumstances
as the apparition had related unto the miller t where-
upon Walker and Kark Sharpe [six] were both appre-
hended, but would oonfees nothing. At the assises fol-
lowing they were arraigned, found guilty, condemned,
and executed, but we could never hear that they con-
fessed the fact.

Duplicating the broadside aooount virtually word-for-word

was a story of the case in a 38-page pamphlet. Criminal Records,
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published In Durban In 18S5 by Oeorge Walker, Jr. The pamphlet

Beamed to have been baaed on • narrative of the oaae by John

Webater. Sot pretending to deal with a recent event, the pamphlet

gave the date of the murder aa 1631 or 1052. The broadside nay

have taken lte version from the etory by Webater or from the

pamphlet Itself.

Although the story of the miller and the ghoat haa been in-

eluded in aeoounts of true Crimea and seems to have some basia in

fact, there la a quality of legend about it. Some broadsides were

founded on outright legends and old wlvee' tales, localities and

names were changed at the publishers' convenience, and dates were

adjusted to give the tales timellnees. Often the publisher said

that he had received hla account from "a very worthy man, known

and reapeeted by all," thereby aaeklng to lend credence to the

atory. Tven with thoae changes, the broadside accounts some-

times followed closely the original sources.

The Liverpool TragcdT . a Catnaeh production "Showing how a

Father and Mother barbarously Murdered their own Son," wae baaed

on an old, persistent legend. As with most of hla fake sheets,

Catnaeh gave it a timely slant.

A few days ago a aea-farlng man, who had Just re-
turned to England after an absence of thirty years in
the Faat Indies, called at a lodglng-houae, in Liver-
pool, for sailors, and aaked for supper and a bedj
the landlord and landlady ware elderly people and ap-
parently poor.

Whan the landlady showed the sailor to his room, he gave her

a large puree of gold to keep for him until morning. In the

night the couple decided to murder the stranger for his wealth.

They crept silently into hie room.
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The landlady approached the bedside, and then out

hla throat, severed his head from his body) the old
Man, upwards of seventy years of age, holding the can-
dle. They put a washing-tub under the bed to oatoh his
blood. And then ransaoklng the boxes of the murdered
man they found more gold...together with what proved
afterwards, to be a marriage certificate.

In the morning "a handsome and elegantly dressed lady" asked

for the troweler. When the old man and woman were reluotant to

show her to his room, the lady told her story. The traveler was

the old couple's long lost son who had returned to surprise them,

she said, and she was his wife.

The old couple went up stairs to examine the
corpse, and they found the strawberry nerk on Its arm,
and they then knew that they had murdered their own
son, they were seised with horror, and each taking a
loaded pistol blew out each other's brains.

The writer has heard several oral versions of the tale the

broadsheet reported as news. The setting was described as an Inn

In Chechoslovakia and the murderers variously as the traveler's

mother and sister and mother and brother*

A variation of the old tale turned up In another broadside,

undoubtedly a cock, published for Thomas Hanaway In 182S. Headed

"Horrid Murder," the broadside le In the Harvard collection. A

young woman In service en route home, said the handbill, lodged

September 25, 1825, In "a Cottage near Orlff" with the John

Hanson family. Knowing the woman had money, Hanson and hla wife

determined to murder her. The woman overheard their plans. Cun-

ningly she "changed her place, and murderers' out the throat of

their own daughter, which they discovered when they were putting

the body In a hole in the garden." When the murderers discovered

their error, the "mother fell on the body senseless." The man
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was soon taken Into custody. The tenuous details strongly sug-

gest that tho sheet was a cook.

Another old story, that of Sawney Beane and his olan of man-

eating ruffians, furnished the stuff of a broadside published by

J. Kdwards at Exeter In May, 1828.1*

Legend is that around 1600 Sawney Beane, his wife and his

ever-growing circle of children and grandchildren lived for 25

years In a rock by the seaside In Scotland. They robbed trav-

elers. Dorse, they killed their victims, out up their bodies and

pickled them for food. Several honest travelers and Innkeepers

were hanged on circumstantial evidence before authorities re-

alised that the Beane family was responsible for the inroads on

the Scottish population. Before the family was finally captured

and executed, it had killed an estimated thousand persons.15

In his broadside, Edwards changed Beane* s name to Oeorge

Bruce and moved him and oave to Devonshire. He omitted entirely

any reference to the probable dates that the hungry robber band

flourished. He conservatively lowered the number of victims to

800. In most other respects his account corresponded to the

legend of Sawney Beane. A subhead neatly summarised the story of

Oeorge Bruce and his robbers,

Who were some time ago, all taken In a Cave near
the sea side, in Devonshire where they haunted for 25
rears, without being found out, their being so many

l* Broadside, The Life and Dreadful Transactions of Oeorge
of George Bruce . And his Crew of Robers [sic] and Mnrde:

(Kxetert J. Edwards, 1828). In"Harvard collection.
erers

15 Richard Barker, ed., "Murder for Meat." The Fatal Caress
(Hew Yorkt Duell, Sloan and Pearee, 1947), pp. 89-85.
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different lnieta [sic] to the care, and where they
robbed and murdered about 800 people. Aleo an aoeount
of the manner In which they were taken, oondeaned and
executed, and their hardened behavour (ale] at the
place of execution.

The carnivorous habits of the Beane family also appeared in

the Bruce band, aocordlng to Edwards. "As soon aa they had rob-

bed and murdered any man, woman, or child," his story said, "they

used to carry off their carcases to their dene, where cutting

them In pieces, they would plokle the mangled limbs and after-

wards eat them, being their principal subslsthanoe [ale] ."

Credulous readers of Edwards' handbill had small way of knowing

that he was not recounting the fairly recent depredations of

their neighbors. They doubtless paid him well for the horror he

served them.

Close cousins to these cocks were outright hoaxes or broad-

sides standing on a shaky factual leg. Such sheets are hard to

classify. In some Instances, the publishers used names of actual

persons of some notoriety but deliberately fabricated stories

about them. In other oases, publishers may have accepted the

stories they printed as true but prudently neglected to verify

them lest they prove false.

James Catnaoh published perhaps more than his share of cocks

and hoaxes. When Interest In the execution of murderer John

Thurtell ebbed but the name of his victim Rears was still In pub-

lic memory, Catnaoh brought out a Sheet startllngly headed, "WE

ARE A1I7E AOAXltl" Space between the first two words was so slight

that the public read them "WEARS." Duped purchasers—and there

were thousands of them—called the trick a "catch penny" , a term
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thereafter applied to Catnaoh productions.!6

In 1818 Oatnaeh's eonsatlon-mongerlng brought him a slx-

Month sentence In Olerkenwell, the term he was serving when the

two Chelsaa street-peddlers were ploked up by the police. With

a fine disregard for truth, Oatnaoh devised a shocking expose

which saw print in the following language:

Another dreadful discovery! Being an aooount of a
number of Human Bodies found in the Shop of a Pork
Bnteher. We have Just bean Informed of a moat dreadful
and horrible dlsoovery revolting to every feeling of hu-
manity and calculated to Inspire sentiments of horror
and disgust In the minds of every Individual. On Saturday
night last the Wife of a Journeyman Taylor went into the
Shop of a Butcher in the neighbourhood of D~-—

—

I, «. to buy a piece of pork. At the time the Waster
was serving a man came Into the shop carrying a Sack*
The woman thought by the appearance of the man that ha
was a Body Snatoher and when she left the Shop she com-
municated her suspicions to an acquaintance she met withi
the news of this soon spread abroad and two Officers
went and searched the house and to their Inexpressible
horror found two dead bodies wrapped up in a sack great
flocks of people ware assembled from all parts of
Town at Marlborough Street In expectation of the offend-
er having a hearing.

1"

After the sheet had appeared on the streets, about 200 per-

sons gathered In front of the shop of Thomas Plssey, a butcher In

Brury Lane. The crowd broke into Plssey' a shop, knocked out ten

windows and noisily swarmed about for 18 hours, Interfering with

the servants and ruining the butcher's business. Plssey took the

matter to oourt. With three other butchers, he charged Catnaoh

with publishing a scandalous, malicious and defamatory libel.

While Oatnach served his term, his mother and sisters aided by a

16 Hindley, The Life and Times of James Catnaoh . p. 149.

X7 Ibid., pp. 84-87.
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Seven Dials broadside writer carried on his business. The Inci-

dent nay have temporarily slowed down Catnaoh, but It did not

stop him from cock-publishing.

Dead bodies also were the theme of a oatohpenny published In

Edinburgh In 1824, a few years before Burke and Bare began traf-

ficking In corpses on a wholesale basis. Grave robbers—

"resurrectionists," they were called—at the time were a matter

of grave public concern. Their business was digging up newly-

burled bodies for sale to medical men who needed corpses for

study. Strong Iron fixtures, or "mort safes," were plaoed over

freshly-dug graves and bodies were buried In Iron coffins In at-

tempts to protect the dead from the resurrectionists.18

Into a corpse-conscious neighborhood came the oatohpenny

patently designed to trick and amuse the reader. Its head was a

shocker: "More DBAD BODIES Discovered! I" The subhead was cal-

culated to arouse the reader's curiosity and abhorrence:

Being an account of the apprehension of a Carter
with three cart-loads of Dead Bodies on their road to
Bdinr. by the Inhabitants of PKRBI.es, on Monday last,
and such a dreadful scene of bodies, limbs, and heads
displayed before the eyes of the astonished multitude,
as Is beyond description! with the singular manner In
which the Carter made his escape from the fury of the
villagers.

The dispatch Itself was datellned "Peebles, Feb 2d, 1824."

In matter-of-fact manner, it reported, "On monday [sic] 7th

current, three oarts loaded with dead bodies were Intercepted at

the Hew toll-bar, near the village of PEEBLES." Word of the dis-

covery soon spread.

18 James Uoores Ball, The Saok-'Et-Pp Kan (Edinburgh! Oliver and
Boyd, 1928), p. 146.
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Motblng could exeeed their consternation end re-
sentment of the Inhabitants upon the receipt of this
intelligence....With that good sense and decision for
Which they are remarkable, instead of wasting their
time in minute investigation and useless vituperation,
they instantly proceeded In one grand promiscuous body,
with the constables at thsir head, to the toll-bar,
blocked up in the gateway, seised the horses, and had
the carter and his goods in cafe custody long before a
people leas wise and energetlo could have concerted the

isnre.

although the constables had neglected to obtain a search war-

rant, the carter agreed to show his goods in return for a drink of

whisky. When the crowd gaped into the cart, they saw "whole car-

casses, linbs, heads, &o. were promiscuously huddled into bags

and boxes. Some of the bodies appeared to be dreadfully mangled

about the throat with knives, and others to have been strangled."

Then, fairly sniggering, the broadside concluded, "The dead

bodies, Header, were not the dead bodies of men and women, but

of plucked gesso, and hens, and of lawfully murdered swine" on

their way to Edinburgh market.

Such fraudulent crime sheets appear to have boon a major

output of broadside publishers in the 10th Century. Their family

tree extended back at least two centuries. They bear strong

family likenesses to the broadside ballads about prodigies, mon-

strosities, apparitions, lovers* suicides and similar topics in

the Pepys collection edited by Rollins. Ballads about death-

bent, lovers of the 17th Century, with their combinations of sax

and violence, illustrate the link with 19th Century productions.

Hemes of victims and their neighborhoods appeared in the ballade

to give them a ring of authenticity, but the stories appear to

rest on doubtful factual foundations. Time, names and date all
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mentioned In a broadside reporting that on August 16, 1698,

a man named Johnny "Shot hlaaelf with a Pistol In the Plelda near

Hackney" because his fair Elisabeth Spencer treated him cruel-

ly.19 Iilke the crimes of the 19th Century cooks, his suicide was

an event that could have happened and the publisher was not con-

cerned with whether it did or not. The early ballads, as did the

later catchpennies , Included assurances of their truth, as in the

"true Account of Joan Day, who shot herself with a Pistol, near

Thame In Oxfordshire" in 1698 because she suspected that her

lover waa falees

The Story's true which I do tell
As many Folks can witness well .SO

When Catnaoh and other publishers printed cocks, then, they

introduced nothing new. They do seem to have given the cook lta

years of glory. But the 19th Century, which saw the catchpenny

in lta prime, also aaw the catchpenny die. It died before the

broadside. In Brighton one day in 1879, when Charles Hindley

was walking through a mass of outlying streets, he heard the

familiar patter of the cook-vender. 21 But the street-salesman

had no catchpenny to offer. He waa just selling the current

edition of the local newspaper, which carried a story about a

suicide.

"It ain't a cook. It' a a genuine thing," the hawker told

19 Hyder Edward Rollins, ed.. The Penvs Ballads ( Cambridge

i

Harvard University Press, 1989-S2), vol. VII, pp. 887-89.

20 Ibid ., vol. Til, pp. 281-88.

** Hindley, Curiosities of Street Literature , p. 49.
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Hlndley. "The day of cooks la gone bye-—cheap newspapers 'as

done 'en up." The hawker explained that he was using the old

eoek-patter because he was aoouatomed to It and could "sell 'am

better In that style than as a newspaper."

Cheap newspapers, the render believed, were responsible for

the death of the cook. He was right. As the cheap newspaper

printed more and nore orline news, as It crowded sensation upon

sensation, horror-hungry readers had less occasion to Include

orlme broadsides In their reading diet. newspapers satisfied

their orlino appetites. As demand for their sheets slackened,

publishers out down the press run of their broadsides. Circum-

stances made the axlstenos of catchpennies vulnerable. As Samuel

Milne, an old street vender told Bindley, oocks ware good selling

for Just a day, "thf.i they are no use at all."88 Customers did

not Ilka to be fooled more than once. As newspaper circulations

rose, the number of broadside vendors dropped. Those remaining

turned to items that had a steady sale, to songs and ballads on

a subject. The oook died. The orlme broadside itself was on

its deathbed.

Ibid . , p. li.
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SATAH, AHOBLS AND SPIRITS

Satan seems to have bean exceedingly active In the British

Isles from early In the 17th Century to the last half of the 19th.

He frequently popped up to entloe weak-willed persons to orlne

or, Irrationally, to punish those whoso misdeeds offended him.

Sometimes he appeared in person, openly or In one of his dis-

guises* Other times he worked his Judgments without bothering to

put in an appearance—that is, if one believes broadsides about

him.

Busy as Satan was—and he was so ubiquitous that one wonders

how he found tine for his traditional duties—he did not have the

islands to himself. Angels occasionally turned up to ruin the

bad work he had wrought. A Higher Being, impatient with mundane

Justice, inflicted dramatic punishments on the erring. Ohosts

bobbed up about the island to confess erlmes they had committed

as mortals, to ask friends or strangers to bury their bones, to

harrass their murderers or Just to be sociable.

All of these phenomena were recorded by broadsides, often

with a seriousness amounting to awe. The broadsides were little

better than catchpennies, yet they do not seem to be In the same

class. Many balladmongera who sang of the eerie doings, many of

the prose writers who chronicled them, wrote so convincingly that

they themselves appear to have been taken In by the stories*

They seemed to write what they thought was the truth, not always

a characteristic of catchpenny scribblers.
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Satan of course was credited with being behind many orlnee

In Which he did not take an active part. Ballad writers of the

17th Century observed that murderers were "In Satan' service,"

that robbers were "inspired by the Devil." Oeorge Oibbs, a

sawyer who coranitted the orime of sulcldo in about 1668, blamed

his impulse on the devil. The broadside ballad reporting his

end aeoepted his excuse and added editorially:

The Dlvlll hath very bueie been,
now in these latter dayes,

For to entrap, and to draw in, .

poor souls by several wayes.A

Satan was not always a worker behind scenes. Forswearing—

lying under oath—could bring him in person. It did in 1665 in

the ease of Margery Perry, who by lying oheated her mistress of

a few shillings.8 The cheating Margery started hone in the

company of two friends. As they crossed Horlsey-down, the devil

irritably flung Margery to the ground and snatched her up again.

Too hardened to take warning from such treatment, the woman went

home. At midnight someone called her name, sad she went to him.

She went to her death. The voioe was Satan's. Her friends

...strlpt her naked being dead,
and found her body black as pitch,

The hellish fiend her prepared,
aocordlng to her cursed wish.

Gambling, blasphemy and sabbath-breaking were serious enough

offenses to bring Satan on the run in Ireland even as late as the

last century. One Sunday evening in about 1865, several young

1 Hyder Edward Rollins, ed., The Pack of Autolyous (Cambridge

I

Harvard University Press, 1987), pp. 122-88.

8
Ibid ., pp. 146-50.
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ran were roistering in a gambling den, according to a contem-

porary broadside. 5 Suddenly Satan burst into the room. In a

frenzy, he hurled the young gamblers about, leaving them mute and

paralyzed. To one he spared speech—"not," the broadside said,

"because he was less guilty than the others—no, but It is really

this—to tell the awful tale which we now relate...." Michael

Dolan, the spared sinner, as a warning to others described

Satan's entry into the rooms

We had not time to look round us when the door
was dashed open, with great force. Uy heart shook
In my body with fear, for here I seen the Dreadful
Vision standing In the room. In a cloud of fire, and
smoke, and stench, the head was like that of a lion)
the eyes were like unto two large balls of fire, and
out of its mouth I could see plainly serpents coming.

Thereafter the devil went into action. Michael was able to

recall how Satan had served himi

Here I was taken hold of, raised up, and dashed
from one end of the room to the other several tines I

I lay for some time, when I heard the others served In
the same manner. All that I could hear was their
heavy dlansl moans. I was taken hold of a second time,
when my legs and arms were twisted, which Is the cause
Of me now not having the use of my limbs, as the prints
of aatan's hands are on them.

That was not all of the tale ascribed to Michael, but It is

enough to give the flavor of his narration. His offenoe,

sabbath-breaking, was in itself to be frowned upon. But it was

especially wicked, broadsides Inferred, because it inevitably

led to murder. Instead of worshiping Sod, sabbath-breakers fell

pawns of Satan. And this affiliation was risky. Satan did not

8 Broadside, Just Published . A Correct Account of the Awful
Appearance lalol of the DevTl~I fno publisher, n.d.). In
author's collection.
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always appreciate the loyalty of hie followers. Be seems to

have been at odds with one of his promising disciples, Oabriel

Harding of Westmoreland, whose oriae was reported in a broadside

of about 1670.4 in Harding's ease, Satan turned up aa execution-

er to help out an angel who appointed himself judge and jury.

Harding, as was his custom, returned home drunk. His weep-

ing wife took him by the hand. "Dear Husband," quoth she, "lye

down and sleep."

She lovingly took him by the arms,
Thinking in safety him to guide,
A blow he struck her on the breast.
The woman straight sunk down and dy'd.

Alarmed by the murder, the Harding children ran Into the street,

where "they wept, they wail'd, they wrung their hands to all good

Christians they did meet." Thus were neighbors notified of the

crime. But when they accused Hardin.", of the murder, he stoutly

denied it. Before the coroner could be summoned, a stranger

into the house.

His eyes like to the Stars did shine,
He was clothed in a bright Grass green.
His cheeks was of a Crimson red,
For such a man was seldom seen.

Vnto the people then he spoke,
Mark well these words which I shall say.
For no Coroner you shall send,
I'm lodge and lury here this day.

Harding was thrust before the self-appointed judge. After

•numerating the prisoner's sins, the stranger told the assemblage

not to fear the epeotaole they would soon witness.

4 Rollins, 0£. Pit., pp. 162-67.
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Then in the Room the Devil appear' d t

Like a brave Gentleman did standi
Satan (quoth he that van tee Iudgo)
Do no more than thou hast corriand.

The Devil then he straight did hold
On him that had murdered his wife,
Bis neok in sunder than he broke,
And thus did end his wretched life.

Immediately Satan vanished. The green-clad stranger, obviously

an angel, lingered long enough to advise the neighbors to love

oaa another. Then he too disappeared. The strange visit of the

justice-dealing duet was almost unbelievable, and the broadside

publisher realised it. Accordingly he affixed a list of "Names

of some of th* ohlefest men that live in the Parish," presumably

witnesses to the affair.

Teamwork between Satan and angels was sometimes laoklng,

however* The devil and an angel worked at cross purposes with

John Johnson of near Lincoln, aeoording to an undated broadside

in the Harvard Library.8 Johnson lived happily with his wife and

three children, a comfort to them both.

...but the devil who is daily going about, roaring like
a lion, watching all opportunities to destroy poor sin-
ful man, by one means or other, raised up such a spirit
of jealousy In this man, that soon turned the love he
bore to his wife and children to cruel hatred, so that
he often abused his good and virtuous wife, using the
most wicked expressions to her that he could imagine...

Pondering means of getting rid of hie family, Johnson one

day was accosted by the devil, who had feigned the likeness of a

nobleman. Said Satani

* Broadside, God's Dreadful Judgments on Murderers . Wicked and
Profane Swearers ."sabbath Breakers , find Jealous Persons
(no publisher, n.d.J Probably 18th Century.
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Sir, I perceive that you are discontented In Bind
which Is the cause of my approach to yon at this time,
I being the only one that can give you full content,
and ease you of all your trouble, if you will freely
discover your Bind tone, and be ruled by me« Hot that
I an unacquainted with your trouble, for I have been a
ery great aufferer myself by the like occasion for
many years, but now I hare eased my aind. I know that
you think your wife has defiled your marriage bedj
which I believe to be very true, because I know her to
be a loose person, and alne was the same; but I soon
eased ayself of her, for I out her throat, with two of
her bastards to get rid of that troubloj and having •
good estate over-sea, and a ship of my own that lies
ready for to take Be on board, so if you have a aind
to lead a happy life, now is the tine to ease you of
all your trouble. If you will go hone your wife is
abroad, therefore send your servant Bald to look for
her, in the mean time kill the three bastards, and
then the whore, as soon as she oomes in; and when done
come to me at this place, whero I will receive you and
take you on board ay ship, where you may live happily,
and enjoy all the pleasures the world can afford; let
nothing daunt thee, for I will keep thee from all harm.

Johnson promptly returned home to follow out this advice.

He killed the two youngest children by cutting their throats with

his penknife, "whilst the eldest stood trembling and crying,

'Dear Father, why do you kill ay poor brother and sister?*"

With paternal kindness, Johnson allowed the girl to kneel In

prayer before he out her throat, ffhile she wae still on her

knees, her mother returned. Johnson flew at his wife with his

knife.

...when immediately there stood one In his way, all
eloathed in white, who cried out, "Thou wicked and
perfidious wretoh, hold thy bloody hand, and proceed
no further in thy cruelty; thou hast already taken the
lives of thy two innocent babes, whose blood the Lord
will require at thy hand, and seekest thou to destroy
thy innocent wife, whom thou fslsly [sic] aocuseth.
The orles of thy innocent babes state up before the Al-
alghty who sent me to deliver thy wife out of thy
wicked hands, and the devil that deceived thee can do
thee no service but torment thee forever."
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The angel then vanished, bat neighbors showed up to seize

the murderer. Having confessed his crime and pleaded guilty at

his trial, Johnson was "executed opposite his own door."

A Higher Being sometimes imposed his Judgments without re-

course to angello messengers. So it was in the case of Dorothy

Mattley, "late of Ashover In the County of Darby." Her fatal

experience was recounted In a broadside that appeared in about

1600. 6 Dorothy was a small-time thief who stole two pennies

from a boy, the sheet reported, then denied that she had taken

If I this money stole, or it be found
With me, then let me sink into the ground,
Ith plaoe whereas I stand and let me be
Example to you all that do me see.

Suddenly she began to sink into the ground. Although she

"sorleohed and oryed for help," no one moved to save her.

"Straight down she went," the ballad said, 'with a most hldlous

cry."

When aha was sunk the ground forthwith did olose
And did return unto the first repose.
Which made all for to muse that did it see
And much admire that such a thing should be.

Her neighbors, doubting what they had seen, dug for the "woful

wretch, to satisfle their mind." They found her burled "in the

ground so deep which would have made the hardest heart to weep."

Punishment meted out by an unseen being also befell a young

man who "plaid the Thief" in Staffordshire, according to a

broadside of about 1677.7 The unnamed thief made off with a

6 Rollins, 0£, olt .. pp. 62-67.

7 IMd . . PP. 200-205.
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Bible. Taxed with the theft, the young man said he "wlaht If he

the Book did take... that he alive might rot." Before long, the

hand with which he stole the Bible rotted off.

His other hand shrunk up and dry'd
Like a Beasts Hoof, lyes by his sldei
His knees do rot, and legs decay.
And from his body fall away.

Apparently not satisfied with leaving punishment In the

hands of divine beings or In the hands of man, ghosts of murdered

persons occasionally turned up to annoy their murderers. Some-

times, Impatient with the lack of detective work shown In their

oases, they brought the murderers to justice. The case of the

murdered young woman who haunted a miller until Mary Sharp was

tried for the killing has already been mentioned In the chapter

on Cooka and Catchpennies . A similar tale of ghostly vengeance

appeared In an undated Catnaoh broadside In the Harvard Library

collection.8

A ne'er-do-well named Edward Wood lived with his parents

near Chester, according to the broadside, which told Its story In

prose and verse* Kdward' s vices cost him so much money that he

was forever short of cash. One day as his mother went to market,

he waylaid her and demanded money*

She answer' d son, stay till I home return,
I have but Just enough she did reply.
To go to market victuals for to buy.

But Kdward cursed her and threatened her so angrily that aha

finally gave hi" a crown.

Broadalde, Barbarous and Awful Murder (London: James Catnaoh,
n.d.).
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Ha said I aust have mors, thle won't do.
Then from hla pocket out a. knife he drew,
She on her aged kneee to hla did fall,
Saying dear child I have no more at all.

• • •

wicked wretch quit of shame and grace,
lamedlately he atept upon his mother's face.
Then he her throat did out from ear to ear,
And in the road he left her bleeding there."

When Edward returned home, he nonchalantly asked hla father

where Mother had gone. They talked awhile, but their chat was

interrupted by neighbors bearing the woman's mangled body. Ho

one suspected Edward of the murder] he managed a fine show of

grief. Indeed, the father was optimistic enough in his sorrow to

Imagine that the death would draw the disobedient son closer to

him.

Then a wision before them did appear.
The apparition of his mother dear,
Crying, repent thou wicked child of mine,
Seek for a Saviour, you'll a Saviour find.

Thus spoke she vanish' d, and aaid no more,
But plainly did appear upon the floor.
The purple seem'd to flow fresh from the wound.
And never can be waah'd from the ground.

Edward was so upset by the apparition that he cried out his

confession. He was hanged in chains, the broadside said. For

Illustration, it had a grisly woodcut showing a hollow-eyed

oorpse in chains on a lonely gibbet.

Ohosts revealed not only the crimes of others) sometimes

they confessed crimes they had committed as mortals. London

broadside readers in about 1680, for Instance, read of the trou-

9 Errors in punctuation and typography have been corrected.
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bled apparition that haunted a house In Rotton-Row, Holborn,

until It spilled Ita confession to a servant Bald.10 The ghost

was that of one Mistress Atkins, who had piled her earthly trade

of midwife In the house. VThen parents had been anxious to get

rid of Illegitimate children, Ulstrees Atklna had murdered the

babies and burled their bodies under the tiles near the flre-

plaoe. Such doings did her no credit after her death, and aha

felt obliged to unburden herself to someone. One March night,

the ghost cornered the maid.

pray Virgin atay, then quoth the ghoat,
for I to you will do no harm;

And tell Mary whom I lore most,
that I hereby, her now do ohsrm,

Two Tiles by *th fire up to take,
A Board also, and then to make

A Burial of what she finds,
in decent and most handsome sort)

And let the World to know my Crime,
and that I am moat sorry for'tj

Desiring Midwifes to take heed,
Row they dispose their Bastard-breed.

A search turned up the children's bones. Since most people

were likely to condemn all strange tales as lies, the broadside

concluded, unbelievers could go to the Cheshire Cheese to see the

bones on display.

Patrick Kilkenny, murderer, also had a nasty experience with

a ghost. Kilkenny was banged in July, 1865, at Kilmalnham Qaol

in Ireland for the murder of his sweetheart, Margaret Parquhar.

On the eve of his execution Margaret 'a ghoat visited Kilkenny in

10 Hyder Edward Rolllna, ed. , The. Pepva Ballads (Cambridge!
Harvard University Press, 1929-32), vol. Ill, pp. 30-36
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his cell, according to a contemporary broadshoot.1! The deputy

governor of the prison and a number of turnkeys, aroused by cries

for help, rushed to Kilkenny's oell. The guard In charge of the

murderer had fainted.

...the prisoner himself kept looking the personification
of horror, crouched In a corner, had his eyes fixed on
some object close to him. On the entrance of the deputy
and his assistants, he rushed to them crying, "there she

Is—see her—see hsr 1" by this time the turnkey had re-
covered sufficiently to tell that he had been awak-
ened...by an exclamation from Kilkenny and...beheld a
female, with long flowing yellow hair, kneeling Implor-
ingly before the prisoner, who seemed too terror-
stricken to do anything.

The turnkey (a most sensible man and truly re-

ligious.) had only time to notice that the apparition
had a most ghastly appearance and a out on her left eye-

brow, before he fainted. Kilkenny refused to tell more
than that she had spoken to him, and forgave him for
what he had done, promising at the same time to wait for

hla under the drop the following morning.

Despite the kind message the ghost brought him, Kilkenny was

upset. He raved throughout the ni#it, the broadside reported.

It is easy to explain away broadsides about devils and

ghosts as sensational items oooked up by circulation-minded pub-

lishers. Some of them undoubtedly were. Yet many of the pub-

lishers certainly believed what they printed. The publishers

lived, and their sheets appeared, In tlmee of superstition. The

early sheets appeared In an age that saw such contributions to

crime detection as the one recorded by James VI of Scotland In

his Daawonologle t "In a secret Murther, If the dead earkaase be

at any time thereafter handled by the Uurtherer, It will gush out

U Broadside, Last will and Dying Confession of Patrick Kil-

kenny... (no publisher, n.d.). In author's collection.
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out blood} as If the blood were crying to Heaven for revenge of

the Murtherer." This ordeal by touch was uaed on Philip Stan-

field, who stood trial In Scotland in 1688 for the murder of hla

father. As late as the 18th Century, all of London could be ex-

cited by tales of the "Cock I.ane Ohost." As late as the nid-

18th Century, testimony repeating conversations with a ghost was

allowed in Scotland when two nan wore tried for the murder of

Sergeant Arthur Davlee. 12 As late as the 19th Century, specta-

tors at executions occasionally clirabed the scaffold for an ap-

plication of the dead nan's hand, a reputed sure for narks, wens

and disfigurements* The ghosts and spirits that popped up in

broadsides were not neoeasarily oreatures of sone reporter's

fancy. They were creatures bred by the tinea* Vise publishers

accepted the strange tales at their faoe value; they were too

good copy for any other treatment.

12 The eaae Interested Sir Halter Soott, who edited and published
a report of the trial for presentation to membera of the Ban-
natyne Club In 1831.
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BHD OF THB ORIMB BROADSIDE

When Frederick George Manning and his wife Maria were hanged

at Horsemonger Lane In Hovember, 1849, for killing Patrick

O'Connor, Londoners still felt strongly about murderers. The

howls and cries of the crowd at the execution were so awful that

Charles Dickens penned an Indignant letter to the Times . Black

satin dresses went out of fashion for nearly SO years beoause

Mrs. Manning wore one at her execution.1

Although Mrs. Manning caused a slump In the black satin mar-

ket, she brought a boom to broadside publishers. Publishers

turned out 2,500,000 copies of broadsheets dealing with the exe-

cution of the Mannings.8 A few months earlier, they had printed

an equal number about the execution and last speech of James

Bloomfield Rush, who did his murdering single-handed.

Tet in August, 1865, when Stephen Forward gave publishers a

murder to write about, they were able to sell only a paltry

50,000 sheets. Forward was no less a criminal then the Mannings.

In quantity ha exceeded them five to one; he killed his wife and

four children. The trouble was that during the 16 Intervening

years, street-hawkers had been finding It increasingly harder to

sell crime broadsides. The reasons are not hard to imagine. The

1 Arthur Orlfflths, The Chronicles of Hewgate (Londont Chapman
and Hall, 1804), v~TlW~.

* Broadside circulation figures in this chapter are from Charles
Bindley, Curiosities of street Literature (Londont Reeves and
Turner, 1871), p. 159.
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growth of inexpensive newspapers •quipped to cover crime ex-

tensively meant overwhelming competition for the orlzae broadside.

Too, the public attitude towards orime was changing in the last

half of the 19th Century, and people were less and less inclined

to spend their pennies for sheets morbidly sympathetic toward

criminals. Finally, the abolishing of public executions in 1868

tripped hangings of their carnival aspects. Private hangings

were sure death to the "dying speech" sheets, if not to the en*

tire field of orime handbills.

The expanding British press was Itself a serious blow to the

broadside publishers. With the emergence of low-prloed news*

papers oapable of treating crime the way their readers wanted it,

the main funotion of the broadside ended. The early British

printer who struck off the first crime broadsheet brought it into

a world without newspapers. The sheet was. a form of newspaper.

Even in the first two centuries of newapaper journalism, the

broadside was able to hold its own. Papers were few, and they

were email. Their prioea wero out of reach of the masses. The

broadside offered the mass of people material that the newspaper

could not*

newspapers in the 10th Century were edited to appeal to the

comparatively small audience that could afford them. Much of the

news in the four-page sheets was of a political nature. At least

one of the four folio pages was devoted to advertisements. The

rest of the paper was given over to serious and oomio articles,

poetry, theatrical and social gossip, official reports, letters
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front correspondents and snippets of Information. There was

crime news to be sure, but the space that could be devoted to it

was necessarily Halted.

Bran if the orlsta budget of a newspaper were large enough

for the oomnon nan, he probably could not have afforded the paper.

Late in the 18th Century and on into the 19th, prices of dailies

and thrlco-weoklles were high. Many persona-—undoubtedly »ost~

eould not afford the Time

a

at four nenoe in 179S or at four and a

half penee in 1796. 4 By 1806 the price of the Tines had risen to

sixpence a copy. Prices of nost broadsheets throughout the period

vara a penny or a half-penny.

newspapers for the masses cane with the introduction of

weeklies that gave more than a day's reading. One of these,

Ball' a ff—M.y Measangsr. appeared in 1796.5 The real growth of

the popular press, however, sane at the start of the French war,

when people besieged newspaper offices for developments and when

every town of any importance began to feel the absolute need of a

aawspaper it could call its own. The remainder of the century

waa one of phenomenal growth of the press. In 1800 too total

of newspapers in the United Kingdom was 850* By 1901 that

8 0. M. Trevelyan, English Social History (London? Longmans,
Oreen and Co* , 1942), p. 412.

* Stanley Morlson, The English Hswspaper 1652-1958 (Cambridge
University Press, 1952), p. 255.

* iSS.' Sll'

James Routledge, Chapters in the History of Popula
(London i Uaomillan and Co.71876), p. 498.
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number had Increased nearly tenfold. At the start of the 19th

Century, a paper with a circulation of 2,000 or 3,000 copies was

regarded as remarkably successful. By the end of the century,

P«»y paper* sold 250,000 or more copies dally. The half-penny

papers ran up even larger circulations.7

Grime heeams Important news. Typical of the newspapers that

prospered during the French wars was Bell's WaoklT Dispatch .

which soon after 1816 Introduced copious reports of murders, se-

duotlons, rapes end other sorts of horrors.8 A later bargain

package of sensation worth mentioning was Hews of the World .

Whloh began publication In 1343.9 A norolty for Sunday In else

and In Its price of threepence, It gave a great deal of apaoe to

order and crlae of all kinds. Its appeal was to lower lnooraa

groups who had neither tliae nor money for the dally press but

looked forward to their weekend paper.10 The Hews of. the VTorld

at present glwes an advertised 4,000,000 readers their weekly

review of murders, rapes, robberies and scandals.

Bow a newspaper could treat a good crime story was da

strated by the London Times In 1806 . The sensation of the

was the murder of Isaao Blight by Richard Patch. The Tlmo

pioneered In newspaper illustration by splashing two woodcut en-

7 The "THftrMl* History of English Literature (0. P. Putnam's

foMTww-17), vol. XTV, p. 131.

8 Horlson, 0£. cit .. p. 242.

9 Ibid., p. 251.

10 Ibid ., p. 255.
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gravings dealing with tho Harder aoroes Its front page for

April 7. One was a Ground floor diagram, the other an elevation

of the house in which the mnrder took place.11 The rest of the

front page was given over to a verbatim account of Patch's trial.

I'ore extensive and more sensational was the "'eel:!? Dispatch'

a

handling of the William Oorder execution In 1828. The Weekly

Dispatch for August 17 ran more than 10 columns about the ease.

Coverage Included a column editorial, a column and a half of re-

marks on Corner's motives and eight columns describing hie exe-

cution. Further, the came issue used two separate sheets, print-

ed by lithography, to furnish readers with a representation of

the execution, a portrait of Corder's head on the dissection

board and a drawing of the Red Barn In which he murdered Marls

Marten.18

Such competition eventually cut into the sales of crime

broadsides. As the century grew older, as newspapers grew In

number and circulation, the demand for broadsheets dropped. The

lush days, when the execution of the Wanning a meant sales of s

quarter of a million oopios, were over. The trial of Constance

Kent for the murder of her brother In 1880 resulted in only

160,000 sheets, although it must be admitted that Xias Kent

cheated trie broadside press by escaping the sallows. The exe-

cution papers about the five pirates of the Flowery T^and In

1864 sold 290,000 copies. The case gave W. S. Fortey, Cntnach's

11 Ibid ., p. 209.

18
Ibid . , p. 279.
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successor, hla largest press run, 90,000 copies. Yet 40 years

earlier, old Jerany Catnaoti bad produced 500,000 copies of the

sheet on just the trial of the murderer Thurtell.

Even the execution of Frans Iluller In 1864 was worth broad-

side sales of only 280,000 copies, despite Hindley's observation

that no murder of the period surpassed Hullor's orlme In atrocity

or public interest.13 The circulation of execution broadsides of

London printers sank to 60,000 ooples in the oase of J. R. Jef-

fery, who murdered his young son in 1866. The slump was caused

by the dally penny newspapers. By giving comprehensive aocounts

of orlne, they forestalled demand for broadside "dying speeches

and confessions."14

Nor was the newspaper the only enemy of the broadside.

Their decline was undoubtedly sped by a changing attitude toward

crime and criminals. For centuries crime as a sensation had been

exceedingly close to the common man. Huoh as they might go to

the soo, large numbers of persons visited Newgate prison for the

cheep thrill of seeing criminals. The public at times had bean

allowed to attend the prison chapel services for condemned

prisoners, a morbid ceremony during which a black coffin faeed

the orlmlnals about to die. Exeeutionshad bean frequent, and

multitudes had watched them. Crowds had streamed past dissection

tables on which lay exposed the bodies of executed orlminals.

The 19th Century with lta slowly growing enlightenment In

18 Hindley, org. cit., p. 159.

X4
Igc.. clt.
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the treatment of criminals brought an and to those practices.

After legislation of 1852, no person was executed for forgery.

In 1858 and the few years that followed It, the death penalty was

abolished for a long liat of crimes I coining, sheep stealing,

horse stealing, stealing in a dwelling house, house breaking,

burglary, returning from transportation, cutting and maiming,

stealing postoffice letters, rick-burning, sacrilege and arson.

By 1837 murder and attempted murder were practically the only

crimes punishable by death.16 the change was refleoted In the

number of easeutions* The number of persona sentenced to death

In England dropped from 458 In 1857 to 56 in 1859.16 Spectators

still thronged to executions, but their occasions for doing so

were materially lessened.

Dissection of the bodies of all executed murderers was dis-

continued In 1858. Improving prison conditions throughout the re-

mainder of the century stripped the public of its chances to gaps

at prisoners In confinement. The public, which once had bean

able to hobnob vicariously with originals, was thrust farther and

farther away from the source of its thrills.

The last major blow to the orlme broadside was the abolish-

ing of public executions in 1858. The final publio hanging In

front of Bewgate was that of Michael Barrett, a Fenian oonvieted

of complicity In en explosion in Clerkenwell prison which result-

15
Griffiths, op.. Pit ., p. 456.

lg toe clt .
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ed In several deaths. Pollee took unusual precautions to pre-

vent any outbreak at the soene of execution. Troops were In

readiness. Detectives mingled with the crowd, which was not as

large as usual. These precautions escaped at least one broadside

reporter, who probably wrote his story well in advance of the

execution. His account made no reference to the fact that Bar-

rett's was the last public hanging. Scaroely deviating from

similar accounts he had no doubt scribbled scores of times be-

fore, the reporter wrote

t

The time having arrived, Caloraft, the executioner,
was introduced to the prisoner, who immediately com-
menced pinioning him, which operation having been gone
through, the prisoner thanked the governor and other of-
ficials of the prison for their kindness towards him.
The procession was then formed, and slowly took Its way
towards the soene of execution. The prisoner ascended
the scaffold with a firm step. Everything having been
prepared, the eap was drawn over his eyes and the rope
adjusted, the bolt was drawn, and he appeared to strug-
gle but slightly before life was extinct.17

The broadside was distinguished only by a misplaced pronoun

which gave the Impression that the prisoner pinioned the exe-

cutioner Instead of vice versa. The writer might have done a

better job had he known his story was an epitaph not only for

Barrett but for a whole glorious era of broadside history; for

after Barrett's dangling body oeased struggling, the broadside

lost forever its chance to give detailed reports of criminals'

last moments and agonies.

When a railway porter was hanged for murder in 1868 within

the precincts of Maidstone Oaol, out of sight of the multitude.

*' Hlndley, pj>. clt. , p. 228.
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the carnival atmosphere that had long accompanied executions was

gone. A black flag that crawled to the top of a staff over the

prison told the solemn crowd outside that the sentenoe had been

carried out. The same changed atmosphere also was apparent at

the aeoond private execution-—the first at Newgate—on September

0, 1868, when Alexander lieokay was hanged for murdering his mis-

tress with a rolling-pin and furnace-rake. Officials spoke in

whispers. Only the deep, monotonous tolling of the death bell

broke the monotonous stillness.

Broadsides reporting Maekay'e execution did not have all the

difficulties of those of the future. Instead of emphasising the

hanging itself, they were able to play up the faot that hla was

the aeoond private execution, as did a sheet published by

Taylor.18 It aaldt

This is the second execution that has been aarrled
out in private under the provisions of the recent stat-
ute, and it, of course, necessitated the mM"e of a
great many alterations with regard to details. It waa
at firat proposed that the soaffold should be erected
in one of the yards adjoining the scaffold, upon the
level i but although the original plan was adhered to,
it waa decided that the scaffold should not be on a
level, and the culprit, as waa the ease before, had to
reach the drop by ascending a ladder-

Beginning with the death of Maekay, broadside accounts of

executions were bvu>dened with dullness and sameness. Writers re-

membered the ritual of hangings, and they were able to do a fair

job of reporting current executions from the memory of past ones.

They knew that the executioner pinioned the prisoner. They knew

18 Griffiths, op.. Pit ., p. 528.

19 Bindley, op., oit. , p. 235.
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that the condoned man invariably pardoned the executioner and

thanked prison officials for their kindness. They knew that the

little procession of doomed men and attendants moved slowly to-

wards the scaffold. They were reasonably sure that the prisoner

would mount the scaffold "with a firm step," and they knew that

the bolt would bo drawn. These points they could incorporate in-

to their stories. But no more could they linger over the grue-

tome details that had once given broadside readers delicious

shudders. Take, for lnatanee, the paragraphs describing the end

of Mackayt

The sheriffs of the prison having arrived,
diately proceeded to the condemned cell. The executioner
was shortly afterwards introduced to the prisoner, who
Immediately commenced pinioning him. During this trying
operation, the wretched criminal only onee he [aid] ex-
claimed, "Kay the Lord have mercy on my soul I" Every-
thing having been completed, the prisoner thanked the
chaplain and officers of the prison for their kindness
towards him. The procession was formed, and slowly took
its way towards the scaffold, whioh the prisoner ascend-
ed with a firm step; the rope was then speedily adjusted,
the bolt was drawn, and the wretched man after a few
struggles ceased to exist.

To appreciate) how Inadequate such reporting must have

to readers—who could not see the execution themselves—one needs

only compare it with J. Pitts' sheet about the hanging of John

Thurtell In 1884 ,*° The entire two-column paper was a moment-by-

moment report of Thurtell* s progress from oondemned oell to

death. In the second paragraph, Thurtell, "mounted the stairs

with a alow but steady step." In the third:

20 Charles Hlndley, The Life and Times of James Catnach (London!
Reeves and Turner, 1878), p. 150.



Thurtell immediately placed himself under the
fatal beam, and at that moment the chimes of a neigh-
bourlng clock began to strike twelve. The executioner
then came forward with the rope, which he threw across
It. Thurtell first lifted his eyes up to the drop,
gated at It for a few moments, and then took a cairn
but hurried survey of the multitude around him. He
next fixed hi a eyes on a young gentleman in the crowd,
whom he had frequently seen as a speotator at the com-
mencement of the proceedings against him. Seeing that
the Individual was affooted by the circumstances, he
removed than to another quarter, and in so doing recog-
nised an Individual well known In the snorting olrcles,
to whom he made a alight bow.

o particular of Thurtell »s dress escaped the reporter.

"The prisoner was attired," he noted, "in a dark brown greet

coat, with a blaok velvet collar, white corduroy breeches, drab

galtors and shoes." He wore handcuffs Instead of cord bonds,

black gloves "and the wrists of his shirt were visible below the

cuffs of his coat." His cravat wae white. His leg chains were

held up In the middle "by a white Belcher handkerchief tied round

his waist."

Conscientiously the reporter observed that Thurtell "looked

careworn j his eountenanoe had assumed a cadaverous hue, and there

was a lankness about his cheeks and mouth, which could not fall to

attract the notice of every speotator." The writer painstakingly

set down the exchange of remarks between Thurtell and the governor

of the Jail. The prisoner's last words, he recorded, were, "I ad-

mit that justice has been done me—I am perfectly satisfied."

A few seconds then elapsed, during which every
person seemed to be engaged In examining narrowly Thur-
tell «s deportment. His features, as well they could be
discerned, appeared to remain unmoved, and his hands,
which were extremely prominent, continued perfectly
steady, and were not affected by the slightest tx
lour —Ma u

Iff
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Exactly at two minutes past twelve the Under-

sheriff, with his wand, gave the dreadful signal--
the drop suddenly and silently fell—and

JOHN THURTELL WAS LAUNCHED
INTO ETERNITY.

Not all broadsides had been as detailed as that one. They

had not needed to be. By virtue of their speed of production,

their low selling price; they had been able to compete with news-

papers without such conscientious reporting. But when the press

seriously challenged their function, their opportunity was gone

forever. Dying speeches belonged to the heyday of the Mannings,

and long execution reports to the days before Michael Barrett.

After Mackay plunged through the trap, execution reports were

flat and itereotyped. The newspapers could do a better Job.

The crime broadside did not die overnight. But as dwindling

numbers were willing to pay for its raucous voice, the crime

sheet became Increasingly uncommon. When Charles Hindley was

gathering material for his collection of street literature which

he published in 1871, he one day met the street ballad singer of

his youth near the Strand in London. Hindley and the hawker

stopped to chat. x

"Want some old 'dying speeches' and 'cocks' you do Indeed,"

said the vender. "Well, I a'nt got any."

Certainly no broadside peddler of old Jemmy Catnach's day

would ever have had to confess that to a would-be customer.

21 Hindley, Curiosities of Street Literature . p. li.
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COWCLUSIOMS

In the summer of 1946, Chleago police arrested a 17-year-old

University of Chleago student named William Helrena for the mur-

der of Susanna Degnan. While his ease moved towards trial, a

sleek Air Force bomber dropped experimental atomic bombs at

Bikini, and In Washington congressmen debated the British Loan

and OPA issues. Whan stories datellned Bikini and Washington

reached Chleago, editors played them down to give their readers

latest developments In the Helrens case. In 85 newspaper Issues,

editors gave the murder case front-page banner headlines 62

times—73 percent of the total. Stories about OPA got top

prominence 11 tines, those about Bikini 4 times and those about

the British Loan twloe.1

This preoccupation with crime on the part of United States

editors has worried many orlties of the press. It even has wor-

ried some editors. One Wisconsin editor has written:

Another reoent violent example of obscenity run
wild was the handling of the facts concerning the mur-
der of a University of Wisconsin student and the attack
made upon his companion. Details of the case ware de-
scribed In language totally unfit for young people or
any other people. Every rule of propriety was disre-
garded....

We are fed up with this nationwide palming off of
smut as news and entertainment. We need legislation to
put men who conceive and distribute and pander in such
filth behind the bars .2

* Lillian Gottlieb, "Radio and Newspaper Reports of the Helrens
Case," Journalism Quarterly . June, 1947, p. 100.

8 Ashland (Wisconsin) Dally Press . Hovember 25, 1947.
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The life story of the crime broac'eide should forcibly Im-

press upon critics of the press that 20th-century editors did not

discover crime news, nor did their predecessors of the last cen-

tury. In printed form, oriise news antedated the newspaper. In-

dead, on at least one side of its fsally tree, the newspaper can

trace its ancestry back to the first printed ballads about crime.

Blood and printer's Ink have been mixed since the infancy of

printing in England. And they have long been mixed in America.

British broadsheets about crime and violence had their counter-

parts In America from the 17th Century until at least the latter

half of the 19th, although in the long run the pamphlet was per-

haps the more popular media in this country. Many classic Ameri-

can crimes—the Webster case in 1849, for instance—were covered

extensively by pamphlets aa well as newspapers.

'

This is not to say that present-day handling of crime news

is desirable or that it cannot be improved. It is simply to re-

state one obstacle to Improvement! the reader's deep and abiding

interest in gruesome news. One may easily underestimate the part

of the early press in oatering to this morbid curiosity if he

refers only to old papers themselves. Some early newspapers car-

ried a high proportion of what might be considered significant

news—stories of international affairs and politics—and a low

percentage of oriae items. But the masses did not read those

newspapers. The masses read broadsides, and crime was among the

Floyd K. Baskette, "Reporting the Webster Caae, America's
Classic Murder," Journalism Quarterly . September, 1947, pp. 250-
57, gives an Interesting account of American crlre coverage in
the last century.
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first songs that the broadside sang.

There Is scarcely a technique of modern crime presentation

that cannot be traced back to the broadside. Today editors of

tabloids and magazines specialising in true orl<ne stories splash

large headlines over first-person confessions of criminals, «ho

sob their stories beneath such titles as "I Was a Gun Moll" and

"I Killed for I*>ve." Broadside publishers ran criminals' con-

fessionals early as the 17th Century, perhaps earlier, In the

form of Tersifled laments and dying speeches. They anticipated

by centuries the tabloid device of having hacks ghost-write these

sensational revelations; most of the broadside confessions were

the work of hired scribblers. Broadside men used illustrations

of an "x-marks-the-spot" nature as early as the Canning case In

the 18th Century, and likenesses of criminals decorated crime

sheets as early as the 16th Century. Modern editors are fond of

bestowing names on crimes, and during its life In the news a

nasty bit of homicide might be Identified as "The Black Dahlia

Slaying" or "The Broadway Butterfly Murder." Prom the 17th

Century on, broadside men did much the same sort of christening

as they told their readers about "The Bloody-Mladed Midwife,"

"The Whipster of floodstreet" and "The Red Barn Murder."

Tricks of sensationalism that the yellow press has capital-

ised on were routine for broadside men. Villainy spiced up with

sex was recognised as a tasty dish by even 17th-century broad-

sheet men. They turned out many a story of murder Involving an

unwed mother and her uncomfortable lover, of unwanted husbands

and wives who were converted into corpses by illicit lovers.
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To 8*11 sheets, publishers from time to time printed stories

they knew to be false, used distortion, overplayed Insignificant

crimes. They could create a first-rate sensation from even a

minor trial) they did In the ease of Mary Doheny, for Instance.

Mary Doheny stood trial In 18G4 for obtaining food and other

items under false pretences from gullible acquaintances In

Carrick-on-3uir. She had convinced some of her neighbors, two

policemen among them, that she could conjure up the spirits of

their dead relatives for them. She was levying tributes of food

and clothing on the living for tho comfort of their ethereal bin-

folk when the law caught up with her. Three contemporary broad-

sides In the author's possession refer to the woman as "The

Modern Witch of Endor" and "The Cerrlck-on-Sulr Witch."* The

headlines were designed to catch attention. "The Witch Again!"

screamed one. "She revisits the scenes of her former fame each

night? Notwithstanding the Bolts, Bars, and Padlocks of Cloonel

Jail I I" Howhere In the trial, as the broadsides reported It, was

witchcraft mentioned. Yet the broadside confidently asserted:

It would appear from recent revelations in Carrick-
on-Sulr that witchery has been exercised there. A re-
markable ease of its power has been brought under ju-
dicial cognisanoe of the local magistracy, through the

of Mr. Beard, S.I., and the police.

the current charge that prisoners often have a hard time

getting a fair trial because their cases are tried beforehand In

newapapers would have been valid against the broadside at almost

* Lockhart in his life of Scott mentions a ballad, founded on
Ayrshire tradition, that recounts the deeds of a "Witch of
Carrick," whose skill In black art helped destroy one of the
scattered vessels of the Spanish Armada.
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any time from lta birth to death. Before William Corder wae even

apprehended for the murder of Maria Marten, for Instance, James

Oatnaeh In a broadside remarked

i

There oan be but little doubt left but that tills
unfortunate young woman fell a victim to her unhallowed
passion, and was Inhumanly butchered by the monster
upon thorn she relied for her future protection as a hus-
band .6

Context of the sheet Identified Corder as the "monster."

When Corder was taken Into custody, another Catnaoh sheet spoke

in its headline of the "apprehension of the murderer," referred

to Maria Marten as the younj man's "victim" and said that he was

charged with "perpetration of as dark and foul a murder as per-

haps ever stained the annals of crime."6

Certain Mew Tork tabloids devoted to sex and sin at present

pre-date by several days their Sunday editions, which are dis-

tributed to out-of-town news stands early In the week. That

practice was used by 19th-century broadside publishers. They

printed reports of executions and dying speeches of criminals a

day or two ahead of time so the broadsides could be sold in the

provinces almost as soon as the malefactor made his fatal descent

from the scaffold.

wen from the point of view of circulation, the broadsides

compared favorably with American tabloids specialising In crime.

When one Mow Tork tabloid editor was using sensation to build

circulation, ho had difficulty in getting more than 700,000

8 Charles Hlndley, T£e Life and Times of James Catnach (London!
Beeves and Turner, 1878), p. 135.

6 Ibid ., pp. 183-G4.
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readers dally.' Catnach, aa haa bean pointed out several times,

sold 800,000 broadsheets about a crime with strong public In-

terest. Although Catnaoh's sheets were sold over a period of

weeks, their showing Is still Impressive.

In almost every aspect of crime presentation, the broadside

pioneered, for good or 111. But that Information is one of the

minor conclusions from this history of the crime broadside. The

greatest value of this study of the crime sheet is In the field

of social history. The mere faet that the or late broadside sur-

vived for more than three centuries ia in itaelf a curious com-

mentary on the times, and this study has repeatedly attempted to

show why it survived.

Although many of the broadsides are of ' small use for trust-

worthy details about specific criminal cases, they are exceedingly

valuable for the light they shed on the aaamy aide of their day.

They teach a great deal about the extent of crime, types of

orlmes, barbarity of punishments, apirit of the London mob, living

conditions, superstitions , aacredneaa of property—a list of

things.

The value of the broadside aa a source for aooial historians

is in no way diminished by the faet that the sheets were not al-

waya accurate and at times were outright fakes. The broadsides

ware read by the masses; and true or false, they gave a picture

that their readers accepted aa true. Bven the faked sheets, the

7 TSnlle Oauvreau, Itj Laat Million Readers (Hew York: E. P. Button
and Co., 1941), passim .

~
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cooks and oatchpenaies, hod to carry Information that would

strike the reader as credible, although they night atretoh hie

credulity. They had to have the ring of truth. If they got by

with stories of ghosts and spirits. It was because a good share

of their readers bellered In ghosts and spirits. The broadside

reflected the thinking of Its times.

The changing attitude towards criminals, for Instance, was

recorded by the broadside In Its lifetime. Early In the history

of the broadsheet, tho populace admired breakers-of-the law to

the point of making than heroes I and If this admiration had not

wholly wanished by the time the broadside died, it oertainly had

diminished. In the life span of the broadside, the oriminal

ooased to be viewed as a freak to be peeked at and poked at by

sensation hunters and began to be recognised as what he was, an

aberrant member of society in need of correction for his own sake

as well as society's.

The law, too, changed, and the broadside rafleotad the

changes. For centuries the government held that brutal punish-

ments were the answer to an increasing criminal population.

Scores of offenoes carried the death penalty, which was inflicted

with monotonous regularity. But severity was not enough, and bar-

barous punishments did not diminish crime although they may have

increased It. A man who could be executed for robbing a dwelling

house might Just as well murder anyone who tried to stop him,

since he could be hanged only once. Furthermore, juries often

refused to convict prisoners accused of minor crimes carrying the

death penalty, and the offenders went entirely unpunished. In the
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early 19th Century, the criminal code was alleviated. Public

executions, which had long since lost their effeot as warnings

to the populace, ware abolished*

Those were the changes reflected by the broadside over a

long period. As a day to day record, the broadside Is fully as

valuable for the glimpses it gives of the life and manners of the

times. A few random examples will illustrate the point.

In 17SS the procession of criminals from prison to Tyburn

gallows was abolished for humane reasons, and Samuel Johnson

lamented Its passing. A few years later this measure was fol-

lowed by another, the Introduction of a gallows with trap door

to replace the cart on which condemned criminals previously had

stood until horses jerked it from under them. The new device for

speeding felons into eternity was described by a contemporary

broadsheet

t

We <««;<'"» that an accurate representation of the
new mode of executing criminals in the Old Bailey, which
does so much honour to the present worthy Sheriffs, will
hardly fail of giving satisfaction to such, at least, as
do not reside near the metropolis.

The whole of this temporary erection is hung in
black. The criminals are attended...from their cells to

the centre part of the scaffold, which is a platform
raised about two or three Inches above the general floor,

and directly under the gallows t here, after the usual
prayers and solemnities, the rope is tied up, and, at
the Sheriff's signal, the executioner pulls away a
staple, which loosens a bar that supports the platform,
and the platform then falls int and this, being much
more sudden and regular than that of a cart being drawn

f, has the effeot of immediate death.8

Wan after this device of humane intent had been in use for

8 Charles Hindley, Curiosities of Street Literature (Londont

Beeves and Turner, 1871), p. 179.
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than threescore years, the hangman sonetlnes bad to give It

assistance, If one believes a sheet published In Dldeford

In 1849t

The bolt was drawn, the hands gave a convulsive
twitch upwards, there waa a alight motion in the lege, _
and then a horrible tugging of the hangman at his heels.

These speotaoles were intended to serve as a warning to the

populace, and so was the custom of hanging the corpses of crimi-

nals in chains. Ralph Smith, who died in 1792 for murder, was

one of a host of felons who went without a grave that his fellow

creatures might profit from his example.

Bis body was hung in chains near the village of
Frampton, to perpetuate the Inhuman transactions that
both young and old may endeavour to shun so abominable
an example .10

How behaved the orowds at these executions performed for

their edification? Hot always as soberly as the oooaslon war-

ranted. Consider the attitude of spectators toward Robert

Blakesly, who was hanged for murder in about 1.840:

The moment the culprit appeared on the scaffold,
there was a yell frost the multitude, but he took no
notice of it, but muttering a few words in prayer he
was launched Into eternity. For the first couple of
minutes, the wretched nan struggled very much, to
the great gratification of tho crowd, at the pain he
was supposed to be suffering.!!

Whether the spectators came for enlightenment or out of mor-

bid curiosity, they came in vast numbers. "Upwards of 100,000

A
Broadside, An Account of the Execution and Confession

*- see Lan5lck... (Bldefordt Wilson. I§49T In Harvard
collection.

10 3roadslde, The Life . Trial , and Behaviour of Ralph Smith...
(no publisher, 1792). InHarvard collection.

** Hlndley, Curiosities of Street Literature . p. 194.
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parsons ware present, smld a sheet about the fatal descent of

John Qleeson Wilson In 1849, "the railway 0009*07 running cheap

trains from all available parts."12

The broadsides shed curious light on Juvenile delinquency of

their time. Anticipating Oliver Twist by about 14 years, one

broadsheet deserlbed the robbery of a dwelling house near Wake-

field} the methods of entry were strikingly similar to those used

in a house-breaking attempt to which Dickens' young hero was an

unwilling partyj

The entrance into the premises was effooted by
breaking a square of glass, through which a boy was
passed Into the kitchen, and opened the door for the
rest.13

The routing of the robbers also smacked of the episode of

Oliver Twist . The master of the house, roused by his servant, ar-

rived in time to shoot at the intruders.

About half past four some colliers going to their
work, found the man who had been shot, within on*
hundred yards of Mr. Boyle's house, so desperately
wounded, that he shortly expired.... It is supposed that
his companions had Intended to have thrown him into a
well near at hand, to prevent his making any disclosure,
but that they were too much concerned for their own
safety, to be able to effect their object.

A Ban and a boy of 14 were apprehended on suspicion of the

robbery, the broadside continued, and they were believe "to fom

part of a most extensive gang of house breakers."

In reporting crime, the broadside could scarcely avoid re-

vealing the human misery that often oaused it. James Duggln

18 Ibid . . p. 197.

18 Broadside, A Particular Account o£ a Daring Robbery And
ing One of the BobborsT... (Loads 1 Samuel Brookes, 1824;
InHarvara' collection.
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murdered his wife and six children, then committed suicide, one

Juno day In 1C79. There was no real viciousnees In the man, if

the broadside writer had hla story right*

On Saturday evening Duggln returned from his work,
and he then looked rather sad, hla wife told a female
neighbour that her husband had been dismissed from his
employment, and they had also received notice to leave
their lodgings at 12 o'clock on Monday.14

examples could be multiplied to show that in telling

about crime the broadside told also of the everyday life of the

people. The shilling hacks who turned their small talents to

crime reporting of necessity revealed a murky part of their times

In all its brutality, squalor, misery and life-like detail.

5,4 Bindley, Curiosities of Street Literature , p. 256.
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thesis. Be also is deeply Indebted to Mrs. Lillian MoCue of

Colorado Springs, Colorado, whose own crime studies appear under

the name Lillian de la Torre. Ber suggestions and encouragement

have made writing this work considerably easier than it might

have been. For assistance in gathering source material, the

author wishes to thank Miss Carolyn Jakeman of Harvard Library,

Cambridge, who selected many broadsides for microfilming} Hiss

Harjorie E. Case of Connecticut State Library, Hartford, who made

available microfilms of broadsides and pamphlets dealing with the

Elisabeth Canning case} Miss Mildred Rshnaur of the Kansas State

College Library, who obtained a number of necessary volumes on

inter-library loan} and Mr. James Thomson of Edinburgh, Scotland,

Who helped the writer track down many books, pamphlets and broad-
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In preparing this thesis, the author has studied hundreds of

broadsides In their original form and In collections of reprints.

In this list of references, he has Included neither the broad-

sides nor the contemporary crime tracts that furnished background

material, since the titles of those Items would be more tedious

than helpful. The reader whose interest In broadsides Is stimu-

lated as a result of this study will find several excellent col-

lections of the sheets In the United States. The Harvard

Library has a large collection of crime broadsides, most of them

from the late 18th Century and the 19th Century, according to Hiss

Carolyn Jakeman, librarian, who assisted the author in selecting

source material for this study. The Hew York Public Library has

a collection of at least 4,000 broadsides of all types, American

and British. However, as the sheets are arranged chronologically

without regard to subject or country, working with them might

present certain difficulties. The Library of the American Anti-

quarian Society In Worcester, Massachusetts, has an extensive

collection of American crime broadsides and pamphlets, according

to Clifford K. Shipton, librarian. Broadsides and pamphlets

about the Canning ease are in the Tale and Harvard Libraries.

An excellent microfilm collection of this source material, ar-

ranged by Lillian do la Torre, Is in the Connecticut State Li-

brary at Hartford. The reader's attention also is directed to

the excellent collections of broadside reprints edited by Pro-
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feasor Rollins. Hlndley's Curiosities of street Literature oon-

tslns s number of Interesting broadside reprints. Hindiey ar-

ranged bis reprints In chronological order, but be ana Inaccurate

in tbe dates that ha ascribed to some of the items.
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